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Preface

This report fonns the conclusion of my Master's thesis, fulfIlled as a part of the electrical
engineering studies at the Eindhoven University of Technology. Between March 1996 and
January 1997 I worked at the Intelligent Networks Application Laboratory (INAL), part of the
R&D division of Ericsson Telecommunicatie B.V. in Rijen, the Netherlands.

In the INAL I was given the opportunity to work on the RSP-tool project. The main goal of the
project is to gain insight in the consequences and demands of introduction of Intelligent
Networks. For me, working in this project was an opportunity to experience the way of
working in a research & development department of a big company. Also, it gave me the
opportunity to apply the theoretical knowledge on the area of telecommunications to a practical
problem in the area of Intelligent Networks.
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Summary

Intelligent Networks enhance the existing telephony network with possibilities to provide a
variety of services to the users. Especially in these days of competition introduced in the
network, and of fast evolving technologies, this gives operators the opportunity to distinct from
others, and thus become more interesting for customers. Ericsson Telecommunications is a
leading company on the area of Intelligent Networks.

The Intelligent Networks Application Laboratory (INAL), part of the R&D division of
Ericsson Telecommunicatie B.V. in Rijen, is instituted to make full profit out of the
opportunities provided by the Intelligent Network concept.

One of the projects in the INAL, the Rapid Service Prototyping (RSP) tool is a model of the
real Ericsson Intelligent Network. It provides Ericsson a means to get insight in the
consequences and demands of the introduction of new services in the Intelligent Network on the
nodes in the network and on the network capabilities. Also, the RSP-tool makes it possible to
test new ideas within a very short time.

However, the RSP tool is not complete yet. One of the missing parts is a physical entity that
contains specialized resources in the network, the Intelligent Peripheral (IP). This Intelligent
Peripheral takes care of specialized tasks in the network, such as recording and playing of
speech messages. To get the full potential out of the Intelligent Network capabilities, the
Intelligent Peripheral is a very important node.

In this document I provide an overview of the research to such an Intelligent Peripheral,
especially aimed on the wish to extend the RSP-tool with such a node. First, the research
concentrates on the functional aspects of an Intelligent Peripheral. The result of this research is
a set of capabilities, which the IP should at least provide. The capabilities of the prototype,
which will be developed, will be used in a service, that is also described in the report. An
important issue is the distribution of logic in the Intelligent Network, and this will be described
extensively.

The research also covers the architecture of an Intelligent Peripheral, dealing with aspects like
scalability and modularity. The research results in a proposal for the architecture of the
prototype of the Intelligent Peripheral, which has to interwork in the RSP-tool.

Furthennore, research to the interfaces of an Intelligent Peripheral is needed. To integrate the
Intelligent Peripheral in the existing telephony network, two options are described, and one of
the options is selected to be used in the prototype in the RSP-tool.

Before the results of the research are used to implement the prototype, the report describes a
fonnal description of the system. The Specification and Description Language, SOL, is used to
describe and explain the breakdown of the prototype in four functional blocks. It also describes
the processes in the prototype on a detailed level.

Finally, the report describes the implementation issues of the prototype Intelligent Peripheral.
In this implementation, the results of the research are used as a guideline. The report describes
the hardware and software architectures, needed to provide the prototype with the demanded
capabilities and interfaces to the RSP-tool in the Intelligent Network Application Laboratory.
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1. Introduction.
This chapter provides the reader an introduction to the subject of this report. It identifies the
problem and defines the scope of the project. Next the project is put in a broader context. Finally it
gives the outline of the report.

1.1 Scope of the project.
Nowadays the telecommunication market is a very fast evolving one. Not only the new, hot
topics like broadband, mobile and ISDN are demanding big investments of the
telecommunication industries. Also POTS (plain Old Telephone Service) is evolving towards a
service-level that requires innovation and big investments from operators and equipment
vendors. The demands from both big companies and individual subscribers constantly increases
and operators need to satisfy their customers to keep in line with their competitors.

In the old telephony networks the call control and service control are often integrated in the
switches. This causes problems when new services have to be introduced in the network. It
makes it a difficult and slow process, because each service and its next releases has to be
installed in every switch. Next to that, operators often use equipment from several vendors,
which makes the introduction of new service even more difficult.

To make it possible to introduce new services quickly, the telecommunication industries, in
cooperation with the standardization institutes, have been defming the Intelligent Network
concept. This concept separates the service control from the call control. The call control
remains in the switches, while the service control is put into a general purpose computer
platform. To install a new service only the software in the computer platform has to be
changed, instead of making adaptations in all the switches. Next to the advantage of fast
introduction of new services, the use of general purpose computers increases the possibilities to
offer more sophisticated services. Examples of these services are the Virtual Private Network
(VPN) and Universal Personal Telephone (UPT) services.

In the past few years Ericsson made its own Intelligent Network implementation, based on
technology that has already been used in the switches before the IN concept arose. The
Ericsson IN system is used as special services platform by many operators (Le. Dutch PTT) in
28 countries. The system makes it possible to create services in a graphical service creation
environment. Also functionality for administration, network management and service
management is provided in the system.

With the growing complexity of services there is an increasing need for a good user-interface.
To achieve this, using the limited possibilities of the present terminals, there is an extensive use
of menu's leading the user to the desired destination. These menu's require the playing of
announcements and the recognition of digits, entered on the users' terminal. The resources
which take care of this are often located in the local- and transit exchanges.

To simplify the maintenance and installation of these resources the IN concept provides the
possibility to place the resources in a separate network node. The IN terminology for the
collection of resource functions is Specialized Resource Function (SRF). The physical node on
which these functions reside is called Intelligent Peripheral (IP). The centralized placement of
the resources in an IP makes it easy to extend the number of resources or to install new
resource functionality, e.g. speech storage, speech recognition and protocol conversion
facilities.
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Till now the telecommunication industries have concentrated mainly on the telecommunication
aspects of the Intelligent Network concept. Therefore, few effort has been put on the
specialized resource functionality and architecture. In contradiction to this, in the computer
field the development of resources is going very fast. The resources often have the same
functional requirements as the ones needed in the telecommunication field, and it would be good
to integrate these resources in the network.

The research to several aspects of the specialized resource function is the subject of this
project.

1.2 Problem definition.
This document describes my research on the SRF, it identifies functional requirements, it
dermes a possible architecture and takes care of the interfacing aspects, thereby keeping
standardization and flexibility in mind.

The international standardization institutes (ITU, ETSI, ANSI) prescribe several aspects of the
SRF, like architecture, functionality and interfacing. Next to the fact that these
recommendations leave much room for individual interpretation, it is a good thing to study the
several aspects of the SRF outside the scope of the standardization documents.

The result of the research is to be demonstrated in an Intelligent Peripheral prototype. This
report describes the implementation of this prototype. The prototype has to interwork in the
existing prototyping environment, which has been developed by Ericsson in the past few years.
This prototyping environment, the RSP (Rapid Service Prototyping) tool, consists of a software
model of the Intelligent Network, which simulates the behavior of the real Ericsson Intelligent
Network. This software model controls the low level hardware.

Finally, the prototype has to be tested. This is done by running a benchmark service, which
uses the resources in the implemented Intelligent Peripheral. The benchmark service is dermed
in this document.

1.3 Project information.
The Intelligent Networks Application Laboratory (INAL) was officially started end 1993. It
covers a time-frame from 2 to 5 years from now. Several projects are running to investigate
required network capabilities for future service applications. Current projects tackle e.g. data
distribution and service management aspects. Also, INAL participates in IN-standardization,
focusing on the time-frame mentioned above. In the past years an IN-simulator tool, the Rapid
Service Prototyping (RSP) tool is developed. This tool makes it possible to test new ideas.
However this RSP tool is not complete. To enhance the functionality covered by the RSP tool a
Specialized Resource Function is to be included. This Specialized Resource Function (SRF) is
subject of my graduation project. Several aspects are studied and a prototype is developed,
which has to be integrated in the RSP tool.

1.4 Report outline.

This section provides a brief synopsis of the remaining chapters of the report.

Chapter 2 provides the user with some basic concepts used in this report. This helps the reader
to understand the rest of the report. The topics described in the chapter are listed below.
- Intelligent Networks: This subsection describes the objectives, benefits and structure ofIN.
- Ericsson IN: This subsection contains some Ericsson specific IN-information.
- The RSP-tool : This subsection describes the existing prototyping environment.
- specialized resources: This subsection covers important aspects on specialized resources.
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Readers who are already known to the concepts described here, can skip the concerning
subsections.

Chapter 3 covers the functional aspects of the Intelligent Peripheral. It describes the
requirements of the Intelligent Peripheral, and lists the capabilities that the resources should
provide. It also covers the management requirements and the service processing requirements.
It describes the concept of distribution of logic in the Intelligent Network, and presents a
functional model for the Intelligent Peripheral.

Chapter 4 describes the architecture of the Intelligent Peripheral. It identifies important issues
on the architecture of Intelligent Peripherals. It presents a software and hardware architecture
of a generic Intelligent Peripheral. It also applies the results of the research on a proposal for
the architecture of the prototype Intelligent Peripheral.

Chapter 5 describes the interface aspects of the Intelligent Peripheral in the Intelligent Network.
It covers the interfaces towards the Service Control Point, the Service Switching Point, the
management entities, and to the Internet. It identifies several possible configurations for the
interfacing of an IP.

Chapter 6 describes the model of the prototype Intelligent Peripheral. It describes the model by
means of the Specification and Description Language SOL. It identifies three levels of
abstraction for the model; system level, block level, and process level. Finally, it describes the
model by means of a Message Sequence Chart, indicating message flows between processes.

Chapter 7 describes the implementation of the prototype Intelligent Peripheral. It applies the
result of the research in the previous chapters to the prototype implementation. It describes how
the model described in chapter 6 is integrated in the prototype, and how building blocks can be
used to create scripts that can be executed by the Intelligent Peripheral.

Chapter 8 gives the results of the research, and some recommendations for future work on the
area of the Intelligent Peripheral.

3



2_ Backgr_ou_D_d_s_- _
This chapter introduces some basic concepts used in this document It is meant for people who are
unfamiliar to these concepts. The purpose is not to be complete, but the interested reader will fmd
references for detailed information. First the general concept of Intelligent Networks is described.
This is done according to the ITU standardisation documents Q.1200. The next subsection describes
some deviations from these standardised IN concepts in Ericssons implementation. The third
subsection gives a short introduction in the Rapid Service Prototyping tool, which is developed by
the Intelligent Network Application Laboratory in the past few years. This is the environment in
which the SRF prototype has to be integrated. Finally, the last subsection covers some general
aspects on specialised resources in telecommunication networks. The integration of new media, the
introduction of new techniques, the position of special resources in the network, and other aspects
are described. The last subsection also lists the resources available for the implementation of the
prototype IP.

2.1 Intelligent Networks.
Traditionally, customers needing telecommunication selVices were highly depending on the
telecommunications operators. However, with the introduction of an open telecommunication
market, customers are given the opportunity to choose between telecommunication operators.
Business customers of today use more and more sophisticated technology to support the
operation of their company. The need for more sophisticated telecommunication selVices has
increased considerably and a fast introduction of these selVices is necessary for the
telecommunication operators to compete in the market.

However, to install new selVices the telecommunication operators depend on the switch
manufacturers. The infrastructure of the telecommunication operator is implemented using
switches supplied by different manufacturers. SelVices in the infrastructure are implemented as
dedicated software inside the switches and new selVices can therefore only be developed by
switch manufacturers. To introduce a new selVice, the operator has to negotiate with several
switch manufacturers, who have to adapt all the switches to offer these new selVices.

The above mentioned reasons makes the introduction of new selVices a long and troublesome
process.

Intelligent Networks solves the problems of the telecommunication operators by moving the
intelligence for support of the selVices out of the switches into general purpose computer
platforms. New selVices can be introduced by adding new software onto these computer
platforms. This can be done by the operators themselves, but also by other parties such as
software houses. So the introduction of Intelligent Networks concept make the operators no
longer dependent on switch manufacturers for the development of new selVices.

To be independent of the switch manufacturers, the interface between switches and general
purpose computer platforms have to be standardized. The standardization of Intelligent
Networks is described in ITU's (formerly CCITT) Q.l200 series [Q.1200]. The structure of
these Q.1200 series enables the ITU to defme so called Capability Sets (CS). The ten's digits
defme the number of the CS. At this moment CS-l (Q.121x) is approved, CS-2 is draft now
and will be approved March 1997, and CS-3 studies started May 1995 and will probably be
approved end 1998.

The ones digits in the Q.1200 series defme the subject of the Recommendation. For example,
Q.1215 describes the physical plane for CS-l, and Q.l228 describes the interface
recommendations for CS-2.
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This section describes the Intelligent Network according to recommendations Q.12Ox. These
recommendations describe the general aspects of IN, and are independent of the Capability
Sets.

The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) defmed its own IN standards.
These standards are based on the ITU Q.1200 series. The main and most important difference
is in the defmition of the Intelligent Network Application protocol (INAP), which will be
described in subsection 2.1.8.

2.1.1 Objectives of Intelligent Networks

Intelligent Networks are aiming at the introduction of additional capabilities in a
telecommunication network. They facilitate service/network implementation independent
provisioning of services in a multi-vendor environment [Q.1201].

Summarized, the Intelligent Network concept solves the vendor dependencies problem by:

• Moving the •intelligence' out of the switches into general purpose computer platforms.

• Defming interfaces between the switches and the computer platforms so that vendor
independence can be realized.

2.1.2 Scope of Intelligent Networks

The scope of IN contains a wide variety of networks, including but not limited to the Public
Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), the Packet Switched Public Data Network (PSPDN),
mobile networks (e.g. PLMN,GSM) and Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN, both
narrow band and broadband).

IN supports a wide variety of services, including supplementary services, and utilizes existing
and future bearer services (e.g. those defmed in N-ISDN and B-ISDN contexts).

2.1.3 Conceptual model
An Intelligent Network is an architectural concept that can be applied to any
telecommunication network. The model that captures this concept is called the Intelligent
Network Conceptual Model (lNCM). The INCM specifies the framework for the design and
description of any Intelligent Network based network. For example, the concept of Intelligent
Networks can be applied to public switched data telecommunication networks, mobile networks
and integrated services digital networks (ISDN).

The INCM consists of four planes. Each plane specifies an Intelligent Network from a different
level of abstraction:

• Service Plane describing what a service (feature) must do.

• Global Functional Plane describing how it is done, without taking distributions aspects
into account.

• Distributed Functional Plane describing how it is done, including the distribution aspects.

• Physical Plane describing how it is done, including the physical aspects.

The four planes with an example of the entities they contain and a mapping of entities from a
plane onto another plane, are depicted in Figure 2.1. Each of the planes will be sketched in the
next subsections, except the service plane, since this plane is not yet described in [Q.1202].
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, .

Global Functional Plane

Distributed Functional Plane

Physical Plane

Figure 2.1: Intelligent Network Conceptual Model

2.1.4 Service Plane

The Service Plane (SP) is described in [Q.1202]. The SP represents a service-oriented view on
IN. This view contains no infonnation whatsoever regarding the implementation of the services
in the network. Only the network's service related behavior as seen, for example, by a user is
described. At this point it is valuable to consider the defmition of a service and service feature
within the IN context as stated by the lTV recommendations [Q.1202].

A service is defmed as a stand-alone commercial offering, characterized by one or more core
service features, which can be optionally enhanced by other service features.

A service feature is a specific aspect of a service that can also be used in conjunction with
other services or service features. It is either a core part of a service or an optional part offered
as an enhancement to a service.

Furthennore the SP mentions the problem of service and service feature interaction. Service or
service feature interaction occurs when one service/service feature influences the behavior of
another service/service feature in an unexpected (unwanted) way.

Next to usual telecommunications services, the SP also contains management related services.
These services provide IN management aspects of services, e.g. customer control, charging,
statistics collecting, service deployment and service provisioning.

2.1.5 Global Functional Plane

The Global Functional Plane (GFP) is described in [Q.1203]. The GFP models the Intelligent
Network from a global network-wide point of view, which means that no distributed aspects
will come up for discussion. The elements of the GFP are used to build the elements in the
Service Plane (being services or service features). A description of the service decomposition in
the GFP can be found in [Q.1203].

7
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The elements of the GFP are not service or service feature specific and are therefore called
Service Independent Building Blocks (SIBs). A SIB is a re-usable network-wide function.
Reusable means that a specific type of building block can be used for the creation of different
service features, whereas network-wide means that the distribution aspects are hidden.

Figure 2.2 depicts a Service Independent Building Block.

Service Support Data

Logical Start
SIB

Call In stance
Data

Logical End

Figure 2.2 : Representation ofa Service Independent Building Block

Figure 2.2 shows that a SIB has the following input parameters:

• Logical Start used to trigger the SIB. This can be done by another SIB.

• Service Support Data which is data required by the SIB and specific to the service
description. The Service Support Data is detennined at service defmition time and cannot
be changed during execution time. For example to access a certain service, a pin-code is
needed. The pin-code data is Service Support Data.

• Call Instance Data which is data required by the SIB and specific to the call instance. For
example: the A-number from the calling user is Call Instance Data.

And that is has the following output parameters:

• Logical End one or more logical ending points, used to trigger the next SIB in the chain.

• Call Instance Data which is data returned by the SIB after processing, and can serve as
input for another SIB.

A special kind of SIB is the Basic Call Process (BCP) which contains the functionality of
handling nonnal (i.e. non-IN) calls (Figure 2.3).

8
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In the presence of an IN call, the BCP gives control to a chain of SIBs. These SIBs are
connected by their logical starting and ending points and execute the intelligent part of the call.
The SIBs and the BCP SIB are chained together by the global service logic. The global service
logic describes the point of initiation and a set of return points. Further it defmes the pattern
and order of the SIBs, along with the service support data for each SIB.

The point of initiation is the functional launching point from which a chain of SIBs executes
the IN-service. The chain of SIBs ends at a point of return. This is depicted by Figure 2.3.

2.1.6 Distributed functional plane

The Distributed Functional Plane (DFP) is described in [Q.1204]. The elements of the GFP are
specified in the terms of functional entities of the DFP.

The DFP provides the distribution aspects of the higher GFP elements. An important issue of
the DFP is the IN functional model, which shows the grouping of functional entities, their
relations and their actions. The IN functional model is shown in Figure 2.4, followed by a short
description of the functional entities.

Figure 2.4 : INfunction model

• Call Control Agent Function (CCAF), provides access for users to the network.

• Call Control Function (CCF), provides call/connection processing and control.

• Service Switching Function (SSF), invokes IN Service Processing.

• Service Control Function (SCF), controls the processing of the IN services.

• Service Data Function (SDF), contains the customer and network data for real time
access by the service control function.

• Special Resource Function (SRF), provides special resources required for the execution
of the IN services (e.g. playing announcements, recognizing digits).

• Service Management Function (SMF), allows deployment and provision of IN services.

9
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• Service Management Agent Function (SMAF), provides an interface between service
managers (i.e. persons) and the service management function.

• Service Creation Environment Function (SCEF), allows IN services to be defmed,
developed, tested and put into the service management function.

The functional entities are named according to the functions they peIform. The relation between
the functional entities, along with the information flows, are indicated with lines. The
information flows will not be discussed. Interested readers are referred to [Q.1204].

The CCAF and the CCF are related to normal call processing, no other functional entities are
involved in a normal telephone call. When the SSF recognizes that IN call processing is
required (e.g. a 06-number), normal call processing is suspended and call control is given to the
SCF. The SCF, which keeps the intelligent part of call processing, executes a service program.
For example, the SCF can perform a number translation depending on the time of the day. The
SCF requests the SOF, which contains the database functions, to return the number related to
the time of the day. Another scenario which can take place is that the SCF requests the SRF to
play an announcement to the user. Mter the SCF has completed the service program, call
control is returned to the SSF.

The SCEF, SMAF and SMF are not related to call processing, but to the creation and
management of IN services. The SCEF is used to defme, develop and test new IN services. The
SMF is concerned with the deployment and management of IN services. It manages, updates
and/or administers service related information in the SSF, SCF, SOF and SRF. The SMF can
be accessed by a service manager by means of the SMAF. A description of the mapping of the
SIBs to the functional entities is beyond the scope of this document. Interested readers are
referred to [Q.1204].

2.1.7 Physical Plane

The Physical Plane (PhP) is described in [Q.120S]. The functional entities of the OFP can be
mapped on the physical entities that are present in the physical plane. Figure 2.5 depicts this
mapping. The PhP identifies the different physical entities along with the interface between
them.

10
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Figure 2.5 : Possible IN Physical Plane architecture

In the preceding planes the functions have been defmed and grouped and can now be fit into the
physical entities. These physical entities make different configurations possible. The identified
entities are given below:

• Service Switching Point (SSP), contains the call control function, the service switching
function, and if the Service Switching Point is a local exchange a call control agent
function.

• Service Control Point (SCP), contains the service control function and may optionally
contain the service data function.

• Service Data Point (SDP), contains the service data function.

• Intelligent Peripheral (IP), contains the special resource function.

• Adjunct (AD) (not depicted in Figure 2.5) is identical to a Service Control Point, but is
directly connected to the Service Switching Point by a high speed interface.

• Service Node (SN), contains the service control function, the service data function, the
special resource function, and a combination of the service switching function and the call
control function.

• Service Switching and Control Point (SSCP) (not depicted in Figure 2.5), contains the
service control function, the service data function, the call control function, the call control
agent function and the service switching function. The connection between the combination
service control function/service data function and the combination call control function/call
control agent function/service switching function is proprietary and closely coupled. The
Service Switching and Control Point may also contain a special resource function.

• Service Management Point (SMP), contains the service management function, and
optionally the service management agent function and the service creation environment
function. A service management point can access all other physical entities.

11
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• Service Creation Environment Point (SCEP) (not depicted in Figure 2.5), contains the
service creation environment function.

• Service Management Access Point (SMAP) (not depicted in Figure 2.5), contains the
service management agent function, and provides access to the service management point.

2.1.8 Interfaces

The interfaces between these physical entities are described in lTV recommendation [Q.1208].
This recommendation describes the defmition of the Intelligent Network Application Protocol
(lNAP). At the moment the transaction sub-layer (TCAP) [Q.771] of SS No.7 and the call
control functions of DSS 1 [Q.932] can be used by INAP. Other protocols (e.g. TCP-IP) may
be added at a later date. INAP allows the physical entities to communicate in terms of a
number of operations, each accompanied by its own parameters. These operations and
parameters are described in ASN-l notation (Abstract Syntax Notation 1)[X.208].

INAP is meant for communication between the SCP, SSP, IP, and SDP physical entities. The
interface to the management related entities is not defmed yet. This results in proprietary
implementations of these interfaces.

As stated before, ETSI defmed its own INAP version, core INAP. This core INAP is fully
compatible with the lTV INAP, but some operations are reused, thus decreasing the number of
operations.

This subsection concludes the introduction to the Intelligent Network concept. The description
is not complete, but a more complete introduction is behind the scope of this document. More
information can be found in the references mentioned in the several subsections. Another
interesting reference is [Thorner].

2.2 Ericsson Intelligent Network.
This section provides information about Ericsson's application of the Intelligent Network
concept. A possible configuration of the Ericsson IN architecture is depicted in Figure 2.6. The
structure and functionality of the elements will be explained in the next subsections.
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Figure 2.6 : A possible configuration ofthe Ericsson IN architecture

2.2.1 Service Management Application System

The Service Management Application System (SMAS) provides the operator tools to defme,
install, administrate and maintain services and subscriptions in the network. SMAS also
provides tools to generate and present statistical information about the use of IN services in the
network [SMAS94].

First a description of a service on SMAS-level will be provided, to understand the service
creation process using SMAS.

The Service Independent Building Blocks (SIBs) as been discussed in the previous section can
be used for the creation of different services. In Ericsson terms a SIB without any data is called
a Control Type. A Control Type has several attributes which specify among other things which
mode and how many logical end points (outlets) a Control Type has. When these parameters
have been supplied, a Control Type is called a Logical Module. The logical module is the
Ericsson equivalent of a SIB. SIBs can be connected to form a Service Script.

A service not only consists of Service Logic, but it also contains service data, being required by
the SIBs (in IN-standardization called Service Support Data). Three types of data modules can
be distinguished:

1. Local Data, a Local Data Module stores service data local to the Service Script Logic.

2. Global Data, a Global Data Module stores service data that can be used by several Service
Script Logics. Global Data Modules are common for the entire Service Control Point.

3. Customer Data, a Customer Data Module stores service data which is local to a
subscriber, and can be connected to one of the subscriptions of a subscriber.

Each Logical Module needs data to perform its function. Just one Data Module can be
connected to a Logical Module and is called an Instantiated Logical Module. A Service Script
is defmed as a sequence of instantiated logical modules.

Three categories of Service Scripts exists:
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1. System Script, System Scripts are shared by all services in the Service Control Point.
There are only two system scripts: the Access script, which is always executed first, when
a request to a service is detected. Usually this script performs a number analysis to
determine which service has to be executed. The other system script is the Error script.
This script is automatically invoked when a fault has occurred during the interpretation of
a service in the Service Control Point.

2. Group Script, the Group Script is intended for a specifIc group of services and is common
for all subscribers to a specifIc service.

3. Subscriber Script, the Subscriber Script is intended for a specific service subscriber.

A Service can now be defmed as a sequence of Service Scripts.

Roughly, the service creation process in SMAS consists of three phases:

1. Service logic defmition

2. Service data defmition/administration

3. Subscription of subscribers to the created Service.

Figure 2.7 shows the service design process in SMAS.
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Figure 2.7 : Service design in SMAS

Legend:
cr Control Type
LOM Local Oata Module
GOM Global Data Module
COM Customer Data Module

The Service Creation Environment Function (SCEF) provides the service logic definition
phase, which is the activity of creating the logic of a service as discussed above.
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The Service Management Function (SMF) provides the functions for administration and
deployment of the services into the network. Further more the SMF provides service monitoring
functionality and network traffic management (e.g. congestion control).

2.2.2 Service Control Point
The Service Control Point (SCP) is a network element which contains the service control
function and the service data function. The service control function is based on an AXE-IO
APZ control system, and contains a Service Script Interpreter (SSI) which is responsible for
the interpreting of service scripts. The SSI is a service independent platfonn whichis capable of
executing Sills. The service data function is used for the storage of the customer data (e.g. the
storage of the pin-code, which is necessary to get access to a service).

When a service has to be executed by the SCF, it always starts interpreting the system Access
service script. Depending on the dialed number, the Access script determines which service
script should be activated. When the service script has been found, the fIrst service script logic
is detennined along with the customer data. The fIrst Sill of the service script logic is identifIed
and started.

The Sill takes over, perfonns its intended functions, and then returns the results to the
interpreter, which will detennine the next Sill according to the obtained results.

2.2.3 Service Switching Point
The Service Switching Point (SSP) perfonns service switching functions, which means that it
detects trigger conditions in the nonnal switching process indicating that a service is requested.
The triggering event that invokes an IN service could for example be the dialed digits (06
number), or a call ending in 'busy'. The SSP also perfonns the nonnal call control functions.
The SSP optionally includes a specialized resource function. The subject of this document is to
investigate the possibility of the implementation of this specialized resource function in a
separate network node. The service switching functions are divided into fIve sub-functions:

• General, this general functionality handles calls and operations. It must also be able to
start monitoring a part of a connection of a call at the request of the service control
function. The monitored events are reported back to the service control function.

• Congestion Control, the congestion control functionality is used to control the call
intensity towards the service control function, to protect the service control function from
overload.

• Special Resources, the Special resources functionality controls the sending of
announcements and allows digit reception from a subscriber.

• Charging, the charging functionality provides an interface towards the charging functions.

• Triggering and Invocation, the triggering and invocation functionality handles the
accessing of IN services via triggers.

2.2.4 Interfaces

Because none of the management interfaces (e.g. SMF - SCF or SMF-SCEF) have been
standardized yet, Ericsson uses its own interfaces. The present interface between SMAS and
the Service Control Point is based on a proprietary protocol, using Ericsson's message transfer
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protocol (MTP) with X.25 as bearer. The protocol consists of Man Machine Language
(MML)-eommands. which are described in [MML].

The communication between the SCP, SSP, and IP takes place via Ericsson's Intelligent
Network Application Protocol (INAP). This interface, Ericsson INAP CSl+, is based on ETSI
Core INAP CS 1, enhanced with ITU CS1 and CS2 features in addition to Ericsson specific
features.

This description of the interfaces used by Ericsson concludes the subsection about the Ericsson
implementation of IN. The RSP tool, described in the next subsection, represents the
architecture of the Ericsson IN architecture. This tool provides the developers with the test
possibilities lacked by the real hardware.

2.3 The RSP tool
The introduction of Intelligent Networks requires extensive knowledge of network capabilities.
These capabilities partially determine the limitations in service-degree and complexity of the
offered services. To obtain insight in the required network capabilities Ericsson's INAL
developed the Rapid Service Prototyping (RSP) tool. Initially the RSP tool, also called IN
simulator and Flexible Service Proftle (FSP) prototype, was used to demonstrate user/service
mobility. At the moment however, the RSP tool is used as testbank tool for advanced IN
services, such as personal mobility (OPT), terminal mobility (FPLMTS), and service mobility
(FSP). Also it can be used to get insight in the matter of integration of the Intelligent Network
with other and new techniques, such as ISDN, TINA, and multimedia connections.

2.3.1 Environment

In this subsection an overview will be given of the RSP tool environment. Figure 2.8 depicts
this environment in an abstract way. In this figure the several components can be identified,
which will be described briefly below. In the subsequent sections the main components will be
described detailed.

mobile terminal

1":'\
analog terminal LIM SUN

workstation

eligital terminal E=:!J""""L__--.r--__..J serialline"",! ....l\

trunk to

other LIM

Figure 2.8 .. RSP tool environment

• SUN Workstation, this is the place where the simulation software resides. It simulates the
Intelligent Network functional entities SCEF, SMF, SDF, SCF. and SSF. The software is
written in Erlang. This is a concurrent programming language, developed by Ericsson.
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• Line Interface Module, this is the hardware implementing the Intelligent Network CCF
functional entity. It consists of a cabinet in which circuit boards can be inserted, providing
the interfaces to the several terminals and other equipment. One of the circuit boards
provides the interface towards the Sun workstation via a serial communication link.

• Mobile terminals and base station, this is a DECT base station to which several DECT
terminals can be connected. The real situation is somewhat different as Figure 2.9
suggests. The base station is connected to a mobile switch, which at its tum is connected to
the LIM via a trunk.

• Analog terminals, this are conventional analog terminals, only facilitated with normal
speech connection and simple key pads.

• Digital terminals, this are ISDN-alike terminals. They are facilitated with an extended key
pad which allows e.g. hands-free dialing and assignment of function keys. Also a limited
text display is available on the terminals.

• Trunks, provides the LIM the possibility to connect to other equipment, e.g. other LIM,
radio exchange, and other equipment, like an Intelligent Peripheral.

• ISDN·PRA link, to connect ISDN-PRA equipment to the LIM (e.g. PABX). There are
plans to enhance the LIM with an ISDN-BRA interface.

Now that the environment of the RSP tool is clear, the next two subsections provide a more
detailed description of the LIM and the software on the SUN workstation.

2.3.2 The Line Interface Module.
The hardware part of the RSP tool consists of one or more Line Interface Modules (LIM).
Figure 2.10 provides a symbolic picture of a LIM. A LIM is a collection of circuit boards,
offering interfaces to e.g. ISDN Primary Rate Access, ISDN Basic Access, analogue access,
mobile access, and trunks to radio exchanges, other LIM's, switches, and other equipment like
for instance an Intelligent Peripheral. The configuration of the LIM can be changed easy, thus
providing a flexible hardware interface. In Figure 2.10 there are several circuit boards inserted
in the LIM cabinet, and the dotted rectangles represent the empty connectors. For internal
communication, the LIM is equipped with a bus mechanism, called the back plane. Each
connector is assigned a time-slot in a 2 Mbps communication channel.

One circuit-board in the LIM provides the interface to the SUN workstation, where the
Intelligent Network functional entities reside. This interface is a serial link, through which
events like terminal onhook and information like dialed number are sent to the SUN
workstation.
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Figure 2.9: The Line Interface module (LIM)
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2.3.3 The software

This subsection provides an overview of the (Erlang) software running on the SUN
workstation. It describes the most important processes used by normal call processing and
service call processing.

2.3.3.1 Normal call processing

Figure 2.10 depicts a situation where two digital telephones are connected to a digital terminal
interface circuit board in the LIM cabinet. To receive signals from and to send signals to the
hardware boards each board in the LIM has an erlang-process controlling it. In Figure 2.10,
this is indicated with the circuit board controlling (C.B.C) processes. These processes receive
bit-streams from and send bit-streams to the hardware boards.

The lim_driver process coordinates all these processes: it knows which process is controlling
which board and it receives the signals from the boards via these processes. Lim_driver
encodes and decodes the bit streams to messages and the other way around, respectively.

For each terminal connected to the LIM a process is running which controls the state and
actions of the terminal. For a digital terminal this process is called dts (for digital trunk server).

Workstation •.. .

SSF

~ 1111 IMI ;
1--__....1..

~ ..

.. _--- .. - ... __ .. _-.··
'2·

r-- ...... ----·---· .. --· ........ --- .. --·.---. .

Figure 2.10: Normal call processing

In Figure 2.10 user 2 is off-hook. This is detected by the digital terminal's interface circuit
board and the an event off-hook is sent to the lim driver process (via the LIM's I/O unit and
the serial link). The lim_driver process sends this message to the circuit board controller,
where the message is translated to a format understandable by the other processes. The circuit
board controller will notify the process dts(2) of the off-hook event. This process requests the
master-origcall process (not depicted) to create an originatin~basic3all_state_model (0
BCSM), origcall(2) for the incoming side. This process will be started together with an
ssf50(2) process. This ssf50(2) will play an important role in the next subsection, where a
service has to be invoked. For now it is enough to know that it supervises the state-changes of
the origcall(2) process. If the origcall(2) process reaches state 'call-proceeding' the process
will request the master-termcall process to start a terminatin~basic_calCstate_model for user
1. This termcall(1) process will be created together with a ssf50(1) process, which will become
important in the next subsection. If everything proceeds normally the switch circuit board
(BSU) in the LIM will be instructed to set up a speech connection between the two terminals.
This will be maintained until one off the terminals goes on hook or until one off the BCSM's
reach the 'exception' state.
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Once again it is noted that only the important processes are mentioned here. In the next
subsection four other processes will be introduced which run in the SSP. They are used to
determine that a service in the SCF has to be invoked.

2.3.3.2 Service call processing

The previous subsection described the SSF actions required for normal call processing. This
subsection describes the service related call processing. Only the processing for the originating
call-party is taken into account (originating side service processing). For the terminating call
party the same processing procedures apply (terminating side service processing).

Before the service call processing is described, it is required to know something about the
mechanism used for communication between SSF and SCF. This is called the breakpoint
mechanism. It allows the SCF to monitor state changes (events) in the BCSM. To receive a
notification of a certain event, the SCF can subscribe to a breakpoint. There are two kind of
breakpoints, which are listed below.

• Static breakpoints (in IN-terms Trigger Detection Points: TOP), used to check if
invocation of a service is required. These static breakpoints are equal to the BCSM states,
e.g. Collecting Info, Analyzing Info, Waiting For Answer.

• Dynamic breakpoints (in IN-terms Event Detection Points: EDP), used to monitor the user
on certain events during a call. These breakpoints are used to influence the execution of the
service logic. Examples of this kind of breakpoints are : hook-flash and on-hook.

After a static breakpoint is encountered and reported to the SCF only dynamic breakpoints are
detected by the SSP. So it is impossible to have the call controlled by more than one service.
Only after call control is returned to the normal call segment (i.e. IN service processing is
ended), a new static breakpoint can be detected and a new service can take over the call control.

Figure 2.11 again depicts the processes as described in the previous subsection As stated in the
previous subsection, the ssf50 process plays an important role in the service invocation. The
process controls the state changes of the BCSM's. Before each state transition in the
originating BCSM, represented by the origcall(2) process, the ssf50 process checks whether
service invocation is required. The process which keeps control of the breakpoints is called the
(originating) static breakpoint server. In Figure 2.11 also the terminating static breakpoint
server is depicted. This process takes care of breakpoints in the terminating BCSM. This
makes it possible to provide terminating side service processing.

In the SCF three important processes are always running. The limyadJO acts as a protocol
adapter towards the SSP. It receives all messages from and sends all messages to the initiating
ssf50 process. The scfJ0 process is the main process, for every service relation, it spawns
several other process. Finally, the pdbJ0 process acts as an interface to the database, where the
service logic and service data reside.
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Figure 2.11 : SSF part ofservice call processing

If the origcall BCSM process executes a state transition on which a (static) breakpoint is set,
the ssf50 process is notified. It will gather the data associated with this breakpoint and it will
send an initiate message to the SCF. The ssf50 creates an originating dynamic breakpoint
server to detect dynamic breakpoints during service execution. This is depicted in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.12 : SCF part ofservice call processing

In the SCF a service relationship is initiated on reception of the initiate message which initiates
the processing in the SCF. Then a provide message from the ssf50 process is received, which
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contains all data associated with the breakpoint. This message is forwarded to the scfJ0
process. This process creates a handlerlO process, which at its tum creates afspiJO process
(flexible seIVice profile interpreter). This process reads the seIVice logic from the database and
interprets it. Then it takes the appropriate actions, defmed by the seIVice logic and the seIVice
data.

During the execution of the seIVice logic, events can be created (Le. operations to send to the
SSp). The handler process collects these events and sends them to the scfJ0 process. Via the
lim"'pad]0 process these events are sent to the appropriate ssf50 process, which takes the
corresponding actions. This process also sends an event message to the SCF if a dynamic
breakpoint is encountered in the originating BCSM (origcall). The only way the seIVice
relationship can be ended is by sending a transfer message from the SCF to the SSF. On
processing this message, the SCF and SSF kill the appropriate processes. Normal call
processing resumes and static breakpoints will be detected again.

2.3.3.3 Non call reloJedfunctions

Next to the software representing the SSF and SCF functions, the RSP tool also includes
representations of the functional entities NMF, SMF, SDF and SCEF. These entities are of less
interest because they are non call related. The list below gives a short description of these
entities.

• Network Management Function, needed to manage the several IN Network Elements. Each
Network Element can include several Functional Entities. The NMF is aware of the status
of each of these Functional Elements (e.g. node down, active, stopped). The NMF is built
up out of two parts: the user-interface and the NMF-Kernel. The kernel consists of an
NMF-application layer, used to adapt the kernel to different users, and an NMF-core layer,
implementing the main functions of the NMF.

• SeIVice Management Function, which allows the user to install, re-install, de-install
seIVices and to set triggers and trigger-conditions to allow users to use the installed
seIVices. •

• SeIVice Data Function. This is the functional entity where the several types of data are
stored. This includes SeIVice Logic, SeIVice Data and user data. The SDF consists of two
important processes: an interface process through which the other functional entities can
access the main database process which contains the real database functions (e.g. put, get,
show, erase).

• SeIVice Creation Environment Function. This is the environment where the seIVices are
created. In the RSP-tool environment this functional entity is called the SeIVice Builder. It
provides the user with a graphical environment, where SIB's (Control Types) can be
picked out of a library and connected to each other.

The description of these entities concludes this section about the RSP tool. The RSP tool will
be used to interwork with the IP which has to be developed. The implementation of the IP and
the results of the integration in the RSP tool is described in chapter 6 and chapter 7.

2.4 Specialized Resources.
This subsection gives an introduction in the area of specialized resources in the telephony field.
It describes several aspects of these resources. This includes the quality of seIVices that users
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experience, the integration of new media types, the introduction ofnew techniques, and network
aspects like delays, traffic and distribution of intelligence. Most of these items will be described
more specific in the subsequent chapters.

Next to these general aspects this section describes the resources available for the IP that has to
be developed.

2.4.1 General aspects

In this subsection some general aspects on specialized resources in telephony networks. These
aspects are important to keep in mind during development of an Intelligent Peripheral, and they
will therefore return in the subsequent chapters of this document.

2.4.1.1 Introduction

In the early days of telephony the main specialized resources were human resources. Users of
the plain telephony service frrst had to connect to the operator, after which they where
connected to the other party. Later this operator function was taken over by first 'dumb' and
later 'intelligent' switches. However, there are still many human resources in the telephony
services of today, just think of the number information service provided by telecom operators.
Next to these human resources the telecom operators use more and more sophisticated
equipment to provide their customers with the information they are looking for. Examples of
this information services are : weather forecast services, time service, and various amusement
services.

The Intelligent Network concept provides the operators with the possibility to enhance the
number and complexity of the services. The main characteristic of the new services is their
interactive behavior. In stead of listening to the weather forecast service as one long message,
the user can guide himself through a menu to just obtain the information he wants to hear and
skip the rest. A shop can allow its clients to order products by phone just by pushing the
appropriate digits on their telephone sets.

2.4.1.2 Quality ofservice.

The perceived quality of the services offered by a telecommunications company, and thereby
the perceived quality of that company is, in part, derived from experiences which customers
have when using or encountering voice services. In particular, such perceptions tend to be
based upon the ease of use and naturalness of these services. As such, it is important that voice
automation and voice services are used in appropriate circumstances and are designed and
structured so as to improve perceptions rather than lower them.

In many cases, given the choice of interacting with a person or a machine, callers would not
choose to interact with an automated service. An illustration of this is the response which many
people have when confronted with an answering machine. In some cases, the caller will simply
hang-up and not leave a message. As the caller may be disappointed at not having made direct
contact with the person they have called, this behavior is accepted, but is difficult to explain
rationally. In addition, the owner of the answering machine has installed the answering machine
not only for their own convenience but also for that of the caller. This demonstrates the
importance of the quality of the user interface provided by voice services.

2.4.1.3 New media

While traditional IN services require a fairly "dumb" resources for announcements and
interactive dialogues with users, the resources are becoming increasingly intelligent. The IN
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architecture and concept developed for narrow-band services may also be capable of
supporting broadband applications, such as video-on-demand. Also integration of data services,
such as E-mail, and voice services, such as voice-mail is possible in the IN architecture. This
integration of new media in the telephone network puts additional design-requirements on the
IP.

2.4.1.4 New techniques.

To make optimal use of the development of new resources requires a well-structured designed
IP and well-defmed interfaces. To give an impression of the fast evolution of the resources a
few examples are described below.

• Playing of speech: The sending of speech towards users was fIrst accomplished by
connecting the user to a human operator. This was taken over by the use of announcement
equipment. First these machines used magnetic tapes to playback earlier recorded
messages. Nowadays there is an extensive use of digital techniques. The messages are
sampled and digitized, after which they are stored in RAM or ROM or at fast magnetic
media like hard disks. At this moment the possibility to use speech synthesis is
investigated.

• Recording of speech: Just as the sending of speech to users the receiving of speech from
users was fIrst accomplished by human operators. Later the use of magnetic tapes took
over, enabling the well known voice mail services and answering machines. At the moment
the recording of speech is often accomplished by sampling and digitizing it and store it in
RAM. Research is focused on automatic speech recognition, after which the recognized
speech can be StOled using digital media or can be used in interactive services.

• User interaction: For many services there is a need for user interaction. This can of course
be accomplished by connecting the user to a human operator. Often this solution is not
interesting, because of the relative high costs. Therefore often the telephone keypad is used.
The key-presses, converted to DTMF signaling signals can be automatically detected. The
limited number of keys (often 12 buttons) on the conventional telephone sets limit the
possibilities for the user interface. Digital telephones (ISDN) are therefore equipped with
special menu-buttons, to which functions can be assigned. Next to these function-keys
these telephones are facilitated with LCD text displays. At this moment research focuses on
graphical user interfaces towards users of wireless terminals. These are equipped with
touch screens, thus eliminating the need for normal press-buttons.

• Conversion of media: To integrate the use of various media types (i.e. pronounce a
received E-mail to the user) there is need for conversion. Examples of these conversions are
already mentioned above, think of speech recognition and synthesis. With the integration of
the computer world and the telephony world conversions like E-mail to fax, postscript to
fax and the other way around are needed. With the introduction of broadband applications
(video) exotic conversions like video to fax and html to video become interesting.

The above mentioned list gives an impression of the possibilities of the functionality of
resources. The prototype IP as it will be developed will include some of the mentioned
functions. These functions will be accomplished by a combination of hardware boards and
software tools. The second section of this chapter describes the used resources.

2.4.1.5 Network aspects

To make optimal use of the capabilities of the special resources, it is important to optimize the
confIguration of the special resources in the network. The Intelligent Network recommendation
Q.1205 allows two physical confIgurations (regarding position of SRF):
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1. Integrated SRF. The SRF can be integrated with SSF and CCF in a Service Switching
Point, or even with the SCF, SDF, SSF, and CCF in a Service Node.

2. SRF in Intelligent Peripheral. In this case there is a complete physical separation between
the SRF and the SCF and SSF.

The advantages of the second option are listed below.

• Effective use of resources:

Using separate IP's allows some systems to be dedicated to some type of dialogues. The
resources can be shared by more than one SCP, increasing the efficiency of these resources.

If the SRF is integrated in the SSP, each SSP must support all the possible dialogues. In
addition, the number of resources on each SSP has to be scaled to the network demands during
the busiest hour on the busiest day.

• Maintenance and Operation,

Maintenance and operation of separate IP's is easier than with integrated systems, as they can
reside in a single location, independent of the other network elements.

For example, in case of an integrated SRF, updating the user-dialogues (e.g. voice
announcements) involves accessing all the network SSP's. In case of the separate SRF, only
the IP has to be accessed.

• Network delay's

Separating the SRF from the SSF causes an increasing use of signaling traffic. This can result
in network delays, thus decreasing the quality of the service experienced by the user. By
increasing the number of separate IP's in the network, this problem can be minimized.

Another way to decrease the amount of signaling traffic, is to distribute the IN Service Logic.
When a service requires the user to browse through a menu, each step can be coordinated by
the SCP, but it is also possible to let the IP control the complete menu processing. The SCP
only initiates the menu processing and gets the result from the IP when further SCP processing
is necessary.

• Network load

In the case of a separate IP, accessing IP resources involves telephone line switching, which
may become network resource-consuming. Integrating the IP in an SSP has the advantage of
minimizing the use of the telephone network resources, when voice processing capabilities are
required for dealing with a call.

• Defmed interfaces

An advantage of a separate SRF is that the interfaces to the resources are well defmed. This
allows keeping the development of special resources separate from the other aspects, e.g. the
development of switching-equipment and service-building. Therefore the telecommunication
companies can profit from fast evolving technology, especially in the electronics and computer
fields.

Also the voice dialogues for performing operations, such as collecting a PIN code or a called
number, can be worked on by people other than the person in charge of designing the IN
service in which these operations are requested.
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Considering these aspects, one can conclude that implementing the SRF as a separate network
node, the IP, is a good option. The impact of some of the aspects mentioned above on the
implementation of the IP will be one of the subjects in the subsequent chapters in this
document.

2.4.1.6 Summary

In this subsection several aspects of resources in the telecommunication were described. The
implications of these aspects are summarized below.

The ever increasing demand of (voice) resources and the increasing complexity of the services
demanding the resources require a flexible way to adapt the number and functionality of the
resources in the network.

The quality of service is an important factor in the customers satisfaction. This quality of
service will for a great deal determine the success of the service. It is therefore important to be
able to improve the resources in the network as fast as possible.

Integration of new media in the telephony network opens doors to a big variety of new
possibilities. The resources in the network have to be prepared to participate in this integration.
This puts a requirement on the flexibility of these resources.

To make optimal use of the fast evolution of techniques the design of the IP has to be as
generic as possible. The interfaces has to be standardized, so that new resources can be
integrated without problems.

Deliberating network aspects like maintenance of resources, network load, network delays, and
defmed interfaces, the implementation of a separate IP is to be recommended. Of course this
option has some drawbacks, but these can be minimized by taking them into account during the
development of the IP.

2.4.2 Available resources

The IP prototype has to be implemented in a LIM cabinet. This LIM cabinet is described
before in section 2.3.2. It consists of a number of slots, which are all connected to a PCM
communication bus. New hardware can be add to the IP by plugging a board in the LIM and
updating the software that controls this hardware. For the implementation of the IP prototype a
number of hardware boards are available, which are described below.

• DTMF receiving:

A possibility to guide the user through a menu is by means of the telephone keypad. The keys
on the keypad are coded as DTMF (Dual Tone Multi Frequency) tones. These are sent through
the telecommunication network as in-band signals. To receive these DTMF tones a Tone
Receiver Unit (TRU) is available. This TRU consists of a mother board, where an analyze
processor (68000) and a serial channel processor (68121) are placed, and a daughter board
with logic for fIlter calculation.

The signal interface contains operations for activation of the board, board identification, tone
detect requesting, test-program requesting, tone detect result transmission, and so on.

• DTMF and tone sending:

One way to give the user information on the status of the service is by sending tones through
the speech channel. The hardware to do this is the Tone Sending Unit (TSU). This is a digital
tone generator, which generates sequences of PCM samples. It can generate in-band signaling
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tones (e.g. busy tone, congestion tone, ringing tone). It can also generate key-code digits to
mimic a real DTMF telephone.

The signal interlace contains operations for board activation and identification, tone sending
requests, and changing the frequencies and cadences of tones.

• Speech recording and play-back

To provide the user with a good user-interlace, the playing of speech towards the user is
essential. Next to the playback of speech, the possibility to record speech creates the possibility
of voice-mailbox applications. The hardware available for these tasks is the Voice Server Unit
(VSU) board, which is designed with the Signal Processing Unit (SPU) as a base. The VSU
includes a number of basic functions as recording, playing, copying and backup of speech
messages. The speech messages are stored as fIles at the board, on the battery backed up RAM
disk.. controlled by the VSU fIle system. To increase the storage capacity, the speech messages
are stored in a compressed form and the Expanded Memory Unit (EMU) is mounted as a sub
board on the VSU.

• ISDN ASCII text capabilities

When a user has access capabilities to the ISDN network, it is also possible to send and receive
text messages through the ISDN D-channel. These messages can be used to enhance the user
interlace with text facilities, thus decreasing the importance of the audible interlace. These D
channel capabilities are provided by the ISDN PRA interlace board as described below.

• ISDNPRA:

The circuit board TLU76 is a digital trunk line device board, designed to provide layer 1 and
layer 2 of the ISDN Primary Rate Interlace. The main function for TLU76 is to connect a 30
channel PCM link to the LIM-switch. The LIM interlace occupies 32 timeslots of which 30 are
used. The board contains a processor-part with programs to support different types of D
channel protocols (providing the text capabilities described above). A conversion is perlormed
on the board between the LIM signal format and the format of the link protocol.

• Other resources.

Next to the hardware described above also the hardware connected to the UNIX platform can
be used to implement the IP. For example, to enhance the IP with E-mail facilities, connection
to the Internet is necessary. Another possible application area of the UNIX platform are the
speech synthesis capabilities of this system. The UNIX platform will also be used to control the
hardware in the IP. Connection of the UNIX platform to the LIM hardware is possible via a
serial interlace. In the LIM this interface is provided by a hardware board called the 110 Unit
(IOU).

2.5 Conclusions
This chapter gives the user some background information, which will be used in the remaining
part of this document.

The first subsection discusses the Intelligent Network concept as described in the lTV and
ETSI standardization documents. The conceptual model describes the IN on four abstract
planes, the service plane, the global functional plane and the physical plane. The description of
the IN concept provides the basis information needed to the research of the SRF.

The second subsection describes the Ericsson implementation of the Intelligent Network
concepts. It covers the analogies to and differences from the standardized IN concept, and
describes the service-creation and management system SMAS.
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The third subsection describes the Rapid Service Prototyping (RSP) environment in which the
prototype IP has to be integrated. Both the hardware and software of this RSP tool are
described and the processing of normal and service calls is worked out. The integration of the
prototype IP in the RSP tool will probably not demand big changes in the existing RSP tool.

Some general aspects of special resources in the telephony network are covered. Distribution
of intelligence, network aspects, integration of new media, use ofnew techniques, and quality
of service are described. These aspects are important to keep in mind during development of the
IP and some of them will therefore return in the remaining part of this document.
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3. Functional asp_ec_t_s_. _
This chapter covers the functional aspects of the Intelligent Peripheral. The first subsection describes
the functional requirements of a generic IP. This includes resource requirements, management
requirements and service processing requirements. The second subsection describes the functional
requirements of the prototype IP. First it defmes a benchmark service, P-mail, after which it deduces
the requirements that the benchmark service puts on the prototype IP. Finally, this chapter describes
a functional model of the prototype IP.

3.1 Functional requirements of a generic IP.
This subsection describes the functional requirements of a generic IP. The ITU standardization
documents are the basis for the determination of these requirements.

The functional requirements can be split up in three parts. The resource requirements defme the
basic functionality that the IP has to provide to the services. They defme the capabilities as
they are experienced by the users of the services.

The management requirements defme the IP's capabilities towards the network operator
concerning installation, operation, maintenance, and administration aspects. The management
requirements can be split up in service management, covering the installation and maintenance
of the services offered to the users, and network management, covering the network
configuration aspects.

The service processing requirements defme in what extent the IP has the capabilities to carry
out tasks. The advantages and drawbacks of the distribution of logic between the SCP and IP
are described. Also the capabilities to process a number of calls simultaneously are defmed by
the processing requirements.

3.1.1 Resource requirements
The Intelligent Network Physical Plan architecture [Q.1205] states that the IP provides special
resources for customization of services, and supports flexible information interactions between
a user and the network.

The IP contains the SRF, and optionally a SSF/CCF. This optional SSF/CCF is used to
provide external access to the connections to the resources within the IP. The IP connects to
one or more SSP's, and/or to the signaling network. An SCP can request an SSP to connect a
user to a resource located in an IP that is connected to the SSP from which the service request
is detected. An SCP can also request the SSP to connect a user to a resource located in an IP
that is connected to another SSP.

According to the Intelligent Network Distributed Functional Plane description [Q.1214] CS-l
supports the following special resources:

• DTMF digit collection, this resource receives Dual tone Multi-Frequency (DTMF) from a
user, and recognizes it as a standardized signal input;

• tone generator, this resource provides a user with in-channel tone-information (e.g. busy,
unknown number, dialtone);

• customized and concatenated voice announcements, this resource sends pre-defmed
announcements towards a user (e.g. "The number you dialed is not reachable", or "Your
call lasted three minutes and thirty seconds");
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• message sender/receiver, this resource sends or receives messages, such as electronic
messages, voice messages, etc., to/from users.;

• synthesized voice/speech recognition devices with interactive prompting facilities, this
resource receives in-channel speech information from a user, and recognizes it as a
standardized signal input. The resource recognizes the information and converts it to IN
perceivable signals. When the resource receives an instruction to send a voice message, it
converts the information in this instruction to a voice message.

The following special resources are planned for use in future capability sets:

• audio conference bridge, receiving in-channel audio information from any other linked
resources, this resource mixes this information and sends the mixed information to all the
linked resources;

• information distribution bridge, receiving in-channel information from a linked resource
this resource distributes the information to all the other linked resources. This resource is
used as an information broadcasting device;

• text to speech synthesis, this resource receives text messages (sent through e.g. ISDN D
channel or ADSI protocol), converts these messages to in-channel speech information and
sends them to a linked resource;

• protocol converters, this resource receives messages of several formats (yet to be defmed),
converts them to other formats (e.g. text to fax), and sends them to a linked resource.

3.1.2 Management requirements
The management aspects of IN can be summarized as the management of service and network
functions. Managed objects are very diverse. They can be divided according to their logical,
functional, and physical nature. Examples of managed objects include: services, service
independent building blocks, trigger table data, network services (i.e. LAN,ISDN), resources,
connections and calls.

To manage all the different kinds of managed objects, integration of the IN architecture and
TMN concepts is an important issue. The integration of TMN and IN has been investigated in
several ITU-T and ETSI projects, which are summarized in [Kockel].

One of the outcomes of this integration will be the identification of IN specific management
requirements concerning the deployment, provisioning, control, monitoring and billing/charging
of services. These requirements contain amongst others configuration, performance, fault,
accounting and security aspects.

Because of the vast programmability possibilities of new services, the IN long-term
architecture should also support the ability to program (in parallel with the service processing
logic) management logic. To accomplish this, management SIB's may be provided.

3.1.2.1 Service Management

Network requirements for service management refer to the network capabilities that are
necessary, from a network operator point of view, to support the proper operation of services
[Q.1201]. The management capabilities can be defmed for three different phases in a service
life cycle:

• Service management during deployment phase.
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This activity requires first a limited deployment of selVice for testing purposes. If testing is
successful follow with:

• downloading of selVice logic (if using distributed logic, e.g. selVice specific IP
scripts, as described in section 3.1.3.1) into the IP, and

• activation of this logic in the IP.

• SelVice management during provisioning phase.

This involves such activities as the creation of the customer's selVice prof1le in the selVice logic
and the activation of the selVice for the customer. This may require the initialization of trigger
conditions in the IP (for IP initiated selVices, e.g. notification of arriving message) and the
creation of the customer's selVice prof1le in the selVice logic.

• SelVice management during utilization phase.

• SelVice control gives the customers the ability to modify parameters which control
their selVice. This could include, for example, screening lists or rules for
notification of arriving messages dependent of time of day and/or day of week.

• Data entered by the customer must be validated to ensure that, for example, the
customer has the permission to change the indicated parameters and that the
parameters, as modified, are valid.

• Under IN, there may need to be several kinds of charging schemes, e.g. flat rate
and usage sensitive. The usage sensitive charging may consider not only the
duration of a call, but also the IP-resources required to provide the selVice. In this
latter case, the tariff may be "selVice independent" in the sense that it is computed
from the cost of the IP-resources used rather than from the value to the customer
of the selVice offered.

3.1.2.2 Network Management

IP requirements for network management refer to the IP capabilities that are necessary, from a
network operator point of view, to support the proper operation of the IP.

The IN and non-IN requirements of network management are not essentially very different. The
TMN (Telecommunication Management Network) application functions are relevant to IN as
much as they are to non-IN. Therefore, the following organization of management capabilities
regarding the Intelligent Peripheral are applicable ([Terplan], [M.3400]):

• performance management, provides functions to evaluate and report the behavior and
effectiveness of the IP :

• performance monitoring, e.g. the mean resource access time, the number of refused
requests;

• traffic management and network management, e.g. dynamically change the
function of multi purpose resources if they are not used frequently;

• quality of selVice obselVations, e.g. the audibility of the announcements, the
correct decoding of digits, and the correct recognition of speech;

• fault management, provides functions which enables the detection, isolation and correction
of abnormal operation of the IP :
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• alarm surveillance, e.g. the IP reports a failure in one of the resources;

• failure localization, if the infonnation in the IP fault-report is insufficient,
additional procedures are available to locate the failure;

• testing, e.g. the network operator can request the IP to (self-)test its resources;

• configuration management, provides functions to exercise control over, identify collect data
from and provide data to the IP :

• provisioning, e.g. to bring the IP into service after it has been installed or to infonn
it about the status of other Network Elements;

• status and control, e.g. to monitor or change the status of the IP or one of its sub
parts (in-service, out-service, stand-by);

• installation, e.g. to support the installation, extension, or reduction of the IP, or to
install new software (e.g. new speech recognition library);

• accounting management, provides a set of functions which enables the use of the IP to be
measured and the costs for such use to be determined;

• security management, provides functions to protect the IP against unwanted access by
users of the IP functionality (e.g. which users may read/write/delete stored messages).

3.1.3 Service processing requirements
The service processing requirements defme the processing capabilities of the IP. An important
aspect is in what extent the IP has the capability to execute (user-interaction) scripts. This
capability implies the distribution of logic between different physical entities. The first
subsection uses the example of a credit card validation dialogue [Bic] to describe the idea of
the distribution of logic and to identify the expected problems. The second subsection covers
the multi-call processing capabilities of an IP. Finally, the last subsection defmes a functional
model for the generic IP.

3.1.3.1 Distribution oflogic

This subsection describes the possibility to distribute the processing of a service between the
SCP and the IP. This distribution of logic is explained using an example, a credit-card
validation user-interaction [Bic].

The lTV and ETSI standardization currently recommends that the IP is fully driven by an SCP,
that is, the SCP has the full responsibility of conducting the voice dialogue with end users. This
is depicted in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 : Signal diagram when the all the logic resides in the SCP

In the picture the physical entities in the Intelligent Networks are depicted next to each other.
The vertical lines indicate the time, and the arrows indicate messages transferred between
physical entities, or actions carried out by these functional entities. The names of the messages
are not exactly according to standardization documents.

When a user dials a telephone number that needs service processing, the SSP requests the
service from the SCP by sending an InitialDP message. This message contains information
from the end user, on which the SCP can determine which service is required. In this example
the service requires credit card validation of the end user. The SCP request the SSP to connect
the end user to the IP. The SSP sets up a speech connection between the user and the
appropriate resource in the IP. Next the IP sends an AssistRequestInstruction message to the
SCP, after which the SCP will start the required user interaction. In this example the user
interaction starts with the playing of a greeting message, after which the user is prompted to
enter his credit card number. The result of the user actions, the received digits, are returned to
the SCPo The SCP then orders the IP to prompt the user for his PIN, and receives this PIN
from the IP after the user has entered it.

Finally the service logic in the SCP orders the SSP to release the speech connection between
the user and the IP, and service processing continues.
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The distributed functional plane [Q.1214] defmes that the SRF 'may contain the logic and
processing capability to receive/send and convert information received from users'. This
recommendation leaves some room for extension of the processing capabilities of the IP.

The idea of the extension of the processing capabilities is depicted in Figure 3.2, again using
the credit-card validation user-interaction.
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: • •IP dictates user interaction

SCP orders disconnection of IP

SSP disconnects IP from end user

Bearer connection between IP and and user released

Figure 3.2 : Signaling diagram ifthe logic is distributed between SCP and IP

The procedure for the setup and the release of the connection between IP and user is the same
as described in the example above. The main difference is that the user-interaction logic stays
in the IP rather than in the SCP, so the logic is distributed between two physical entities. In
stead of ordering the IP to playa single announcement or to receive a number of digits, the
SCP now orders the IP to run a complete logic "script". In this case the script only consists of
playing one announcement and prompting the user to enter digits two times, but the scripts can
be much more complex.

After the IP concludes the script it sends the result of the script (in this case two 4-digit
numbers) to the SCP, which further interprets the data, and continues service processing.

Of course the script logic for the distributed processing has to be present in the Intelligent
Peripheral. If it receives a request to run a script, and the script logic is not present, it has to
request the SCP to download the necessary data. This SCP-controlled downloading of scripts is
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not described in the standardization documents. However, the power of this concept is very big.
It creates the possibility to use very specialized (third party) IP's.

Next to the script logic, also subscriber data like user proftles must be downloaded in the IP. If
the IP changes this data, it has to be updated in the SCP (assuming the SDF is integrated in the
SCP) after fmishing the execution of a script.

The distribution of logic has advantages and drawbacks, which are described below.

Advantages of distributed logic :

• It is clear that the amount of traffic between SCP and IP is much lower when distribution
of logic is used. In practice the decrease of traffic will be even more drastic as described
above, if the error handling (e.g. a user pressing inappropriate digits) is processed in the IP.
Of course the amount of data to be send in one message is greater in the case of distributed
logic, but because of the message overhead, the total amount of traffic on the signaling
network will decrease significantly.

• Another important advantage of the distribution of the logic is the faster response of the IP
resources towards the users. In the example the time between entering the credit-card
number and the prompt for the PIN will be reduced by the time needed for the transmission
of the ResultP&C and PromptAndCollect messages. This reduction increases the quality
of service experienced by the user.

• The distribution of logic separates the developing of dialogues and other user-interactions
from the developing of real IN-services. This makes it possible to isolate the user
interaction aspects of a service for the developers of services. The service developer
doesn't have to care about error handling, e.g. a user entering an erroneous digit, or a user
waiting to long before entering a digit.

• The distribution of logic makes it possible to spread the processing load over several
physical entities in the Intelligent Network. This is especially interesting for very
specialized activities or activities which consume much processing time.

Drawbacks of distributed logic :

• In the example above the IP processing restricts to the user interaction. Distribution can be
extended to the case that the IP also validates the entered credit card number and PIN. This
step introduces another important aspect of distribution: the distribution of data. Data
distribution makes the system more complex, and management of the data is very
important. Also security has to be guaranteed, which makes the system even more
complex. Finally, excessive data transfers can even cause congestion on the signaling
network. This, together with the fIrst mentioned advantage about the decrease of network
traffic, indicates that an optimum exists for the extent to which a service is distributed.

• Next to the increased complexity caused by the distribution of data, also the management
of distributed logic is more complex, this includes installation and maintenance of the
scripts in the IP's in the network. To keep management of the distribution possible, the
distribution of logic must be restricted to local tasks; the network wide view should be
maintained by the SCP, the IP only relates to the SCP and the user.

• Finally the interfaces towards the IP become wider if it is capable of executing scripts. If
the SCP wants to execute a certain script in an IP, it has to send a script-identifier, which
has to be the known in and unique to all the IP's that can be used by that SCPo To be
compliant to the standardization the IP must at least have the processing capabilities to
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serve the service requests defmed in CS 1 INAP [Q.1218]. Next to these capabilities the
operator can defme its own scripts in the IP, and the SCP can download scripts in the IP.

Considering these advantages and drawbacks, the distribution of logic is preferable. It raises
the quality of services and increases the processing capacity of the network by reducing the
network traffic and distributing the processing across the network. To keep the complexity of
the system as low as possible, it is recommended to minimize the use of distribution of data. In
general it is recommended to keep the message related data, including voice and text storage
(messages, headers, personal greetings) and status of messages, in the IP. To trigger a service a
subscriber list has to be stored in the IP. Other data, like user profiles and passwords should be
stored in the SDF, and should be downloaded in the IP if needed.

3.1.3.2 Multi-call processing

Another important processing requirement is the number of calls that can be handled
simultaneously by the IP. This number is limited by several factors :

• Number of incoming/outgoing lines

• Number of resources available

• Processing power of the software that controls the resources

• Signaling capacity between control software and resources

The scalability of the IP is an important factor. Therefore, during design of an Intelligent
Peripheral, all above mentioned aspects must be taken into account. Increasing the number of
lines and resources must be possible. The processing power of the control software and the
signaling capacity needed to control the resources must be prepared for this expansion.

To make optimal use of the resources the IP must provide the functionality to dynamically
connect resources to and disconnect resources from the incoming lines. These switching
capabilities are not demanded by the ITU recommendation.

3.1.4 Functional model

The functional requirements as stated in the previous section lead to a functional model of the
SRF. This functional model, depicted in Figure 3.3, is based on ITU-T document [Q.1224].
The reason for the choice of this (yet unstable) CS-2 SRF functional model is, amongst others,
the concept of User Interaction scripts, which is unknown in the CS-I SRF functional model.
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Figure 3.3 : Generic IP functional model

The functional blocks in Figure 3.3 are described below.

The Functional Entity Access Manager provides the functionality necessary to exchange
infonnation with other functional entities, the SSF, SCF, NMF, and SMF. It also provides the
functionality to connect the SRF to non-telephony access, such as Internet and cable TV.
Finally, it provides the functionality necessary to handle the bearer connections and to connect
them to the resources.
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The SRF Resource Manager (SRM) provides functionality's necessary for the SRF to manage
the resources contained in it. The RM contains the capabilities to search for a resource, to
allocate or de-allocate it, to manage the status of a resource and to control its actions.

The Transaction Module provides the functionality necessary for detection of transaction from
the communication links and the routing of transactions to the right application scripts.

The User Interaction-scripts (VI-script) block provides to the SCF a vision of the different
specialized resources that the SRF can perform. This block provides the capability to distribute
the processing of a service between the SCF and the SRF.

The Resource Logic Library contains the SRF logic and indicates the physical resources
necessary for a given VI-script.

The Resource Logic Instances instantiates the SRF resources that are necessary for the correct
execution of the invoked specialized resource.

The Resource Function Part is a collection of resource-function pairs or functional elements of
resources. Resources in a resource-function pair for a service procedure are allocated and
released together.

The Data Part is composed of the database-manager and the database, which contains recorded
voice, sound, text, etc.

The description of the SRF functional model concludes this subsection about functional aspects
of a generic IP. The next subsection describes the requirements of these functional aspects on
the prototype IP.

3.2 The prototype IP
The fIrst subsection of this chapter described the functional requirements of a generic
Intelligent Peripheral. This description included management, service processing and resource
aspects. This second subsection describes the functional requirements for the prototype that is
to be implemented. This prototype has to interwork in the RSP prototyping environment in the
IN Application Laboratory, described in section 2.3. The functional requirements for the IP
prototype are listed below:

• recording of speech
• playing of speech messages (and voice prompts)
• decoding of DTMF digits
• generating ASCII text messages (e.g. to support voice prompts), through ISDN D-channel
• reception of ASCII text responses, through ISDN D-channel
• initiating a call towards a user
• generating e-mail messages towards a user
• reception of e-mail messages from a user (use as customer control)

To test whether the implementation meets this requirements a service is defmed, which covers
all aspects of the requirements. The fIrst subsection describes this service, and identilles the IP
functional requirements imposed by this service. The second subsection summarizes the
functional requirements.
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3.2.1 Prototype benchmark service

To test the implementation of the IP a benchmark service is defmed. This service uses all the
user-capabilities that are listed above. The service, called P-mail (phone-mail) provides
subscribers with E-mail capabilities via the telephony network. The fIrst subsection provides a
detailed description of the service. The subsequent subsections give an overview of the
requirements that the P-mail service puts on the IP prototype. Finally, the third subsection
maps these requirements on a functional model.

3.2.1.1 P-mail service description
The benchmark service, P-mail, provides subscribers access to the E-mail facilities of the
Internet. Internet is a worldwide computer network, providing access to information bases all
over the world. E-mail, one of the most used application on Internet, allows users of computer
systems which are connected to Internet to send messages to and receive messages from other
connected users. The messages are normally text fIles, but any other information (such as voice
and graphics) can be attached to the messages.

The functionality of P-mail is twofold:

• Subscribers who normally have access to E-mail facilities via the Internet can use P-mail to
handle their E-mail on any telephone.

• Subscribers who don't have access to E-mail facilities at all can subscribe to the P-mail
service and can be provided with limited E-mail facilities.

These two options are described detailed below.

• P-mail users with access to Internet E-mail facilities.

A user who has access to normal E-mail facilities can forward his mail to the P-mail server,
thus creating the possibility to "read" his E-mail via the P-mail server if a connection to the
Internet is not available, e.g. a salesman at a client's office.

If a digital telephone terminal utilized with text-display is available, the user can read his mail
on the text display. The SRF has to take care of the conversion to the correct text format. If an
analog terminal is available, the SRF has to convert the E-mail message to an audio-fIle which
can be played towards the user.

Sending mail from a terminal can be achieved by choosing a destination out of a pre-defmed
address list (see section Customer Control). The user will be prompted to record a message,
after which the SRF will convert it to a audio-file which will be attached to a E-mail message.
The E-mail message will be sent to the destination address. Also it is possible to defme
standard-messages (see section Customer Control) assigned to menu-items (see section User
Interface). If it is possible to enter text at a terminal, this can be used to edit a message and
enter the destination address (virtual terminals in RSP-tool).

• P-mail users without Internet access to E-mail.

To non E-mail users, the P-mail service provides the operator with the possibility to act as E
mail provider. The features mentioned above are also available to these users. Only the
Customer Control has to be accomplished via the telephony user-interface.

The following Customer Control functions have to be provided :

• activate/deactivate P-mail service.

• create and change personal address list.
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• defme standard messages and replies (function keys).

• defme signature and header.

• defme VIP-list.

• change read/delete options.

• defme notification mechanism:

calion a specific number of arrived messages

call when mailbox full

never call

notification via indication-led (if present)

only notificate on arriving messages from VIP-list

The mentioned call control functions can be done via E-mail (or WWW-page). For P-mail
users who don't have access to Internet, the call control functions have to be done via the
operator.

A menu structure has to be provided to give the user the opportunity to control the P-mail
service using the telephone key-pad. The basic functions that have to be controlled are the
sending, reading, and deleting of messages.

To indicate the functions of the several physical entities, depicted in Figure 3.4, a typical
scenario will be described now.

* : For clarity reasons only the connection to the IF is drawn

Figure 3.4 : Network picture for the P-mail service

Person X sends an E-mail message to P-mail user B. User B forwards all his incoming
messages to his P-mail address. When the message arrives at the E-mail acce~s in the IP, it will
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be checked whether the destination address belongs to a P-mail subscriber. If so, the IP will
request the SCP to start a service script. This service script fIrst checks the user-profIle of
subscriber B (which resides in the SDP) whether it is desired to notify the user of the arrival of
a message. If the profIle states that notifIcation is desired, the script will carry out the
notifIcation, e.g. instructs the SSP to set up a voice connection between the IP and terminal A
(which number is found in the user-profIle). The script in the SCP will then instruct the IP to
convert the E-mail message to the appropriate format (depending on the type ofterminal A) and
to send the converted message to terminal A. Optionally in the IP a DTMF tone receiver is
linked to the connection, allowing the user to control the service. The user can choose to reply
to the message by pressing the appropriate key. This action is received by the DTMF tone
receiver and reported to the script in the SCPo The script instructs the IP to link a speech
recording device to the connection, and the user can record his message. The IP converts this
message to a format that can be attached to the E-mail message which will be sent to user X.

Now that the service description of the P-mail service is complete, the subsequent sections will
defme the requirements of the prototype IP.

3.2.1.2 Resource requirements

The P-mail service as described above puts several requirements on the resource functionality
in the prototype IP. These are listed below:

• Recording and storage of speech messages. This includes both recording of messages from
users (e.g. if they want to send an E-mail message with an audio fIle attached), and
recording of messages from the network operator (e.g. pre-defmed menu's and error
messages).

• Playing speech messages towards users. This includes both the playing of earlier recorded
messages, and the playing of messages which are sent to the IP as a text-string. This option
creates the need for:

• Speech synthesis. The IP must be able to convert a received text message into an audible
version of the message.

• D-channel ASCII text-handling. This includes both receiving and sending ASCII text
messages through an ISDN D-channel.

• Internet access. The IP must have an interface to the Internet in order to receive and send
E-mail messages.

• File storage capabilities. To store the E-mail messages in the subscriber's mailboxes. Also
to store other information in the IP, e.g. trigger-table and status records.

• DTMF tone receiver. Must receive and decode DTMF tones pressed by users, to make it
possible to use the telephone key pad as user-interface.

3.2.1.3 Management requirements

The following network management requirements:
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• Starting and stopping the SRF.

• On request of the NMF provide the operator with :

• Total, used, and free speech storage capacity.

• Total, used, and free ftle storage capacity.

• Status of resources.

• Send alarms to NMF in case of dis-function of resources.

The following service management requirements :

• Updating trigger list (adding/deleting subscribers).

• Creation and changing of user proftles ( this is rather a SCP requirement than an IP
requirement, because the user proftles will be stored in the SOP, which can only be
accessed by the SCP).

• Installing (service-) scripts to make distribution of the logic between SCP and IP possible.

3.2.1.4 Processing requirements

Figure 3.5 depicts the access and storage capabilities of the prototype IP in a simplified way.

SCP

Speech-channel

D-<:hannel

Internet

Figure 3.5 : Access and storage capabilities ofprototype IP

The access capabilities are all bi-directional :

• The IP can receive and send information through the speech channel.

• The IP can receive and send information through the ISDN D-channel.

• The IP can receive information from and send information to the Internet.

By sending the appropriate operation, the SCP can order the IP to execute the following:
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• PlayAnnouncement

The IP must be able to send messages over several media. These messages can be fIxed
messages (e.g. "The number you dialed is unknown, please check the number."), variable
messages (e.g. "Your call lasted 3 minutes and 20 seconds"), and recorded messages (e.g.
from mail-box). Also tones (e.g. dial-tone, busy-tone) are messages. The types of media
supported are text, speech and E-mail.

These functions are described more detailed below.

Fixed announcement: the IP can contain a number of pre-recorded messages. Every
message has an identifIer, which has to be known by the SCP.

Variable announcement: the IP has the capabilities to convert a text-string to a speech
message. The string has to be provided by the SCPo

Fixed text message: the IP can contain a number of pre-defmed text messages. These
messages have an identifIer, which has to be known by the SCPo Text messages are sent to
the user through the D-channel.

Variable text message: The IP has the capability to send a text-string to the user through
the D-channel. The string has to be provided by the SCPo

Stored text-message: The capabilities described above can also be used to send a stored
text to the user. The ftlename of the text-ftle has to be provided by the SCPo

Tone: The IP can send the following tones: dial-tone, busy-tone, congestion-tone. These
tones are identifIed by numbers, which have to be known by the SCPo The duration of the
tones can be defmed by the SCPo

DTMF : The IP has the capabilities to send DTMF tones, which have to be identifIed by a
string (of hexadecimal values).

Audio-ftle : The IP has the capabilities to convert an audio-ftle to a speech message. The
ftlename of the audio-ftle has to be provided by the SCP.

In case of an E-mail message the SCP has to provide the destination address.

• PromptAndRecord

The IP must be able to prompt the user for an action. The prompting capabilities are the
same as stated above in the SendMessage description, including tones and DTMF.

The reception of a message is possible in three ways:

Speech: The IP can record speech messages. The IP compresses the messages and stores
them for playback at a later time.

DTMF : The IP can receive DTMF tones. It recognizes digits, collects them and sends the
result to the SCPo

Text: The IP has the capability to receive text messages through the D-channel. This
messages can be stored in text-me format or can be sent to the SCPo

• RunScript
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This message orders the IP to run a script. This provides the functionality to distribute the
processing of a service between the SCP and the IP. To make this possible the IP must also
have the capabilities to retrieve (profile-) data out of the SOF. This data-retrieval must be
relayed through the SCF.

The Run operation provides the IP with the capabilities to execute scripts needed for the P-mail
service. This includes the following functions.

• E-mail processing: Incoming messages have to be checked on their origin and destination
addresses, and have to be processed so that they can be stored for later use. Outgoing
messages have to be composed (e.g. personal header and greeting, and attachment of audio
file) and prepared to send.

• Customer control interface: This functionality is required to allow subscribers to change
their profiles by sending an E-mail message which contains the changes. Optionally a
WWW interface has to be provided.

The IP must have the capability to start a service-script in the SCPo For example, after an
incoming message is received and processed in the IP, a service script in the SCP has to be
started which sets up a connection to the telephone where the service subscriber resides. A
trigger-table has to be maintained, in which the Service Management Function and the Service
Control Function can create new entries (for new subscribers).

Next to these processing requirements the following capabilities to handle multiple calls
simultaneously are additional requirements for the prototype IP :

• Handle 4 calls simultaneously.

• Speech synthesis is only required for one channel at a time.

• "Speech to audio-attachment" conversion is only required for one channel at a time.

• The resources have to be dynamically connected to the users.

3.2.2 Functional model of prototype

This subsection maps the functional requirements of the Intelligent Peripheral prototype onto a
functional model. This functional model is depicted in Figure 3.6. The differences to the generic
SRF functional model are described below.
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Control Part

Access Part Switch Part

.. ,.
----~~~~-----~~~~~-------~

r----..a......, . . . . . .. : Bearer Connection

-- : Signalling

Figure 3.6: Functional model ofprototype IP

The prototype IP functional model contains four functional parts.

The Access Part (AP) contains the functionality's of the FEAM in the generic SRF functional
model. It provides the interfaces towards the SSF/CCF and the Internet, and relays the
signaling and control messages to the Control Part (CP). The bearer connections are relayed to
the Switch Part (SP) of the IP, which is capable to dynamically connect the user to the
appropriate resource in the Resource Part (RP).

The Resource Part contains the real (hardware and software) resources. The prototype IP
contains resources for recording and playing of speech and text messages, recognizing and
sending of DTMF digits, sending tones, handling E-mail messages and converting messages.
The resources also provide capabilities for speech-storage and text-storage. The resources in
the RP are connected to the incoming lines via the switching functionality in the SP. The RP is
identical to the RFP in the generic SRF functional model.

The Control Part synchronizes all actions in the IP. The CP also executes the processing, and
communicates towards the SCF, NMF, and SMF.

The functional model will be used as a starting point for the model of the protoype in section 6.

3.3 Conclusions
This chapter describes the functional aspects of an Intelligent Peripheral. First it describes
these aspects for a generic IP, and second for the prototype IP that has to interwork in the
Rapid Service Prototyping tool in the IN Application Laboratory. The following two sections
mentions the conclusions of this chapter.

3.3.1 Generic IP

The functional requirements of a generic IP consist of resource requirements, management
requirements and service processing requirements.
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The resource requirements defme the basic functionality that the IP has to provide to the user
of a service. This includes playing announcements, sending tones, collecting DTMF-digits,
sending and receiving messages (e.g. voice mail and electronic mail), and recognizing speech.
Future resource requirements include also the capabilities to act as an audio conference bridge
and an information distribution bridge, and to provide text to speech conversion and protocol
conversion.

The management requirements consist of service management and network management
requirements. Service management requirements refer to the capabilities that are necessary to
support the proper operation of services. Service management capabilities are required during
deployment, provisioning, and utilization phase. The network management requirements refer
to the IP capabilities that are necessary to support the proper operation of the IP. The
integration of IN and TMN requires the following network management capabilities:
performance management, fault management, configuration management, and security
management.

The service processing requirements refer to the IP capabilities to provide service-processing to
users from the network point of view. This requirements include the capabilities to distribute
the processing of a service across the IP and the SCPo For the distribution of logic the
following criteria should be followed:

• All user interaction and related activities may be distributed (e.g. message processing).
• Specialized tasks may be distributed (e.g. time consuming/resource consuming tasks).
• No excessive data flows may occur due to distribution.
• The network wide view should remain at the SCP (e.g. the IP should not involve in

switching activities).
• All the resources needed for a distributed service should be available in the IP.
Another service processing requirement is that the IP must have the capabilities to process
more than one call simultaneously. Finally, to use the available resources effectively, the IP
must be capable to connect them dynamically to the users.

3.3.2 Prototype IP

The capabilities of the prototype IP are defmed by the requirements of a benchmark service.
This benchmark service, P-mail, requires the IP to support the following capabilities:

• Resource requirements
• recording and storage of speech messages
• playing speech messages
• speech synthesis
• sending and receiving text messages
• access to Internet
• storing ftles
• dtmf-tone receiver

• Management requirements
• sending alarms
• holding statistics
• updating subscriber-list
• installing service-scripts

• Service processing requirements
• execute operations PlayAnnouncement, PromptAndRecord, and RunScript
• handle 4 calls simultaneously (except for some conversions).
• dynamically connect the resources to the users
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These requirements conclude in a functional model, based on the lTV SRF functional model,
described in the fIrst subsection.

In the next chapter the functional requirements described in this chapter are mapped on real
hardware and software. An architecture to fulfIll the requirements will be described.
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This chapter covers the architectural aspects of the SRF. First, in the section on design philosophy, it
identifies some important issues on the design of telecommunication systems. Next, it describes the
hardware structure of a generic !P. This will be done by starting with a simple system, that will be
extended to a complete design. This is followed by a description of the software structure of a
generic !P. A top-down approach will be presented, and a functional architecture will be given.
Finally, the third subsection applies the identified concepts to the design of the prototype Intelligent
Peripheral. This results in an architecture that will be implemented in the remaining part of this
document

Before this chapter describes the architectures of a generic and the prototype Intelligent
Peripheral, the first subsection identifIes some important issues on the design of
telecommunication systems in general.

4.1 Design philosophy
During development of telecommunication network equipment in general, and an Intelligent
Peripheral in particular, there are several important aspects to keep in mind. These factors are
identifIed, and they are enclosed in an underlying design philosophy [Rose]. This underlying
approach and a description of the system structure is given in the following sections.

Sharing of resources.

The principal objective for a telephone network designer is to provide services to the customer
at optimal cost. As part of the telephone network, the Intelligent Peripheral should also be
designed to meet this objective. One signifIcant method of cost optimization is to share the
available resources between as many different applications as possible.

Scalability.

To achieve the cost optimization the IP has to be designed to be as modular as possible, not
only at a functional unit perspective (see below), but also within each functional unit. This
means that the user of the equipment can start using a minimal configuration, and extend this
configuration as the needs for more resources increase.

Modularity.

Any large system such as an IP can architecturally be divided into smaller functional units.
This results in the following units :

• Access Part (interfaces)

• Switch Part (switching between Access Part and Resource Part)

• Resource Part (real resources)

• Control Part (management, service processing)

The function of each of these units is described more detailed in chapter 3.

The functional units have to be modular in design and it must be possible to configure them to
suit the service requirements. Each unit can have an amount of processing capability to
distribute the processing between the several units.
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Industry and open standards

Industry standard components and open standards have to be employed on the IP wherever
possible providing the following advantages:

• The market for industry-standard components is very active and very competitive, resulting
in a wide range of products being available to system developers - the diversity of the
market means that a single source of supply is rarely a problem and that prices are keen.

• Companies in the market are continually developing new and improved products with
better price/performance

• The companies in the market will develop new products to meet the latest standards.

The effect of the above points is that system designers have many building blocks available,
that can be used to build an optimum system from both a cost and performance perspective.

4.2 Hardware architecture of a generic IP
This subsection describes the hardware architecture of a generic Intelligent Peripheral. It starts
with a very simple configuration, which will be extended throughout this section. Special
attention will be given to the problems which arise when designing large systems.

Figure 4.1 shows the structure of a minimal (one incoming line, one resource) Intelligent
Peripheral. The building blocks are described below. In this simple picture the connection of
the IP to the SCP is not depicted.

Figure 4.1 : Architecture ofa minimal Intelligent Peripheral.

• Exchange Termination (ET)

The most important functions of this block are to provide an electrical interface to the incoming
line and to separate the signaling information present on the line from the speech information.
The incoming line in this simple case is assumed to be an ordinary telephone line. In the
remaining part of this section other kind of incoming lines will be introduced.

• Control

The signaling information from the incoming line is send to the Control block. This block will
coordinate the actions of the Resource Block.

• Resource

This is the place where the real action takes place. This Resource block can contain any kind of
resource-functionality that can be accessed through a voice channel (e.g. speech
record/playback, dtmf-receiver, tone-sender).
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This minimal IF-configuration can only provide one resource-function to one incoming line. To
overcome this restriction an architecture will be presented which is based on the architecture of
modem telephone exchanges [Fantauzzi].

To make it possible to provide service to many incoming lines and to make efficient use of the
available resources in the IF a switching matrix must be included in the Intelligent Peripheral.
This results in the architecture shown in Figure 4.2.

COMMON
. CONlROL

signalling a ----t--+--+--tE'
dalaline T

lines with
both voice and ----1-1ETI--------f SWITCHING
signalling MA1RIX

--iJ!'TI---------1

line without

signalling
ETI-----------f

I§!I - Exchange Termination

Figure 4.2 : Extended architecture ofIntelligent Peripheral

The Exchange Termination is an access point for a line, either analogue or digital to the IF.
The most important function of the Exchange Termination is to separate the two components of
the information stream flowing into a line: (1) the useful signal to be switched in a circuit
switching mode, and (2) the signaling or the information to be switched in packet mode. The
useful signal is transmitted through the matrix and the received signal is extracted; conversely,
signaling and packet data pass from common control to the terminations. In some cases, either
component can be missing. For instance, in the case of a common signaling channel, there is no
voice signal to be switched in circuit mode; however, a trunk line using common channel
signaling does not carry any signaling. The characteristics of each exchange termination
strongly depend on its lines. The following list gives an impression of the types of possible
exchange terminations.

• Analogue subscriber line

This exchange termination must provide the B.O.R.S.C.H.T. functions, Le. battery feed,
over-voltage protection, ringing current, supervision, conversion, hybrid, and testing. The
exchange termination extracts the signaling messages from several incoming lines and
sends them to the Common Control.

• ISDN basic rate

A device connected to an ISDN line can request a connection either in circuit mode or in
packet mode. Normally, the (two) B-channels are used for circuit switched connections,
and the D-channel is used for signaling and for packet switched connections. The Exchange
Termination for ISDN Basic Access has to take care of the de-multiplexing/multiplexing of
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the two B-channels and the D-channel from the 144kbit/s stream in each interface and to
relay the D-channel information to the Common Control.

• analogue trunks

An analogue trunk is seen by the exchange as a set of physical wires carrying voice and
signaling. As a particular case, trunks with common channel signaling carry voice only
signals. An Exchange Termination for an analogue trunk consists of a trunk line that
separates voice from signaling, and an interface unit to send the signaling information to
the Common Control.

• ISDN primary rate

The functions of an ISDN primary rate Exchange Termination are rather complex. The
main function is to separate the 30 B-channels and the D-channel and to convey them to the
switching matrix and the Common Control, respectively.

• Optionally others

Next to the previous mentioned Exchange Terminations there is a variety of other possible
Exchange Terminations that can be connected to the IP. This include analogue data lines
and PCM lines.

The Switching matrix includes the functions by which the exchange performs circuit switching
activities to carry out the physical transport between the lines and the resources involved.

The Common Control includes most of the processing control functions that take place in an
exchange, and receives, processes, and forwards the signaling. Moreover, the Common Control
specifies to the matrix which line to switch to which resource. Also two Resources and two
incoming lines can be connected to each other, however it is up to the application software to
defme in what extent this possibilities are supported by the Intelligent Peripheral. In an IP that
can handle ISDN traffic, the common control carries out also the packet-switching functions.

Finally, the Resources are controlled by the Common Control. They provide their own interface
towards the switching matrix.

The presented architecture satisfies for small IP's, but the processing capabilities of the Central
Control will restrict the number of lines (and hence the number of resources) that the IP can
serve.

To overcome this limit, the concept of Regionalized Common Controls is introduced in
[Fantauzzi]. This concept makes it possible to decentralize some of the activities of the
software, thereby reducing the processing load of the Central Control. A Regional Processor
(RP) hence is one that handles the full complement of functions for a subset of physical
entities.

Figure 4.3 shows Regional Processors that provide the decentralized processing for the
Exchange Terminations, the Resources, and the Switching Matrix. Every Regional Processor
communicates to the Central Processor, to provide it with the information needed for the
overall control over the Intelligent Peripheral. An example of an existing systems based on this
architecture is Ericsson's AXE system.
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Figure 4.3 : Intelligent Peripheral architecture with Regionalized Processors

Figure 4.4 shows another distributed processing architecture using centralized control. The
architecture allows the designer to add autonomously operating units. These units communicate
with each other by means of an internal network. This internal communication network can be
of any kind, but the capacity of this network limits the growth of the system.

Examples of existing systems based on this architecture are Alcatel's System 12 exchange
(using an internal PCM network) [Flood] and British Telecom's Speech Application Platform
(using an internal FODI or Ethernet Local Area Network) [Rose]. A further discussion on this
system can be found in the references.

Figure 4.4 : Decentralized Control Architecture
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The potential advantage of structures with a centralized control is that one processor handles
all the logical and physical resources of the Intelligent Peripheral, and can optimize, on a
moment by moment basis, the use of the IP's resources.

However, one potential disadvantage of centralized control architectures remains the fact that,
with the growth of traffic, number of lines, operation and maintenance features, and additional
services to the subscriber, the processing capabilities of the central control remain a limited
resource continuously in danger of becoming saturated. Another potential disadvantage in
architectures using central controls is that, by doing so, the central control becomes a
substantially monolithic block that must be tailored to the maximum capacity of the Intelligent
Peripheral.

Both presented solutions provide a means to implement an Intelligent Peripheral according to
the design philosophy described in the previous chapter. The architectures provide a modular
design of the IP and the systems are scaleable to a great extent.

The following section will describe the software structure needed to implement an architecture
using the architecture with the Common Control. Most of the described items also apply to the
software needed for the other architectures.

4.3 Software architecture of a generic IP
This section describes the software structure of a generic IP. It presents a top-down approach,
and it defmes a functional structure. The application software for an Intelligent Peripheral can
be seen as a specific case of the software used for telephony exchanges. The description that
follows gives the concepts in common use for the structure of the software. This not implies
that this is the only way the software should be structured.

The goal of this section is to provide a guideline to be used when designing application
software for an Intelligent Peripheral. It does not describe implementation issues. Section 4.4.2
describes the structure for the application software of the prototype IP, while section 7
describes the implementation issues of this software.

Figure 4.5 shows a top-down view on the application software for the IP (found in
[Fantauzzi]).
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Figure 4.5 : Top-down view on the application software ofan Intelligent Peripheral
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The box on the left of Figure 4.5 shows the architecture of the IP as described in section 4.2. In
the Common Control block the application software is running, communicating with the
Exchange Terminations and controlling the actions of the switching matrix and the resources.
The second block shows this application software as a set of application activities that are
strongly interworking with each other. Each application activity contains a set of functions
having its own meaning and which can be described briefly and consistently without dealing
with complex and painful details. The application activities again can be divided into a set of
functional segments, each of which implements a specific function. Each functional segment is
a package of software, and mayor may not be "instanced". An instanced variant may be
applied at the same time to different physical or logical entities, which bear the same
characteristics (for example, it can be applied to several resources with identical
characteristics).

The set of activities part of the application system may be divided into two big families: call
processing activities and operation and maintenance activities.

These activities can be seen as the core activities of the IP. These core activities need to
communicate to the rest of the telecommunication network (e.g. SCP, SSP, SMF) and to the IP
hardware (resources and switching matrix). This communication is done by means of various
signals. The processing needed to handle this variety of signals can be seen as a shell
surrounding the core activities. This idea is depicted in Figure 4.6. It shows that each
Peripheral Unit, which include Exchange Terminations, resources, and the switching matrix
there must be a specific activity in the application system that operates as an intelligent driver.
These drivers have to be capable of :

• Pre-processing every incoming signal at its terminations to convert it according to syntactic
requirements and expected protocols in the rest of the application system;

• Post-processing every directive received from the remaining application software to
transform it into signaling to be accepted in the Peripheral Units.

Also, each driver must perform a set of functions necessary for the operation and maintenance
of the units with which it interacts :

• Detecting problems in the operation of the units and reporting them to the operation and
maintenance activities;

• Keeping track of its ongoing processing;

• (Re)configuring the units upon indication by the operation and maintenance activities;

• Activating testing sequences for the units upon indication by the operation and maintenance
activities.
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Figure 4.6 : Signaling processing activities in application software

The Service Processing software in Figure 4.6 uses the infonnation it receives from the Signal
Processing Activities to provide the requested service to the user. For each service it processes,
it creates an instance of the required variants needed for the execution of the service. This
software at its turn sends infonnation to the Signal Processing Activities, which converts the
infonnation into signals to control the hardware (the Peripheral Units) in the IP.

The Operation and Maintenance Activities hold infonnation on the status of the individual
resources (available, busy, idle, error) and the entire Intelligent Peripheral. It also stores
statistics on the use of the resources (such as number of requests, number of refusals, average
service-times).

4.4 Architecture of the prototype IP
This subsection describes the hardware and software structure of the prototype IP, as it will be
implemented in chapter 6. While chapter 6 describes the implementation issues on the
prototype, this section presents an abstract view on the architecture of the software and the
hardware. Also this section shows the mapping of the implementation onto the functional model
presented in section 3.2.2.

4.4.1 Hardware architecture
For the implementation of the prototype IP a LIM is to be used. The frrst subsection describes
the principles of a LIM. Next, the second subsection describes the architecture of the prototype.
This architecture uses a SUN workstation, to complement the capabilities of the LIM. Finally.
the third subsection maps the defmed architecture on the prototype IP functional model as
described in section 3.2.2.

4.4.1.1 Hardware basics ofthe Line Interface Module

The Line Interface Module is a cabinet where several circuit boards can be inserted to create a
switching system (e.g. a PABX). The backplane of the LIM consists of a Control System Bus
and a Device Bus. The Control System Bus constitutes the interface between the Control
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System and the Switch. The Device Bus constitutes the interface between the device boards and
the Switch.

Figure 4.7 shows a LIM system, consisting of the Control System, the Switch and several
Devices. The Device Bus is a 128kbs serial channel for transmission of control information
between devices and the Control System and vice versa.

Switch
Devi

Bu (DSU+LSU)

Control
Syste

Bus:. .. .' .... -
Control
System
(EPU)

Figure 4.7 : Basic LIM system

The Switch Unit consists of one LIM Switch Unit (LSU) and between one and four Distributed
Switch Units (DSU). The LSU is a non blocking PCM switch with 1024 time slots. The device
boards are connected to the LSU through one of the DSU's. Each DSU is connected to the
LSU by 8 2Mbps PCM links. This makes it possible to handle 256 voice-channels (if no
separate signaling and synchronization channels are needed) in one LIM cabinet. In this way a
total of 1024 lines can be handled by one LSU.

The Control System can be implemented in two ways. It is possible to use a LIM Processor
Unit (LPU) and several MEmory Units (MEU). The software running on the LPU controls the
actions of the rest of the system. The second option to implement the Control System is by
using a Ethernet Processor Unit (EPU) to connect the LIM to an external Control System (e.g.
a SUN workstation). The software running on this external Control System controls the actions
in the LIM via an Ethernet connection.

To connect the LIM to incoming and outgoing lines a variety of Device boards is available.
This includes ISDN Primary Rate Access, Analogue Trunk lines, Analogue Subscriber lines,
Digital Subscriber lines. Also devices like voice storage boards, dtmf receivers, and multi-party
units can be connected to the LIM. These devices will be used for the implementation of the
prototype Intelligent Peripheral.

4.4.1.2 Prototype implementation using the LIM

Section 3.2.1 describes the functional requirements of the prototype IP. Table 4.1 again lists
the requirements and gives an indication of the implementation of the needed functionality. The
prototype will be implemented using a LIM and a SUN workstation that controls the LIM
through an Ethernet connection.
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Table 4.1 : Requirements and its implementation in the prototype.

Requirement Implemented by :

Recording, storage, and playback of speech VSUI device board in LIM

Speech synthesis/speech to audio conversion software on SUN-workstationlELU20 device
board

D-channel ASCII text-handling TLU76 device board and software on SUN

Internet access SUN workstation

File storage SUN workstation harddisk

DTMF handling ( + multi-party handling) TMU2 device board in LIM

Interface to SCF UNIX network

Interface to SSF TLU76 device board (ISDN PRA)

1 : VOlce Storage Unit

2 : Tone and Multiparty Unit

Figure 4.8 shows the implementation of the prototype IP. The LIM on the right side contains,
besides the device boards mentioned in Table 4.1, the switch consisting of an LSU and one
DSU board, and an EPU board that acts as an interface to the SUN workstation.

: ,

Ethernet link =: ' :

: EPU:
~----------------_:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~:

SMF

NMF

SCF

,---------------------------------------------
: Prototype IP r·······································iiM·j
,
I
I

Internet

SSF/CCF_------H

Figure 4.8: Implementation ofthe prototype Intelligent Peripheral
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Section 4.4.2 describes the software running on the SUN workstation. This software consists of
two partS: the software that implements the resources (Table 4.1) and the software that
controls the actions of the switch and the resources.

4.4.2 Software architecture
The software of the prototype Intelligent Peripheral can be divided in six parts :

• Resources, this is the implementation of the resource functionality that has to be carried
out on the SUN;

• Interfaces, providing a means to communicate to other software entities (e.g. SCF, NMF,
SMF);

• Hardware drivers, to translate the signals coming from the device boards (hex codes) to
signals that can be handled by the Signal pre-processing and post-processing software in
the prototype and vice versa;

• Operation & Maintenance, making it possible to configure the IP, to check its status, and
to maintain its correct operation;

• Service Processing, to give the IP the processing capabilities that the network expects it to
have;

• Signal pre-processing and postprocessing, to provide the handling of the signaling coming
from and going to other entities in the network and the resources. This software acts like a
shell for the Operation & Maintenance and Service Processing software, which does not
have to bother about signaling issues.

Figure 4.9 shows this six software parts in a schematic view on the system.

Hardware
Drivers

Signal
Preprocessing

and\,,--.lr-4--

Postprocessing

Figure 4.9 : Software structure ofthe prototype Intelligent Peripheral

This figure shows how the Signal Pre-processing and Postprocessing software acts like a shell
around the Operation and Maintenance and Service Processing software. This layer thus
provides an interface towards the resources, the switch and the signaling interfaces.

The following subsection describes each of the software parts more detailed.
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4.4.2.1 Resources

The functionality of the IP requires the execution of certain actions. Examples of these actions
are the recording of a message, the detection and recognition of dtrnf-tones, and the sending of
a dial-tone. This actions can be executed by the available hardware. However, the functional
requirements of the prototype include some actions that can not be executed by the available
hardware or that can be achieved more efficiently by software.

The Resource part of the software takes care of the execution of this actions.

4.4.2.2 Interfaces

The prototype has to interwork in the Rapid Service Prototyping (RSP) tool that has been
developed in the IN Application Laboratory.

4.4.2.3 Hardware drivers

All device boards in the LIM (the resource device boards VSU and TMU, the switch device
boards DSU and LSU, and the interface boards TLU76 and ELU20) exchange their control
signals to the processor unit in the LIM (which is an EPU device board in the prototype). The
EPU board uses an Ethernet link to exchange all the information it receives to the SUN
workstation. The signals traveling on the Ethernet link are defmed by a proprietary protocol.

The hardware drivers have to take care for the translation of the hexadecimal codes to signals
that can be used by the other software in the prototype and vice versa. Formally, this is part of
the Signal pre-processing and postprocessing software.

4.4.2.4 Operation and Maintenance

The Operation and Maintenance Software must provide the management a means to configure
and supervise the prototype IP. It communicates to the management entities by means of the
Signal post-processing and pre-processing part. The signals received will result in actions on
individual resources in the IP. Some of the resources provides some operation and maintenance
support of themselves. For other resources, this support has to be developed.

4.4.2.5 Service Processing

To execute the actions that are requested by the network (the SCF) the IP must have processing
capabilities. Every action that the prototype can take must be coded in the software. Also the
coordination of the actions must be taken care of. If an action cannot be executed immediately,
it has to be postponed, and probably the SCF has to be informed. The requirements of the
prototype also demand the IP to have the capability to execute a sequence of user interactions,
defmed in a script. To achieve this the Service Processing software must include a kind of
script interpreter.

4.4.2.6 Signal Pre-processing and Post-processing

During operation of the IP the Service Processing and Operation and Maintenance software
(the core functionality) has to interface with the signaling interfaces, the resources and the
switch. Due to the diversity of the interfaces and the resources, and consequently the signals
from and to them, it is necessary to separate the signaling processing from the core
functionality. This separation leads to the Signal Pre-processing and Post-processing shell as
already depicted in Figure 4.9.
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4.5 Conclusions
This chapter described the architecture aspects of an Intelligent Peripheral. First it identified
some issues on the design of telecommunication systems design. These issues where used as a
guide during the description of the architecture of a generic IP, which was divided in two parts,
the hardware and the software architecture. The hardware architecture of a generic IP was
described, starting from a simple configuration, which was extended to a complete system
overview. For the software architecture of a generic IP a top-down view and a functional
approach were presented.

The third subsection presented the architecture of the prototype IP. The presented hardware
architecture as well as the structure of the software of the prototype IP are based on the results
of the research to the generic IP. The hardware of the generic IP will be implemented using a
UM, which will hold several circuit boards that implement some of the interfaces and
resources. The software part of the implementation consist of a SUN workstation on which
several resources will be implemented and on which the service control and the operation and
maintenance software will run. The presented architecture will be worked out in detail in
section 7.
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5. Interfaces
This chapter describes the interface aspects of a Specialised Resource Function. This includes the
interfaces to the user (via the SSF), the SCF, the NMF, and the SMF. The fIrst section describes the
general idea of signalling in a telecommunications network. It presents the OSI model for
communication, and it describes the Common Channel Signalling System No.7 and the ISDN D
channel signalling system.

The second section describes the interfaces of a generic IP. It identifIes three interfaces, the
Switching Interface, the Control Interface, and the Management Interface. It describes several
confIgurations of an Intelligent Peripheral in the signalling network. Next it describes two
application protocols, the Intelligent Network Application Protocol and the Networked IP protocol.
Finally, it identifIes the management interface, focusing on a TMN (Telecommunication
Management Network) approach.

The third section describes the interfaces of the prototype IP.

5.1 Signaling and protocols
Before this chapter focuses on the interfaces of an Intelligent Peripheral, this section gives an
introduction in the field of signaling in telecommunication networks. First it introduces the
concept of Common Channel Signaling as it is used in modern networks. Next, it describes two
common Signaling Protocols in detail. Finally, it focuses on the Transaction Capabilities
Application Part, which is an application layer protocol that can be used to access remote
databases and to invoke actions on remote entities.

5.1.1 Signaling
In a circuit-switched network, as the telephony network is, control signals are the means by
which the network is managed and by which calls are established, maintained and terminated.
These control signals have to be exchanged between subscriber and switch, among switches,
and between switch and network management.

Traditional control signaling in circuit-switched networks has been on a per-trunk or in-channel
basis. With in-channel signaling, the same channel is used to carry control signals as is used to
carry the call to which the control signals relate. Such signaling begins at the originating
subscriber and follows the same path as the call itself. Two forms of in-channel signaling are in
use: in-band and out-of-band. In-band signaling uses not only the same physical path as the call
it serves, it also uses the same frequency band as the voice signals that are carried. This form
of signaling includes the conventional subscriber line signaling (on-hook/off-hook detection,
pulseldtmf digit sending). Next to in-band signaling there exist some out-of-band protocols, but
they are used sparsely. Two drawbacks of in-channel signaling are the limited signaling
capacity and the relatively large call setup times.

These drawbacks can be addressed with common channel signaling, in which control signals
are carried over paths completely independent of the voice channels. One independent control
signal path can carry the signals for a number of voice channels. The separation of the
signaling channel and its related voice channel can be both physical or only logical. The
physical separation means that there is a separate signaling network, which routes the control
signals independent of the route of the voice channel they relate to. This is called non
associated common channel signaling, depicted in Figure 5.la. The Signal Transfer Points)
route the control signals through the signaling network to their desired destination. This in

1 Signal Transfer Points only route messages through the network, only the lowest three OSllayers are present.
Signalling points also include the higher OSI-Iayers (possibly up to application layer).
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contrast with associated common channel signaling, by which the control signals are only
logical separated from their related voice channels, and routed through the same nodes as the
voice channels.

181-

~-
.." -.

a. nonassociated CCS

,
·········

............

b. associated CCS

~ Signal Transfer Pointo Signaling Point

Signalling information

SpeechlData

Figure 5.1 : Common Channel Signaling.

An example of this kind of signaling is the use of timeslot 16 in a PCM-trunk and the use of D
channel signaling in ISDN (discussed in section 5.1.4). An example of non-associated common
channel signaling is Signaling System No.7. Section 5.1.3 describes this widely spread
signaling system.

5.1.2 Protocols
All signaling systems make use of protocols for the exchange of their control signals. A
protocol is a set of rules governing the way data will be transmitted and received over data
communications networks [Russel].

Protocols must provide reliable, error-free transmission of user data, as well as network
management functions. Protocols packetise the user data into data envelopes, some being of a
fixed length while others can be variable lengths, depending on the protocol used. The protocol
defmes the order in which the bits will be sent and also appends information for the use by the
network in routing and management of the network. This appended information is used only by
the protocol and is transparent to the user.

Three levels of addressing can be identilled in most protocols. First, there is the address of the
network itself. Of course this address is only needed when messages have to be sent between
two networks. Next, every node in a network has its own unique physical address. This address
identilles the particular device within its own network. Finally, when a message reached its
fmal physical destination, the logical address within the destination node must be provided to
identify which operation or application entity within the node is to receive the data.

ISO, the International Standards Organization, developed the OSI (Open Systems
Interconnection) model to provide a framework for the design of protocols. The OSI model
divides all the functions in a protocol into seven different layers. Figure 5.2 depicts this layered
structure.
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Figure 5.2 : The OSl model.

The following list gives a short description of the several layers. It is not complete and a more
detailed description of the model can be found in [Tanenbaum].

• Layer 1 : Physical Layer

The physical layer is responsible for converting the digital data into a bit stream, and the
transmission of this bit stream over the physical medium. It also defmes the mechanical
properties of the connection, such as connectors and cables.

• Layer 2 : Data Link Layer

The data link layer has the means to provide reliable communications between two nodes
(it is not capable of routing a message). It provides functionality to provide a sequenced
transmission of messages and to fulfIll some error detection and correction.

• Layer 3 : Network Layer

The network layer provides routing services for data packets received from another node. It
examines the destination address of incoming data-packets and determines the link to which
the packet should be transmitted to reach its destination. There are two methods of
reaching a destination. In some protocols, there is the requirement of establishing a virtual
connection with another node. Other protocols use datagrams, packets of information
which contain all the control information necessary to advise the destination how to process
the received packet.

Layer 4 : Transport Layer

The transport layer is used to ensure reliable communications over the network layer. If the
network layer itself provides a reliable transport, the transport layer will be very simple. If
no connection-oriented services are required, the transport layer will be omitted. The
transport layer is also responsible for the logical addressing in the device.

Layer 5 : Session Layer

The session layer is responsible for establishing a dialog or session with another entity. The
session layer must also defme the type of dialog to be established. As with the transport
layer, the session layer is needed only when using connection-oriented protocols. Ifonly
connectionless services are provided, there is no reason to use this layer.

• Layer 6 : Presentation Layer
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While the application layer is concerned about the user's perspective of data, the
presentation layer concerns itself with the view of taken by the lower protocols. This layer
provides for example data encryption and compression functions.

• Layer 7 : Application Layer

The application layer in the OSI model is the interface between the application entity and
the OSI model. It processes the data provided by the user (the application) so that it can be
handled by the network, and the other way around.

Now that the frame that the OSI model provides for the communication in a network is clear,
the following subsections describe two important signaling systems.

5.1.3 Signaling System No.7

The international and national telephony networks use Signaling System No.7 (SS7 or C7) for
their control signaling communication. The Q.700 standardization series defme the several
components of the system [Q.700]. Part of this system already existed before the OSI model
was defmed, so the protocol structure is not completely compliant to the OSI structure.
However, the protocol does have a layered structure, which can be compared to the OSI
layered structure. Figure 5.3 depicts both the SS7 protocol stack and the OSI protocol stack.
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I
Data link

I
Physical

INAP I IOMAPI
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TCAP I
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I
I ISCCP

I

MTP

ISUP: ISDN User Part

TCAP : Transaction Capabilities
Application Part

SCCP : Signaling connection
Control Part

MTP : Message Transfer Part

INAP : Intelligent Network
Application Protocol

OMAP : Operations, maintenance,
and administration Protocol

Figure 5.3 : Signaling System No.7 protocol architecture in relation to OSlo

The following subsections describe the layers of the SS7 protocol, identified in Figure 5.3 :
Signaling System No.7 protocol architecture in relation to OSI..

5.1.3.1 Message Transfer Part

As depicted in MTP takes care of the functions of the lower two levels of the OSI model, and
partly the functions oflayer three. Figure 5.4 depicts the MTP layer in more detail.
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Figure 5.4 : MTP layer more detailed.

The three levels are described below.

• Physical level

The physical level corresponds to the physical layer of the OSI model. It is a full-duplex
physical link dedicated to SS7 traffic. SS7 is optimized for use over 64kbps digital links.
However, the recommendations allow for the use of lower speeds and for the use of analog
links with modems.

• Signaling data link level

The signaling data link level corresponds to the data link level of the OSI model. Thus, its
purpose is to turn a potentially unreliable physical link into a reliable data link, so that:

All transmitted blocks of data are delivered with no losses or duplications.

- Blocks of data are delivered in the same order in which they were transmitted.

The receiver is capable of exercising flow control over the sender (to prevent
buffer overflow).

• Signaling network level

The signaling network level provides the functions and procedures for the transfer of SS7
messages between signaling points (including signal transfer points). The functions of this
level can be divided in two parts:

• Message-handling Functions, these are performed at every signaling point. They
are based on the routing information parts of the signaling data link level messages.
The functions check if a message is at its destination or is to be relayed to another
node. If it is to be relayed, the functions determine the link to be used in forwarding the
message. If the message reached its destination node, it is sent to the distribution
function, which determines the user part (higher levels) to which a message should be
delivered.

• Network Management Functions, used to overcome link degradations (failures or
congestion). To achieve this, the signaling management monitors the status of each
link, dictates alternate routes if necessary, and tries to recover from the loss of
messages due to link failure.

Through the three described layers the Message Transfer Part provides a reliable message
transfer service to the higher protocol layers, the user parts. The limited addressing capabilities
of MTP, created the need for an extension of the (ISO) layer three capabilities. The next
section describes this extension, SCCP.

5.1.3.2 Signaling Connection Control Part

The Signaling Connection Control Part (SCCP) was developed as it became apparent that SS7
would have to support more than signaling and needed more explicit addressing and more
sophisticated services between remote signaling points (Intelligent Networking, for example).
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The more complex specification of the users of a message at a node is an example of the
extended addressing capabilities. SCCP also provides the following enhanced message transfer
services:

• Class 0 : Basic connectionless, this is the pure connnectionless service provided by
MTP.

• Class 1 : Sequenced connectionless, class 0 enhanced with the ability to deliver a
stream of data units in sequence.

• Class 2 : Basic connection-oriented, providing transmission over a logical
connection, equivalent to virtual circuits through the signaling network.

• Class 3 : Flow-control connection-oriented, class 2 enhanced with the ability to
perfonn flow control over a logical connection. Also, the detection of message loss
and mis-sequencing is provided.

The above mentioned services can be accessed by the upper layers (e.g. TCAP) using
primitives, which can be viewed as commands or procedure calls, with parameters. Each type
of primitive appears in one or more variations (request, indication, response, confirm).
Examples of the primitives are N-CONNECT REQUEST, N-CONNECT CONFIRM, N
DATA REQUEST, and N-DISCONNECT REQUEST. The protocol uses messages with
parameters for the communication between the upper layers and the SCCP layer. Examples of
these messages are Connection Request, Connection Confirm, Data Fonn 1, and Released.

A complete list of messages can be found in [Q.712].

Section 5.1.3.4 describes TCAP, the Transaction Capabilities Application Part, which is the
main user of SCCP. First, the next section describes ISUP, the ISDN User Part.

5.1.3.3 [SUP

To use SS7 for the control of telephone calls, the lTV defmed the Telephone User Part (TUP).
TUP uses the message transfer capabilities provided by the Message Transfer Part (MTP). The
capabilities of TUP were very limited, and in modem SS7 networks ISUP is used instead of
TUP.

ISUP, the ISDN User Part, just like TUP, uses the services provided by MTP. It is used to set
up and tear down all circuits used for data or voice calls in the Public Switched Telephone
Network (PSTN). The services of ISUP can be divided in two main groups: basic and
supplementary services. Basic services provide the support for establishing connections for
circuits within the network. These circuits can be audio circuits for voice transmission or data
circuits for any digital information, voice or data. Supplementary services are all other circuit
related services, which typically encompass message transport after a call path is established.

Figure 5.5 depicts the ISUP messages that are transferred between two SS7 exchanges.
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Figure 5.5 : [SUP messages between exchanges during normal call-setup and release.

In this figure the two vertical axes represent the time in the two exchanges. The characters a. to
f. beside both axes represent events in the exchanges.

a. Exchange A detects that a subscriber (the A-subscriber) went off-hook and entered a
sequence of digits, that require the call to be routed to exchange B( the B-subscriber). The
exchange collects a number of digits, and then sends an lAM message to exchange B. This
message is accompanied by a number of parameters, of which the most important one is de
Called Party Number (the number of the B-subscriber).

b. Exchange B analyzes the lAM message, and concludes that the information provided in the
message is sufficient to connect the call to the B-subscriber. It will send an ACM message
to indicate this, and that the B-subscriber is being alerted. Exchange A will send an alerting
notification to the A-subscriber.

c. When the B-subscriber answers the call, exchange B will send an ANM message to
exchange A, so that the real voice connection can be established.

d. The connection is established.

e. Exchange A detects the A-subscriber going on-hook. It now sends a REL message to
exchange B to indicate that the resources in use by the call can be released.

f. Exchange B confirms the REL message by sending a RLC message, and triggers the
release of the voice circuit.

The procedure described above is the most simple one. ISVP is also capable to route a call
through a number of (international) exchanges and via a variety of links (e.g. satellite-links).
Also unavailability of resources can be handled by the ISVP protocol.

ISVP provides the transfer of control signaling messages between exchanges for circuit
switched services. It does not provide transmission of call-unrelated signaling messages. The
next subsection will describe the Transaction Capabilities Application Part, TCAP, which is
designed for transmission of those non-circuit-related signaling messages.

Next to the transfer of the control signaling between exchanges, section 5.1.4 describes the
signaling interface between the exchange and the subscriber.
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5.1.3.4 reAP

As ISUP is designed for the transfer of circuit-related messages, the Transaction Capabilities
Application Part (TCAP) is designed for non-circuit-related messages. These messages are
destined for database entities as well as actual switches and remote computers. Figure 5.6
depicts the structure ofTCAP [Q.771].

CAP
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Component
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Sub-laver
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I SCCP/MTP I
Figure 5.6: The structure ofTCAP.

The TCAP is structured in two sub-layers:

The component sub-layer deals with components, which are the application protocol data
units (APDU) that convey remote operations and their responses.

The transaction sub-layer deals with the exchange of messages containing components, and
optionally a dialogue portion, between two TCAP-users.

Users ofTCAP are application processes running in a node. The functions that allow
applications to communicate with one another is a communications function called the
Application Service Element (ASE). This ASE's (such as INAP, OMAP, and MAP)
communicate to TCAP through Operation Protocol Data Units (OPDU). The OPDU's are then
carried through the SS7 network in the form of a TCAP message. Figure 5.7 depicts the
structure of a TCAP message.
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Figure 5.7 : Structure ofa TCAP message.
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The transaction portion provides the infonnation necessary for the signaling point to route the
component infonnation to its destination. The component portion gets its infonnation from the
OPDU, received from the application. The OPDU contains the operations and parameters
necessary to invoke an operation or request services from another entity. Figure 5.7 gives an
impression of the fonnat of the operations and parameters in a TCAP message.

5.1.3.5 Application Protocols

The Intelligent Network Application Protocol (!NAP) is the protocol used for the
communication between the service applications running in the physical entities in the
Intelligent Network. The INAP is a ROSE protocol (Remote Operations Service Element). The
ROSE protocol is contained within the Component Sublayer of TCAP, and DSS1. The INAP
and the ROSE protocol have been specified using the Abstract Syntax Notation 1 (ASN.l). For
more infonnation on ROSE and ASN.l, see [X.219] and [X.208]. Figure 5.8 depicts the
ASN.l representation of an INAP operation.

Q:>a'dionNane1 ::= OPERATION

MOO MENT Q:>a'dionNane1Arg

RESULT Q:>a'dionNane1ResultArg

LINKED {Q:>a'dionNane3,Q:>a'dionNane4,...}

ERRORS {Error l,Error2,....}

Figure 5.8 : ASN.I representation ofINAP operation

First, the operation identifier (followed by the OPERAnON keyword) defmes the name of the
operation. Second, the keyword ARGUMENT marks the beginning of the argument list, which
will often be identified by a reference name to another section of the ASN.l description, where
the structure (and optionally default values) of the parameters themselves is defmed. Figure 5.9
depicts the description of a parameter list, containing all mandatory and optional parameters,
with their possible default values. The RESULT keyword marks the beginning of the parameter
list of the result operation, if present for the described operation. The LINKED keyword starts
the list of the possible linked operations.

Q:>a'dionNane1Arg ::= SEQUENCE {

ogl ArglType,

0g2 Arg2Type,

0g3 Arg3Type

0g4 Arg4Type

}

Figure 5.9: ASN.I description ofOperationNamel parameters

5.1.4 ISDN signaling

Section 5.1.3 described the transfer of control signaling infonnation between exchanges. Before
the infonnation is available in the exchange, it has to be transported from the subscriber. This
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section describes the protocols used between an ISDN-subscriber and an ISDN exchange. The
interface to analog subscribers, using in-channel signaling, will not be described here.

Figure 5.10 depicts the structure of the ISDN Primary Rate Access (PRA) interface.

NT 30B+D.L. ISDN
T exchange
T

Figure 5.10 : ISDN interface

The PRA consists of thirty 64kbps channels, which can be used for voice or data transfer. For
the control signaling for these 30 channels one D-channel is available. Thus the ISDN
subscriber interface uses a common channel signaling protocol. Figure 5.11 depicts the
protocol structure for the D-channel.

I
PRA (1.431)

LAP-D (Q.921)

X.25 : Packet Switching Network
Layer Protocol

LAP-D : Link Acres Protocol.
DChannel

INAP: Intelligent Network
Application Protocol

PRA : Primary Rate Access

OMAP : Operations. maintenance.
and administration Protocol

TCAP : Transaction Capabilities
Application Pan

DSS I : Digital Subscriber

Signaling System No.1

Higher
layer

Packet
Switching

Applications

I

I INAP I IOMAPI
I I

I DSS1(Q.931) I X.25
I

I ROSE I
Application

Figure 5.11 : ISDN D-channel protocol in relation to OSI.

The Physical interface, described in [1.431], provides the separation of the 64kbps D-channel
out of the 2.048 kbps bitstream. For the D channel, a new data link layer standard, LAP-D
(Link Access Protocol, D Channel) has been defmed. This data link protocol provides two
types of services to the network layer:

- Unacknowledged information transfer service, layer 3 information is transferred in
unnumbered frames. Error detection is used to discard damaged frames, but there is no
error control or flow control.

- Acknowledged information transfer service, layer 3 information is transferred in frames
that include sequence numbers and that are acknowledged. Error control and flow-control
procedures are included in the protocol. The protocol allows simultaneous logical LAP-D
connections.

The services provided by the LAP-D protocol are used for two main applications: control
signaling and packet switching. The packet switching capabilities use the X.25 protocol to
transfer user-data over virtual circuits. This will not be discussed further.
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The second application that uses the LAP-D data link protocol is the Digital Subscriber
Signaling System 1 (OSSI). [Q.931] describes this protocol extensively. The DSSI protocol
provides the subscriber with calI-control functions to establish, maintain, and terminate
connections on B channels. This includes both circuit switching and packet switching
connections.

Figure 5.12 depicts a simplified call setup sequence for a circuit switched call.

Local Exchange User (IP)

.... SETUP

ALERT ~

III'" CONNECf _

I~

..... CONNECfACK

............................~ .

- DISC

RELCOM ..,

Figure 5.12 : Call setup and release messages between local exchange and user.

Above DSS I, the Remote Operation Service Element (ROSE) provides the capabilities to
invoke actions in remote nodes. The functionality of ROSE is comparable with the TCAP
functionality in SS7. Application Service Elements CASE), like INAP, can use ROSE to
communicate with their remote counterparts.

Next to the described protocols, it is also possible to use the lower layers (1 to 3) of other
protocols, for example TCPIIP or the UNIX sockets interface. This will also be used in the
interfacing of the prototype IP, as will be described in section 5.3.

5.2 Interfaces to a generic Intelligent Peripheral

Figure 5.13 depicts the Intelligent Peripheral in the Intelligent Network architecture.
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Figure 5.13 : Intelligent Peripheral and its interfaces

The figure identifies three interfaces, the Switching Interface, the Control Interface, and the
Management Interface. The ITU recommendation [Q.1218] describes several options to
implement the Control Interface and the Switching Interfaces. The ITU does not specify a
Management Interface for the Intelligent Network Capability Set 1.

The subsequent sections each describe one of the interfaces.

5.2.1 The Switching Interface

The switching interface is the interface to the SSP. It consists of three parts:

• Bearer connection, to exchange the data or voice information with the end user of the
service. The end user is connected to the Intelligent Peripheral by the Service Switching
Point.

• Call control interface, to set up, maintain, and release the bearer-circuits.

• Service control interface, this is an optional interface to exchange non-circuit related
messages.

For the implementation of the switching interface in the network there are two options. The two
following subsections describe these options.

5.2.1.1 The 1P as Signaling Point in the signaling network.

The Intelligent Peripheral can be implemented as part of the signaling network, this is depicted
in Figure 5.14.
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SP : Signaling Point

Figure 5.14: Intelligent Peripheral as Signaling Point in Signaling Network

Figure 5.14 depicts an associated common channel signaling architecture for the Intelligent
Network. As described in section 5.1, the signaling infonnation can be transferred in a separate
logical channel of the links between the several physical entities.

For example the links between the physical entities can be implemented as PCM lines, where
one timeslot can be used for the transfer of signaling infonnation. The common channel
signaling system SS? can be used as signaling scheme for the control of the Intelligent
Peripheral. This concludes in the following:

• Bearer connection: PCM 64kbps channels;

• Call Control interface: SS? signaling, i.e. ISUP on MTP (see section 5.1.3.3);

• Service Control interface: SS? signaling, i.e. INAP on TCAP on SCCP on MTP (see
section 5.1.3.4).

However, to implement the Intelligent Peripheral as a signaling point in the SS? network
requires the presence of (parts of) the SS? protocol stack. This makes the IP more complex
than maybe needed in most cases. The following subsection presents a cheape,J- solution for the
signaling issues of the IP.

5.2.1.2 The IP as a user towards the signaling network.

Next to the Intelligent Peripheral as a signaling point in the signaling network, it can be seen as
a user towards the signaling network. This is depicted in Figure 5.15.

21n this context, cheaper not only refers to the costs of the IP. but also to the processing capacity needed by the
implementation of the protocol stack.
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SP : Signaling Point

Figure 5.15 : Intelligent Peripheral as a user towards the Signaling Network

The Signaling Point functionality in the Service Switching Point now has to interface to the
Intelligent Peripheral as a user.

For example the link between the SSP and the IP can be an ISDN Primary Rate connection.
This implies that for the transfer of information thirty 64kbs channels are available. One
64kbps channel is available for signaling information. This concludes in the following:

• Bearer connection: ISDN B-channels;

• Call Control interface: ISDN D-channel signaling, call-control functions of DSS 1 (see
section 5.1.4);

• Service Control interface: ISDN D-channel, Le. INAP in ROSE on DSS 1 on LAP-D (see
section 5.1.4).

5.2.2 The Control Interface

The SCP must control the Intelligent Peripheral in its actions to provide the services with the
desired functionality. Therefore, it must be able to communicate to the IP. The Control
Interface accounts for this communication. This section ftrst describes the means by which the
communication can take place. Next, it will describe the Intelligent Network Application
Protocol (INAP), and some enhancements to this protocol.

The Intelligent Network Application Protocol (lNAP) is the protocol used for the
communication between the service applications running in the physical entities in the
Intelligent Network. The INAP is a ROSE protocol (Remote Operations Service Element).

The previous section already mentioned the service control interface as a part of the Switching
Interface. This will be clarified in this section. To control the actions of the IP, the SCP can
communicate with the IP in two ways, both depicted in Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16 : Relayed and direct communication between SCP and IP.

Figure 5.16a depicts the situation where there exists no physical connection between SCP and
IP. This explains the need for the service control capabilities of the Switching Interface. The
SCP communicates to the IP by sending the messages to an SSP to which the IP is connected.
The SSP relays the messages from the SCP towards the IP and oppositely.

Figure 5.16b depicts the situation where a direct link between the SCP and the IP is available.
This creates the need for a correlation mechanism in the IP. This will be explained later.

5.2.2.1 Application protocols

For the communication between applications running in the IN nodes, Ericsson uses its own
Intelligent Network Application Protocol, CS1+ INAP. This INAP is based on the European
standard, Core INAP, provided by ETSI. [ETSI] provides the ASN.l description of this ETSI
Core INAP. Table 5.1 provides a list of the operations contained in CS I+ INAP which are
relevant to the operation of the Intelligent Peripheral.

Table 5.1 : CS1 + operations relevant to Intelligent Peripheral operation

SSF +-+ Sa:

ConnectT oResource

DisoonnectforwadCbnnectlon

EstcDlishT emporayConnection

sa: +-+ SRF

Ass IstRequesl1nsfruclions

PIO)'Announcement

PrompfAndCollectUserlnformation

SpeddIzedResourceReport

The list below describes the functions of the operations.

• ConnectToResource, this operation is used to connect a call from the SSP to the IP,
containing the SRF.

• DisconnectForwardConnection, this operation is used to disconnect a forward temporary
connection or a connection to a resource.

• EstablishTemporaryConnection, this operation is used to create a connection to a resource
for a limited period of time; it implies the use of the assist procedure (see Figure 5.17)
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The IP connected to the originating
SSP (the one where the call
originated) is capable of providing
the needed functions.

a. No assist needed

The SCP decides that the IP connected to another than the
originating SSP is to be used to provide the needed functions.
In the assist case the control returns to the originating SSP after
completion of the IP actions.
In the handoff case the control remains at the assisting SSP.

b. Assist situation

Figure 5.17 : Assist and Handoffsituation.

• AssistRequestInstructions, this operation is used when there is an assist or a hand-off
procedure and may be sent by the SRF to the SCF. This operation is sent by the SRF,
when the initiating SSF has set up a connection to the SRF or to the assisting SSF as a
result of receiving an EstablishTemporaryConnection or Connect (in case of hand-off)
operation from the SCF.

• Cancel, this generic operation cancels the correlated previous operation or all previous
requests. Both the PlayAnnouncement and PromptAndCollectUserInformation can be
canceled.

• PlayAnnouncement, this operation is to be used after EstablishTemporyConnection (assist
procedure with a second SSP) or a ConnectToResource (no assist) operation. It may be
used for in-band interaction with an analogue user, or for interaction with an ISDN user. In
the former case, the SRF is usually co-located with the SSF for standard tones (congestion
tone etc.) or standard announcements. In the latter case, the SRF is always co-located with
the SSF in the switch. Any error is returned to the SCF. The timer associated with this
operation must be of a sufficient duration to allow its linked operation to be correctly
correlated.

• PromptAndCollectUserInformation. This operation is used to interact with a user to collect
information.

• SpecializedResourceReport, this operation is used as the response to a PlayAnnouncement
operation when the announcement completed report indication is set.

The functionality of the Intelligent Peripheral is limited by the described operation set.
Therefore, an extension to the CS 1+ INAP is defmed in the Networked IP protocol (NIP),
which supports the SRF to be fully distinct from the SSF (in the separate IP in stead of
integrated in the SSP).

Table 5.2 lists the operations defmed in the NIP protocol.
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Table 5.2 : CSI + operations relevant to Intelligent Peripheral operation

sa: +-+ SRF
Aclivl1yPerformedndCXlllon

Convert

Fetd"l
IncomingDellverylnterrogdlon

MdlboxStotusEnquiry

MdlboxS totusReport

QstgolngDellverylnterrogallon

PromptAndReoord

Result

RetrieveS ubsaiberData
Run

SendMessCQa
SendNotlficdlon

SendProbeMessCQa
SetupCdl

updateMessqJe$ tatus
UpdateS ubsaiberData

The operations can be divided in five groups. The list below describes the function of the
operations in the groups.

1. Message Handling, to handle messages and to manage mailboxes of users.

• MailboxStatusEnquiry, to check the status of a mailbox

• MailboxStatusReport, spontaneous sent by the IP to the SCF, to indicate a change
in the status of a mailbox (e.g. mailbox full)

• SendMessage, to instruct the IP to send a message to a (list of) recipient(s).

• PromptAndRecord, to order the IP to record a message.

• SendNotification, to indicate that the IP should send a notification to a subscriber.

• SendProbeMessage, used in systems where the subscribers can be inactive for a
period (e.g. SMS, short message selVice). The message is used to detect when the
subscriber is active again.

• UpdateMessageStatus, to order the IP to change the status of a message in the
mailbox (e.g. from new to saved, saved to deleted).

• Convert, used to order an IP to convert a message from one media to another.

• Fetch, to indicate that the IP has to fetch a message from another IP.

• ActivityPerformedIndication, to report to the SCP that a requested activity has
been performed (e.g. the SCP can order the IP to send a message during off-peek
hours, the ActivityPerformedIndication is used to indicate the sending of the
message).

2. Miscellaneous

• SetupCall, allows the IP to request the SCP to initiate a call.
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• Run, to order the IP to start execution of a particular application/script.

• Result, to indicate the result of an application/script towards the SCPo

3. Subscriber Data Management, to manage user proftles and other subscriber data related
items.

• UpdateSubscriberData, to update data in either IP or SCP, depending on where the
data has been modified.

• RetrieveSubscriberData, to request the IP to provide the SCP with the user data
(and oppositely)

4. IN-messaging interworking, used when a seIVice in the SCP needs to interwork with a
messaging application.

• IncomingDeliveryInterrogation, to check incoming restrictions for messages
delivered to an IP.

• OutgoingDeliveryInterrogation, to check outgoing restrictions for sending
messages by the IP.

The requirement specification for the NIP protocol [NIP] describes the protocol more detailed.

5.2.3 The Management Interface
For the management of the Intelligent Network, section 3.1.2 already mentioned the importance
of the integration of IN and TMN, the Telecommunication Management Network. Figure 5.18
depicts a (simplified) example of a possible integration. The higher layers in the TMN
hierarchy are omitted in this picture, for the sake of clarity. The functionality of the lower
layers is described below.

The Network Management layer provides the control and coordination of the network view of
all network elements. It provides and modificates the network capabilities for the support of
seIVices. The Network Element Management layer controls and coordinates a subset of
network elements. It provides a gateway for the Network Management layer to interact with the
network elements (e.g. the IN physical entities). Finally, it maintains statistical data about the
network elements.

The standardized Q3 interfaces between the several TMN entities defme the operations,
messages, and parameters which have to be used for the management of the network. However,
the IN management interface is not standardized yet. Therefore, the functional TMN
architecture identifies a QAdapter Function, which can be used to map the proprietary IN
management interface (M) on the Q3 interface. As Figure 5.18 depicts, this function can be
implemented in the Network Element Management layer.
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Figure 5.18 : Management architecture

The NEM Service Management Function manages the service specific aspects in the IN
physical entities in general, and in the IP in specific. The NEM Network Management Function
in its turn manages the network and network-element configuration aspects of the IN network
entities.
Because non of the IN entities has a TMN compliant Q3-interface, the interfaces between the
Network Element Management Layer and the IN network elements will be proprietary initially.
Ifpossible, these interfaces have to be made TMN Q3 compliant. The Q adapter function will
become unnecessary then. This, however, is far from being realized at the moment. .
The Q3* interfaces are compliant to the Q3 standard. However, the interface has to be extended
to support some IN-specific parameters.

5.3 Interfaces to the prototype Intelligent Peripheral
Figure 5.19 depicts the prototype Intelligent Peripheral in the existing Rapid Service
Prototyping (RSP) environment.

SMF-interfacer--'L...,-_......__.........,

SCF-interface

Intelligent
'.Peripheral

NMF

SCF

UM-harrlware

SSF-interface

Figure 5.19: Prototype Intelligent Peripheral in the RSP environment

The figure identifies four interfaces. The following subsections describe these interfaces to the
SSF, the SCF, the NMF and the SMF.
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5.3.1 The SSF interface

The SSF interface consists of the data interface and the call control interface. The data
interface carries the audio infonnation between the user and the resources in the IP. The call
control interface carries the control infonnation needed to establish, maintain, and release the
voice connections on the data interface.

SSP f IP

Line
Resource- -

Interface

Processor Processor- -
Unit Unit

ISDN-PRA
30B+D

ISDN-PRA- -

The SSF interface will be implemented by an ISDN Primary Rate Access (PRA) connection.
Figure 5.20 depicts this implementation in the prototype.

r:\

Figure 5.20: SSP-IP interface.

The figure depicts the SSP and the IP, connected by the ISDN PRA interface. This interface
consists of thirty B channels, which are the voice channels which transfer the audio infonnation
between the two entities. Next to these B channels, one D channel acts as a control channel,
which carries all the infonnation needed to control the B channels.

In the IP (as well as in the SSP) the ISDN interface is tenninated by an ISDN interface circuit
board. This board (TLU76) takes care of the physical connection of the ISDN interface to the
IP, and separates the B-channel and D-channel infonnation. The B-channels are relayed
towards the several resources in the IP and the D-channel infonnation is relayed to the
Processor Unit, which at its turn relays the infonnation towards the application software of the
IP.

Next to the transfer of control infonnation, the D-channel can also be used for transport of
packets of data. These packet switched data is also relayed to the application software in the
IP.

5.3.2 The SCF interface

To control the actions of the Specialized Resource Function in the Intelligent Peripheral, the
interface to the SCF must be capable of carrying control messages. Section 5.2.2 identified
these control messages as the INAP and NIP application protocols. These protocols can be
used in the SS7 signaling network and in the ISDN D-channel signaling as described in sections
5.1.3 and 5.1.4 respectively.

The RSP tool environment however, is implemented using distributed Erlang, a programming
language for real-time applications. The distribution aspect allows the programmer to send
messages from one node to another. This will be used as an underlying mechanism for an
implementation of a proprietary application protocol. The application protocol will include the
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messages needed for the execution of the benchmark service (p-mail) as described in section
3.2.

5.3.3 The NMF interface
In section 3.2.1.3 the management requirements regarding network management were defmed :

• The NMF must have the capability to put the SRF into service and to take it out of service.

• The SRF must send alarms to the NMF in case of dis-functioning of a resource.

• The NMF must be able to retrieve status information on resources from the SRF.

The interface to the existing Network Management Function in the RSP tool is, just like the
SCF interface, implemented using the distribution mechanism of Erlang. It consists of the
following messages:

• NMFtoSRF:

srf:start(), to put the SRF into service

srf:data(), to retrieve status information from the SRF

{'EXIT',Pid,kill}, to take the SRF out of service

• SRFto NMF

- nmf:started(FeType), to indicate that the SRF was successfully started.

nmf:fatal(FeType,Reason), to indicate that starting of the SRF has failed.

nmf:error([Form,lData), to send alarms to the NMF.

nmf:monitor([Form,lData), to send status information to the NMF.

{exit(Reason)}, to indicate that the SRF is no longer active.

Chapter 7 provides a detailed description of the interface-implementation.

5.3.4 The SMF interface
Section 3.2.1.3 defmed the following management requirements regarding service management

• The SMF must be able to add and delete subscribers to a trigger list.

• The SMF must be able to create and change user profiles.

• The SMF must be able to install (service-)scripts ifdistribution of service processing is
needed.

The interface towards the SMF in the existing RSP tool is implemented using the distribution
mechanism of Erlang. It has to be extended with the following messages:

Add_triggecto_list

- Delete_triggecfrom_list

Distribute_logic

- Delete_logic
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The interface requires further study.

5.4 Conclusions
This chapter described the interface aspects of an Intelligent Peripheral.

The first subsection described some general issues on signaling in telecommunication networks.
It covered the several protocol layers of the Signaling System No.7 (SS7, C7) and the ISDN
D-channel signaling scheme.

The second subsection applied these issues on the interface of a generic Intelligent Peripheral to
the network. It identified two possible ways to interface an IP, as part of the network and as a
user of the network. This section also identified the application protocols INAP and NIP, which
are used for the communication between the application software in the SCP and the IP.
Finally, the second section also described a framework for the management interfaces towards
an IP. The ideal situation would be a fully integration ofTMN and IN, but in practice this will
be difficult to achieve.

Finally, the third subsection described the interfaces towards the prototype Intelligent
Peripheral, as it will be implemented in chapter 7. The prototype has to interwork in the RSP
tool in the Intelligent Network Application Laboratory. The interface to the SSP will be
implemented by an ISDN PRA link. The interfaces to the other Intelligent Network entities will
be implemented as a proprietary protocol, because the Intelligent Peripheral has to interwork in
the RSP-tool.
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6. The model of the Intelligent Perip_h_er_a_l. _
The results of the research in the previous sections have to lead to an implementation of the
prototype Intelligent Peripheral. Before the implementation phase can be started, the described ideas
have to be formalised in a model. This chapter describes this model. First it describes the SDL
language, a standardised formal language used to describe distributed systems. Then it describes the
model of the Intelligent Peripheral in terms of SDL diagrams. It describes the model on three
different levels of abstraction. The second subsection describes the Intelligent Peripheral on system
level. At this level the Intelligent Peripheral is seen as a black box, of which only the interfaces are
visible to the outside world. The third subsection describes the Intelligent Peripheral on block level.
The system is divided in four blocks, each having its own special function in the system. This makes
it possible to distinct from details of one block in the description of another block. Again, only the
interfaces between the several blocks are visible to the outside world. The fourth subsection
describes each of the blocks at process level. It identifies several processes in each block, defines the
communication between these processes, and the function of these processes. It describes the
function by means of state diagrams and signal flows. After the description of the model, the last
subsection of this chapter describes a typical run of the system by means of a Message Sequence
Chan (MSC), generated by a simulation of the SDL model.

6.1 The Specification and Description Language SDL.
The key to the successful development of a system is to produce a thorough system
specification. This requires a suitable specification language, satisfying the following needs:

• A well-defmed set of concepts.

• Unambiguous, clear, precise and concise specifications.

• A basis for verifying specifications with respect to completeness and correctness.

• A basis for determining whether or not an implementation conforms to the specifications.

• A basis for determining the consistency of specifications relative to each other.

The Specification and Description Language, SDL (together with the tool SDT [SDT]) fulfIll
the demands outlined in the list above. SDL [SDL] is a standard language for specifying and
describing systems. It has been developed and standardized by the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) in the recommendation ZIOO [Z.l00]. SDL gives a choice of
two equivalent syntactic forms; a Graphical Representation and a textual Phrasal
Representation. This report only uses the Graphical Representation.

An SDL specification consists of a number of interconnected modules (blocks). A block can
recursively be divided into more blocks forming a hierarchy of blocks. The channels defme the
communication paths through which the blocks communicate with each other or with the
environment. The behavior of the leaf blocks is described by one or more communicating
processes. The processes are described by extended fmite state machines.

The subsequent subsections use the SDL Graphical Representation to describe the specification
of the prototype Intelligent Peripheral. This specification will be used as a guideline for the
implementation of the system in the next chapter.
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6.2 The SDL model on system level
Figure 6.1 depicts the Intelligent Peripheral at system level. This level considers the system as a
black box, and it specially focuses on the interfaces of the system to the environment.

scClink

SystemIP

link switch_link resoun:e_link

Figure 6.1 : The system level

The four interfaces to the Intelligent Peripheral are :

• The isdn_link is the interface towards the Service Switching Point in the Intelligent
Network. This interface is described in section 5.3.1. Table 6.1 gives an overview of the
signals on this interface and the data provided with this signals.

• The sci link is the interface towards the Service Control Point in the Intelligent Network.
This interface is described in section 5.3.2. Table 6.2 gives an overview of the signals on
this interface and the data provided with this signals.

• The switch_link is the (internal) interface towards the switch hardware in the Intelligent
Peripheral. This switch connects the incoming ISDN channels to the resources in the IP.
The signals on this interface are according to a proprietary protocol. Because of the low
level of this signals, they are not interesting to list here.

• The resource_link is the (internal) interface towards the resources in the Intelligent
Peripheral. This interface carries the commands to the resources and the results of the
actions that the resources should take. The signals on this interface are according to a
proprietary protocol. Because of the low level of this signals, they are not interesting to list
here.

Table 6.1 : Signals and data on the isdn_link.

signal name di~ parameters4

setup ~ correlation_id

connect f-

release H

disconnect H

3 The meaning of the symbols is : ~ : To IP, ~: From IP, H: Both directions.

4 Only the relevant parameters are listed in the table.
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Table 6.2 : Signals and data on the seLlink.

shtnal name dir parameters
play_announcement ~ correlation_id, medium_to_send, information_to_send,

disconnection forbidden, request srr
prompcand30llect ~ correlation_id, medium_to_send, information_to_send,

medium to collect, collected info, disconnection forbidden
assist _request instructions f- correlation_id, srf node
srf result f- correlation id, result
run script H correlation id, script id, script data
specialized resource report f- correlation id, report result

The next subsection identifies four functional blocks in the black-box. Next to the external
interfaces described in this subsection, internal interfaces between the blocks will be defmed.

6.3 The SDL model on block level
Figure 6.2 again depicts the SDL model of the Intelligent Peripheral prototype. This picture
identifies four blocks, each having its own, delimited function. These blocks correspond to the
functional blocks identified in section 3.2.2. The four blocks with their function are listed
below Figure 6.2.

Control Part

resource_control

Access Part Switch Part Resource Part

Figure 6.2 : The block level

• The Access Part takes care of the interface towards the Service Switching Point. This
block handles the ISDN D-channel protocol, and provides the Control Part with a simple
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interface towards the ISDN channel. The Access Part also serves as an interface towards
the Internet (E-mail).

• The Control Part is the block where the execution of the commands takes place. The logic
to provide the user of the Intelligent Network with the requested services is located in a
database in the Control Part. Also the execution of scripts, which is a special feature of the
IP, takes place in the Control Part. Finally, the Control Part also contains some operation
and maintenance functionality.

• The Resource Part contains and manages the resources needed for the provisioning of the
services to the users. For each resource in the Intelligent Peripheral a process is present in
this block, controlling the resource, and keeping track of its status. The Resource Part
provides the Control Part with a relatively simple interface towards the resources.

• The Switch Part is the place where the control of the internal switch takes place. It
manages the connections in the Intelligent Peripheral, and provides the Control Part with a
simple interface towards the real hardware switch.

The messages (and the accompanying data) between the blocks are listed in Table 6.3 to Table
6.5. The text below the tables describes the function of the messages.

Table 6.3 : Signals and data on accessJontrol.

signal5 dir parameters
seize ncr dialogue ~

seize cr dialogue ~ correlation id
dialogue seized f- dialogue _pid
start dialogue ~ mup (for cr dl), sript id, script data (for ncr dl)
release H

The interface between the Access Part and the Control Part consists of five messages. The
Access Part uses the seize_cr_dialogue (and seize_ncr_dialogue) messages to ask the Control
Part to start a new call-related (and non-call-related) dialogue, which will coordinate all the
actions executed by the Intelligent Peripheral. The Control Part will use the dialogue_seized
message to inform the Access Part about the dialogue being seized. The Access Part will use
the start_dialogue message to indicate to the Control Part that the execution in the IP can start.
The release message can be sent by both the Access Part and the Control Part, to indicate the
intention to release the connection between the SSP and the IP.

Table 6.4 : Signals and data on the switch_control.

signal name dir parameters
connect ~ mupI, mup2, direction
disconnect ~ mup
ok f- -
sorry f- -

5 The meaning of the symbols is: ~ : To IP, f-: From IP. H: Both directions.
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The interface between the Control Part and the Switch Part consists of four messages. These
four messages provide the Control Part with full control over the internal switch. They make
the underlying switch- and connection-management invisible to the Control Part. The connect
message just connects the two mups to each other, with respect to the indicated direction. Ifone
of the mups was already connected to another mup in the IP, the Switch Part will add the
second indicated mup to this connection. The disconnect message will delete the indicated mup
from the connections in which it is connected. The ok and sorry messages indicate success and
failure of the requested action.

Table 6.5: Signals and data on the resource_control.

signal name dir parameters
play6 -+ messa~e number
result ~ reason
ready ~ reason
want -+ resource Jype
use ~ resource _pid, resource mup
unavail ~ -

The interface between the Control Part and the Resource Part consists of three messages for the
seizure and release of resources and several other messages for the control of the resources. To
request the Resource Part for a certain type of resource, the Control Part sends the want
message, accompanied by the type of resource it needs. The result of this message can be
unavail, indicating that no resource is available. Normally, it will result in a use message,
indicating the resources process-id and mup in the switch.

Next to these 'management' messages, the interface between the Control Part and the Resource
Part contains the control messages to the resources and the messages to indicate the result of
the control messages. The example in Table 6.5 shows the play message, which causes the
playing of a pre-recorded speech-message. The resource sends a result message directly after
the playing is started, and a ready message after the announcement has finished. The need for
these two messages will be described later in this chapter.

6.4 The SDL model on process level

This subsection elaborates the blocks identified in the previous subsection. It identifies
processes, each of which having its own function within the blocks. It also describes the
processes on the basis of state diagrams and signal flows.

6.4.1 The Access Part

Figure 6.3 depicts the Access Part on the process level. It identifies four processes, which will
be described below.

6 The play message is just an example of a command to a resource. The commands to the resources are too
diverse to list them all in this table.
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Figure 6.3 : The Access Part at process level

• The Connection State Model

• The ISDN Interlace

• The Connection Manager

• TheMail Server

The last process, the Mail Server, is a process that will be acknowledged on the reception of an
E-mail message by the Intelligent Peripheral. It will determine the addressee and the sender of
the message, store the contents in a local data-base and ask the Control Part to start a non-call
related dialogue to the Service Control Point to handle the E-mail message. This process is
quite straightforward and will not be described in more detail.

The fIrst three processes are related to the ISDN interlace towards the Service Switching Point.
The ISDN-interface and the connection manager will not be described extensively, because
these parts are already implemented in earlier projects, and they can be re-used without any
change. The following paragraph will focus on the description of the Connection State
Machine.

On reception of a setup message from the SSP the ISDN-interlace will request the Connection
Manager to start a Connection State Machine. The ISDN-interlace will send all subsequent
messages from the ISDN-channel to the CSM and all messages from the CSM to the ISDN
channel.

Figure 6.4 shows the Connection State Machine state model.

Figure 6.4 : The Connection State Machine process
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After it starts it fIrst requests the Control Part to start a call-related dialogue. If that succeeds,
it sends a connect message to the ISDN-interface to inform the SSP about the successful setup
of a connection, and it will send a start_dialogue message to the dialogue. Then it goes into the
state 'active', where it remains until one of the parties indicates a release of the connection. The
CSM will then inform the other party of the release indication, and then ends.

6.4.2 The Control Part

This subsection focuses on the processes in the Control Part of the Intelligent Peripheral.
Figure 6.5 depicts the processes and their relations in the Control Part block. The following
processes can be identifIed :

• The dialogue manager handles the seizure and killing of the call-related and non-call
related dialogues. It creates the dialogues on request of the Access Part.

• A call-related dialogue is started every time that a setup is received on the ISDN-interface
towards the SSP.

• A non-call-related dialogue is started when an E-mail is received.

• The SCF-interface handles all the communication with the SCP and correlates the
connections with the SCP and SSP.

• The handler takes care of the internal monitor- and event-handling during the execution of
the services.

• The Script Interpreter executes the services in the IP.

Figure 6.5 : The Control Part at process level

The following paragraphs each describe one process in the control part.

The Dialogue Manager handles the starting and stopping of the dialogues in the !P. Figure 6.6
depicts the state diagram of the Dialogue Manager.
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Figure 6.6 : The dialogue rrumager.

When it receives a seize dialogue (call-related or non-call-related) message, it spawns a
dialogue and sends a confIrmation message dialogue seized to the requesting process (for call
related dialogues the CSM in the Access Part). The Dialogue Manager also registers the
dialogue in the SCF-interface, to link the dialogue to the correct process in the SCPo When a
dialogue stops to exist, it will inform the Dialogue Manager by means of a dialogue_stopped
message, and the Dialogue Manager will de-register the dialogue in the SCF-interface.

If the Dialogue Manager receives a seize_cr_dialogue message it spawns a ccdialogue. Figure
6.7 depicts the state diagram of the ccdialogue process.

Figure 6.7 : The call-related dialogue.

After the non-call-related dialogue is spawned by the Dialogue Manager, it waits for a
start_dialogue message from the CSM in the Access Part, causing the ccdialogue to send an
assistJequest_instructions message to the SCP and to go in the ·connected' state. In this state
it waits for a message from the SCP, indicating which action the SCP wants the IP to perform.
This can be one of three messages: play_announcement, prompt_and_collect, and run_script.
After the reception of one of these messages, the cr_dialogue starts a Handler process (which at
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its turn starts a script interpreter process) and goes into the 'usecinteraction' state. At this
point several things can happen:

• The Script Interpreter wants to send an operation (message) to the SCP. The Cf_dialogue
will pass this message to the SCF-interface and remains in state 'usecinteraction' .

• The SCP sends a result of an earlier sent operation to the IP. The cr_dialogue will pass this
message to the Handler for processing of the result, and remains in the state
'usecinteraction'.

• The Script Interpreter wants to send an assistJequest_instructions message to the SCP,
because it is ready for a new action. The ccdialogue passes this message to the SCF
interface and goes to state 'connected'.

• The Script Interpreter can send a disconnect message to the ccdialogue. This indicates a
request to release the connection to the SSP. The ccdialogue will send a rei (release)
message to the CSM in the Access Part and will wait for the exiting of the handler process.
Then it goes into state 'idle', where it informs the Dialogue Manager about the end of the
dialogue by sending the dialogue_stopped message.

• Finally, the SSP can cause a release of the ISDN connection by sending a rei (release)
message to the ccdialogue, which will send this message to the Handler and goes into state
'idle' .

The non-call-related dialogue (ncr_dialogue) is spawned by the Dialogue Manager on reception
of a seize_ncr_dialogue message. The Mail Server in the Access Part is responsible for this
message. Figure 6.8 depicts the state diagram for the nccdialogue.

Figure 6.8: The non-call-related dialogue.

Mter it is spawned, the nccdialogue waits for a script message from the Mail Server,
indicating which script has to be started. The ncr_dialogue will start a Handler process (which
at its turn starts a Script Interpreter), and goes into state usecinteraction. The possible
messages are now:

• The Script Interpreter wants to send an operation (message) to the SCPo The nccdialogue
will pass this message to the SCF-interface and remains in state 'usecinteraction'.

• The SCP sends a result of an earlier sent operation to the IP. The nccdialogue will pass
this message to the Handler for processing of the result, and remains in the state
'user_interaction' .
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• The Handler has fmished the execution of the script, and sends an EXIT signal to the
cCdialogue. The ncr_dialogue will infonn the Dialogue Manager

The Script Interpreter takes care of the real execution of the services in the IP, requested by the
SCPo For the execution the Script Interpreter works together with the Handler. Figure 6.9
depicts the (simplified) state diagram of the Script Interpreter.

quit

empty

a. main function b. execbb function c.checkworkfunction

Figure 6.9 : The Script Interpreter

After the Script Interpreter is started, it fIrst loads the logic for the requested script from a
database internal to the Intelligent Peripheral. Then it starts the execution of the script by
calling the execbb function with the fIrst building block as input parameter. The execbb
function loads the logic for the building block and executes it, using the correct data values.
The result of this execution can one of the following:

• If the result is quit, then the execbb function and the Script Interpreter will stop executing.

• If the result is nextbb, then the execbb function will call itself recursively with the next
building block in the script.

• If the result is ready, the Script Interpreter will check if there is more work to do. It will
therefore check the so-called runlist, for the existence of outstanding monitors. If no
monitors are outstanding, the Script Interpreter will stop executing. If there are monitors,
the Handler is asked to send the related events, and the Script Interpreter keeps waiting for
these events. If an event occurs, the Script Interpreter executes the related building block,
and the processing continues.

In the description of the Script Interpreter the Handler was already mentioned. Figure 6.10
depicts the state diagram of the Handler.
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Figure 6.10: The Handler.

When the Handler is started by a dialogue, the first thing to do is starting a Script Interpreter.
The scripCid determines which script to be run in that Script Interpreter. After the Handler
starts the script, it goes into state 'busy', indicating that the Script Interpreter is busy, and thus
not ready to receive events. If the Script interpreter sends an operation message, the Handler
passes it to the dialogue, that takes care of the sending to the SCPo As a result of an operation
message, the SCP can send a result message to the IP. The Handler will pass this message to
the Script Interpreter.

If the script, running in the Script Interpreter is ready, two things can happen. If it is still
waiting for outstanding events, it will send a readyJor_event message, and the Handler will
will transfer to the state 'ready'. In this state, the Handler passes an incoming event to the
Script Interpreter and transfers to the 'busy' state again. Ifno events are outstanding, the
Script Interpreter will stop existing, and the Handler receives an EXIT message. The Handler
will also stop execution, and the control is handed to the dialogue. During the full execution,
the handler passes all result messages coming from the SCP to the Script Interpreter.

6.4.3 The Resource Part
The Resource Part in the model of the IP contains all logic related to the software- and
hardware resources. Figure 6.11 depicts the processes in the Resource Part.

Figure 6.11 : The Resource Part at process level

It identifies a Resource Manager process, and several Resource processes. The Resource
Manager holds a list of free and occupied resource in the IP. Every seizure of a resource is
managed by the Resource Manager. Figure 6.12 depicts the state diagram of the Resource
Manager.
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Figure 6.12 : The Resource Manager

It shows that the Resource Manager consists of a loop, waiting for requests for seizure and
release of resources. On reception of a want message, it checks whether or not the requested
resource is available, and replies to the sender with a use or unavail message. On reception of a
free message, the Resource Manager updates the resource lists, so that the resource is available
for a new request.

For the Resource processes7 in the Resource Part two different state diagrams can be identified.
They differ in the aspect of reacting time. One kind of resources generate a direct result just
after the execution of a command, and a fmal result just after fmishing the action(s) related to a
command. The other kind of resources just sends one result; directly after the starting of a
command. Figure 6.13 depicts the state diagram of the ftrst kind of resource process.

Figure 6.13 : A possible resource.

Before the Resource receives a command from the building blocks in the Script Interpreter, it is
in the state 'idle'. When it receives an exec command, it starts the related command in the 'real'
resource and sends the direct result back to the Script Interpreter. The Resource goes into state
'busy', where it remains until a ready message is received. It sends this ready message to the
Handler as an event, which passes it to the Script Interpreter when it is ready for it. Finally, it
goes into state idle again.

7 Note that the resource processes are just front-ends for the 'real' resources. The resource processes accept the
commands from the (building blocks in the) Script Interpreter, and trigger the real resources.
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6.4.4 The Switch Part

Because the Switch Part is fully described by the messages to and from it, this block will not
further be described here. Internal the Switch Part contains a number of switch-groups,
representing groups of connected multiple points (mups). The messages and their relation to
these switch-groups are :

• The connect message has three arguments: mup1, mup2, and direction. If the mups mup1
and mup2 are not connected to any other mup in the IP, they will be connected to each
other. The direction indicated by dir has the following meaning: i means from Mup2 to
Mup1 and 0 means from Mup1 to Mup2. If one of the mups is already present in a
switchgroup then the other mup in the arguments is also connected to that switchgroup. If
both mups are already connected to the same switch-group nothing has to be done (without
considering the directions). The result of the operation can be ok, meaning that the
connection is succeeded, or sorry, indicating a failure of the connection.

• The disconnect message has only one parameter: mup. This message results in the
disconnection of the indicated mup from the switch-group it belongs to. Ifno mup is
remaining in a switch-group the Switch Part deletes the switch-group.

6.5 The Message Sequence Chart
To clarify the model of the Intelligent Peripheral as described in the previous sections, this
subsections presents a message sequence chart (MSC) of the system. This MSC visualizes a
run of the system by presenting the processes and the messages between these messages as a
function of the time. Figure 6.14 gives an overview of the used symbols and fonts in the MSC.

<waiting> : state of process

start

~

dialogue

.•........ ;>

)

start

x
~

: process-instance

: process-name (existing from system startup-time)

: process-name (created dynamically)

: spawning or exiting of a process

: message between two processes

: name of message being sent

: end of process

: subroutine called in process

Figure 6.14: Used symbols in Message Sequence Chart

The invocation of a service request of the SCP to the Intelligent Peripheral can be divided in
three phases: the setup phase, the processing phase, and the disconnect phase. The subsequent
subsections each describe one of these phases, using the concept of Message Sequence Charts.
The service that will be provided is the playing of an announcement to the user.
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6.5.1 The setup phase

Before the Intelligent Peripheral can execute a service for the SCP, it has to be connected to the
user (the person that uses a network service) via the SSP. Figure 6.15 depicts the setup phase
of a IP service request.

I SSF I I isdn int I I.eon mgI: I I dI mgr I I scf Int I I SCF I
-' ctr

setup

seize cS/7l

...... csm Is,rm seized
seize dl ....

,
...... dialogue I

......-I----,.

dialogue C~dl....
starr

-,connect ari
connect ari--active (connected

--r
Figure 6.15: Message Sequence Chart ofIntelligent Peripheral (setup-phase)

When the service script in the SCP needs a specialized resource for its execution, it fIrst sends
a connect_toJesource (ctr) message to the SSP, indicating the network address of the
Intelligent Peripheral, and a correlation_id to identify the service process in the SCP. The SSP
will then send a setup message to the Intelligent Peripheral on the ISDN-channel connecting the
SSP and the IP.

On reception of the setup message the ISDN-interface in the IP seizes a CSM by sending the
Connection Manager a seize_csm message. The Connection Manager replies to this message by
sending a csm_seized message, and spawns a CSM. The CSM seizes a dialogue by sending a
seize_dialogue (seize_dl) message to the Dialogue Manager. The Dialogue Manager spawns a
dialogue process, registers the dialogue in the SCF-interface, and sends a dialogue_seized
(dl_seized) back, indicating the process-id of the dialogue. Then it starts the dialogue by
sending a start signal. The CSM sends a connect message to the ISDN-interface, which passes
this message to the SSP to complete the ISDN setup. Finally, the dialogue sends an
assistJequest_instructions (ari) message to the SCP via the SCF-interface, to indicate that the
IP is ready to execute an action for the SCPo

6.5.2 The processing phase
After the setup phase is fmished, the dialogue is in the ~connected' state, waiting for an
operation from the SCP. Figure 6.16 depicts one of the possible operations, the
play_announcement operation.
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Figure 6.16 : Processing-phase ofthe play announcement operation

The SCP sends a play_announcement message to the SCF-inteIface, containing the
correlation_id. On the basis of this correlation id, the SCF-inteIface detennines the related
dialogue process-id, and it passes the play_announcement message to the dialogue. On
reception of this message, the dialogue starts a Handler process, which will spawn a Script
Interpreter to run the PlayAnnouncement script. The next chapter will discuss this script more
detailed, this section will just describe the actions that occur during the execution of the script.
First a Resource is seized by sending the want message to the Resource Manager. This will
indicate the process-id and the mup to the Script Interpreter in the use message. Then the Script
Interpreter requests the Connection Part (sw_mgr) to connect the incoming mup (ISDN B
channel) to the resource mup, by sending the connect message. Mer reception of the ok
message, indicating the successful connection, the Script Interpreter starts the message by
sending the play message to the Resource process, and sets a monitor on the end of the
announcement (anm_end). The Script Interpreter receives the result message, indicating the
success or failure of the play message. Then the Script Interpreter indicates that is ready for the
reception of events by sending the readyJor_events (ready_event) message to the Handler. If
the Handler receives the anm_end event, it sends a anm_end message to the service Interpreter,
which will then disconnect and release the Resource (by means of the messages disconnect and
free). If the SCP asked for a specialized_resource_report the Script Interpreter will send this
via the dialogue and the SCF-inteIface. Finally, the Script Interpreter and the Handler exit.

6.5.3 The disconnect phase
Mer the processing phase has fmished, the disconnection between the SSP and IP can be
initiated by the IP itself or by the SCP. Figure 6.17 depicts the IP initiated disconnection.
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Figure 6.17 : MSC ofIntelligent Peripheral (SRF-initiated disconnection)

The Script Interpreter sends a disconnect message to the dialogue, indicating that the
connection has to be released. The Script Interpreter and the Handler will exit, and the dialogue
will send a release (reI) message to the CSM. The dialogue will also indicate to the Dialogue
Manager that it is ready (by sending the dl stopped message) and will exit. The Dialogue
Manager will de-register the dialogue in the SCF-interlace by sending the del_dl message. The
CSM will send a disconnect message to the SSP via the ISDN-interlace, and it will exit

Figure 6.18 depicts the SCP initiated disconnection of the Intelligent Peripheral.
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Figure 6.18: MSC ofIntelligent Peripheral (SCF-initiated disconnection)

To initiate the disconnection, the SCP sends a disconnectJorwardJonnection (dfc) message
to the SSP. The SSP will send a disconnect message to the IP, which will be passed to the
CSM by the ISDN-interlace. The CSM will indicate the disconnection request to the dialogue
by sending the reI message, and confmn the disconnection by sending the release message to
the SSP (via the ISDN-interlace). Then it will exit. The dialogue will send a dl_stopped
message to the Dialogue Manager and exit, and the Dialogue Manager will de-register it in the
SCF-interlace by sending the del_dl message.

6.6 Conclusions
This chapter described the model of the prototype Intelligent Peripheral by using the formal
specification language SDL. It showed how a formal specification language can be used to
describe a system on different levels of abstraction. It defmed the interlaces to the system, by
describing the messages and the parameters on these interlaces.
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It showed how a complex system can be divided into smaller parts, to provide the designer with
a way to abstract from details. First it defmed the prototype Intelligent Peripheral on a system
level, and the interfaces of the system to its environment. The next step was to divide the
system into four functional blocks. The Access Part provides an interface to the Service
Switching Point in the Intelligent Network, and to the Internet. The Switch Part provides an
interface to the internal switch in the Intelligent Peripheral. The Resource Part contains and
manages the processes that control the specialized resources in the Intelligent Peripheral.
Finally, the Control Part contains the core-functions of the Intelligent Peripheral, it takes care
of the execution of services, and the communication to the rest of the Intelligent Network
nodes.

The functional blocks described above were split up again. Several processes were identified in
each functional block, and the communication between these processes was defmed. Finally,
the function of the processes was described by state diagrams and signal flows.

Finally, the prototype system was described by means of a Message Sequence Chart, showing
the processes in the system, and the messages between them as a function of the time.
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7. The implementation of the prototyp_e _
This chapter describes the implementation of the Intelligent Peripheral. This implementation is the
result of the research described in the previous sections. The fIrst subsection describes the mapping
of the implementation on the model as described in the previous chapter. The second subsection
gives an overview of the system, and identifIes the several parts of the system (software and
hardware). The third subsection gives an overview of the existing code in the Rapid Service
Prototyping (RSP) tool, that has been re-used in the implementation. Also it describes the changes
that had to be made in the existing code, and gives an overview of the software that had to be
developed. The fourth subsection describes a part of this software, the core functionality of the SRF.
The next two subsections describe the building blocks and the scripts needed for the execution of
services in the SRF. Finally, the last subsection describes the test-procedure, and the results of these
tests.

7.1 Overview of the design of the implementation.
The result of the research described in the previous chapters fmally lead to an implementation
of a prototype Intelligent Peripheral in the Rapid Service Prototyping tool (RSP-tool) in the
Intelligent Network Applications Laboratory (INAL). Figure 7.1 again depicts the Intelligent
Peripheral in relation to other functional entities in the RSP-tool.

SCEF : Service Creation Environment Function

SMF : Service Management Function

SCF : Service Control Function

SSF : Service Switching Function

NMF : Network Management Function

met
co ection

SCEF NMF
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SMF

I
SCF
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UM-hardware UM-hardware
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nn

Figure 7.1 : The Intelligent Peripheral in the RSP-tool.

The interfaces between the Intelligent Peripheral and the RSP-tool are summarized below. They
were already extensively described in chapter 5.

• The interface to the SSF is an ISDN-PRA link. This makes it possible to have thirty calls
served by the Intelligent Peripheral. The D-channel is used to setup connections and makes
it possible to send text on a user-to-user based protocol.

• The interface to the SCF is implemented by the use of the distribution mechanism provided
by Erlang (the language in which the RSP-tool is implemented). The messages on this
interface are proprietary. They support most INAP features, and more.
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• The interface to the Internet primary serves as a gateway to E-mail. This is implemented by
using the Internet-connection of a UNIX workstation.

• The interface to the NMF is using the distribution mechanism provided by Erlang.

Figure 7.2 depicts an overview of the implementation of the Intelligent Peripheral.
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Figure 7.2 : Overview ofprototype Intelligent Peripheral

It shows two boxes, visualizing the physical boundaries of a SUN workstation and a LIM
magazine. The concepts of a LIM magazine are described in chapter 2. The SUN workstation
needs two Ethernet interfaces, one for the interfaces to the other function entities and to the
Internet, and the second for the connection to the LIM. This connection carries all call-control
and resource control messages to and from the LIM. The SUN workstation also needs an
analog audio input and output channel to make the SUN audio capabilities accessible for the
Intelligent Peripheral. The software running in the SUN workstation consists of some UNIX
applications and an Erlang interpreter. The UNIX applications represent some of the resources.
The Erlang interpreter implements the model described in the previous chapter. Table 7.1
provides an overview of the various components in the SUN workstation and their functions.

Table 7.1 : Components in the SUN and their function.

Component Function

Ethernet interface 1 Interface to Internet,
interface to RSP-tool functional entities SCF and NMF

Ethernet interface 2 Interface to LIM ma1:!:azine
Audio input Recordin1:!: of speech from LIM
Audio output Playin1:!: of speech to LIM
Erlang interpreter IP software: model described in chapter 6
UNIX software: play Resource to play audio-file
UNIX software: rsynth Resource to synthesize text.
UNIX software: sendmail Resource to send an E-mail to Internet.
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The UM magazine also needs an Ethernet interlace for the connection to the SUN workstation.
It also has two analog lines (one input and one output), to connect to the SUN workstation
audio lines, and an ISDN-PRA interlace, for the connection to the SSF in the RSP tool. The
other hardware in the LIM magazine implements the resources. Table 7.2 provides an
overview of the various components in the UM and their functions.

Table 7.2 : Components in the UM and their function.

Component Function
Ethernet interlace Interlace to SUN workstation
ELU AnalOg lines (input and output) for speech-connection to SUN
TLU76 Interlace to RSP-tool functional entity SSF
VSU Resource to play and record speech
TMU Resource to play and receive (dtmf) tones
Switch Internal switch to connect users to resources

Figure 7.3 depicts these components in relation to each other.
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Figure 7.3 : More detailed picture of implementation.

This picture again depicts the UM magazine and the SUN workstation. The Erlang code, being
interpreted in the workstation, implements the model described in the previous section. Outside
the model, the lim_driver acts as an interlace towards the low-level signaling on the Ethernet
connection to the LIM. The lim_driver communicates with the EPU-driver, a process that
handles the low-level Ethernet communication. Processes in Erlang can subscribe to messages
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coming from specific mups in the LIM. The lim_driver will take care of the distribution of the
messages from the LIM.

Several parts of Erlang code for the Intelligent Peripheral, especially the low-level parts, have
the same functional needs as the parts in the SSF node in the RSP-tool. These parts will be re
used wherever possible. The next subsection describes how this re-use of code can be achieved,
without compromising to the model described in the previous chapter.

7.2 The implementation off the model.

Figure 7.4 depicts an overview of the model described in the previous chapter.

.................................................... .
ControlPan

. ..... - .

. . ........... ..

D Newcode

D Partly new code

D Existing code

Figure 7.4 : Overview o/the model o/the prototype Intelligent Peripheral.

Table 7.3 shows the processes, and describes whether the implementation can be re-used. The
following subsections describe the implementation more detailed.
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Table 7.3 : Processes and their implementation.

Process Implementation
ISDN-interface isdn netw ncr
Connection Manager isdn origcall: loopO
Connection State Machine simplified/changed isdn origcall states
Mail Server new
Dialolnle Mana2er new
cr dialogue new
ncr dialo2\le new
SCF-interface new
Handler chan2ed handler10
Script Interpreter fspilO
Resource Mana2er new
Resource new/re-use of existin2
Switch Part connection management + existing code

7.2.1 The Access Part

The ISDN-interface is a process that takes care of the handling of the ISDN-protocol stack.
The PRA (Primary Rate Access) network side has already been developed for the connection of
a DECf (Digital Enhanced Cordless Telephony) Radio Exchange. The PRA user side can be
derived from the network side with some little adaptions. The changes to the software are listed
below.

• Added function start(Address,Side) in tlu76.erl, to make it possible to start the isdn-access
as user-side or network side from the facts-fJle (facts.erI).

• Change of isdn_access.erI to isdn_usecaccess.erI to indicate to start the hardware as user
side in stead of network-side.

• Change of isdn_interface.erI to isdn_user_interface.erI to remove clock-management for
user-side.

The Connection Manager is integrated with the Connection State Machine in one erIang
module; isdn_origcall.erl. The Connection Manager is implemented as the function loop in the
module, and the Connection State Machine is implemented by a set of functions-ealls. The
name of the module is isdn_origcall, to make integration of the old software possible.

The Mail Server is implemented by a client-server system. The server is a process with a
registered name 'mail_server'. It just waits for messages from clients. The clients are started by
the UNIX mail-system. When mail arrives the UNIX system checks the .maildelivery fJle to
decide what action should be taken. If the E-mail is directed to the Intelligent Peripheral, the
.maildelivery file causes an Erlang shell to be started, and sends the mail-contents to the
program running in the shell. The program parses the E-mail. It extracts the addressee, the
sender, the subject, and the contents of the E-mail, and sends these to the server. The server
will then start a dialogue in the Control Part of the Intelligent Peripheral. There the E-mail will
be further processed.
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7.2.2 The Switch Part

For the Switch Part in the Intelligent Peripheral, many modules can be re-used from the SSF
part of the RSP-tool. In the SSF, call-related processes are responsible for the control of the
switch. This way of switch control is not applicable to the Intelligent Peripheral. The control of
the switch in the Intelligent Peripheral must be call-unrelated, because it must be possible to
connect the resources to the user dynamically, and it must be possible to connect two resources
to each other, without any relation to al call. The module cma.erl (connection management
architecture), developed in another INAL-project, can be used to achieve the desired control to
the switch. The interface provided by this module is described in section 6.3.

7.2.3 The Resource Part

The resources in the Resource Part must have a generic interface to the building blocks in the
Control Part. This interface is described in section 6.3. Therefore, for every resource a separate
process must be present, controlling the resource. The following paragraphs describe this
processes for each resource.

For the playing of speech messages from the VSU hardware board, the module vsu.erl provides
an interface to the hardware. Figure 7.5 depicts the messages on this interface, relevant to the
playing of a message, together with the speech_player process, which provides the interface to
the building blocks in the Control Part.

result.
ok

speech-player -....3IC.,---,.,.-J----------,.,-J-

vsu_disconnection_ok

vsu_action_okvsu loop ----:...--=..3IL-l_=----....:=-- ----l._

Figure 7.5 : Interface to speechylayer.

For this resource, the speech_player process only needs to translate the names of the messages
to the generic names.

For the recording of speech messages to the VSU hardware board, the vsu-module also
provides an interface to the hardware. Figure 7.6 depicts the messages on the interface, and
shows the speech_recorder process, needed to provide the interface to the building blocks.

eX~::Ult.
vsu_action_nok

vsu_aetion_ok stop_action vsu_action_okvsu loop _----"'--'- .L..-_

Figure 7.6 : Interface to speech recorder.

Just like the speech_player, the speech_recorder process just translates the messages to the
generic names. The end of the recording can be initiated by the hardware (i.e. when the speech
memory is full) and by the building block (i.e. when a maximum message-length is specified, or
when the service in the scp detected that the user is gone on-hook). The building block should
then send the stop command in the exec-message.

The synthesizing of speech is executed by a public domain package called rsynth (version 2.0 is
used in the prototype). This is a C-coded package, and it can be compiled for several operating
systems. It supports the use of customizable databases, which improve the pronunciation of the
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synthesizer. The resulting executable, say, reads text from standard-input, and sends the
generated output to the UNIX audio device. The result of say is an empty string. If an error
occurs the shell will send an error-message to standard error. Figure 7.7 depicts the processes
needed to provide the generic interface towards the building blocks.

result. result,
exec ok ready exec nok ready

speech_synthesizer speech_synthesizer

exit exit

timer
time_out

playet"''-T--------..-J

unix:cmd []

a. normal situation b. error situation

Figure 7.7 : The speech_synthesizer.

Because the UNIX call to the say executable does not generate a direct result ifno error
occurs, the timer process is started. If the timer value is reached before a result is received from
the shell, it is assumed that the synthesizer is busy, and that the result of the command is ok. If
the UNIX shell generates a result before the timer value is reached, the speech_recorder
process passed the result to the building block.

The playing of (UNIX) audio-flIes to the user is achieved by the use of the UNIX play
command. This command has the same properties as the synthesizer described above, so the
audio_player process is identical to the speech_synthesizer process.

The sending of mail is achieved by the use of the UNIX sendmail command. This command
reads its input from stdin, and sends this input to the address that it gets by the command
parameter receiver, which has to be an existing E-mail address. If the E-mail address does not
exist, the message will be returned. If the action succeeds, the UNIX shell returns an empty
string, otherwise it returns an error message via standard error. Figure 7.8 depicts the
mail_sender process. It simply translates the messages to the generic names.

3tsult•
exec ok

mail sender

unix:cmd [result]

Figure 7.8: The mail_sender.

The sending of dtmf-tones (dual-tone multi-frequency) to the user is achieved by the TMU
hardware board. A process code_sender is controlling the code sender resources at this board.
Figure 7.9 depicts this process, together with the dtmCsender process, which provides the
generic interface to the building blocks.

result.
ok

ok

exec

send_numbe

code_sender -----"'-""----

dtmCsender --""'-T~lIt'""-

Figure 7.9 : The dtmf-sender.
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The receiving of dtmf-tones from the user is also achieved by the TMU-hardware board. A
process codeJeceiver is controlling the code receiver resources at this board. Figure 7.10
depicts the dtmf_receiver process, together with the code_receiver process, and the messages
between them.

exec
dtmCreceiver-~..L--....".......---- ........--

staIt_rece veing

Figure 7.10 : The dtmLreceiver.

The dtmf_receiver process not only translates the messages to the generic names, but also takes
care of time-out values indicated by the building block. It also takes care of the handling of
start-of-input digits, end-of-input digits. The ready message contains the reason why the input
is ready, i.e. maximum number of digits received, end-of-input digit received, or time-out
occurred.

Finally, the sending of tones (dial, busy, congestion, fault) to the user is also achieved by the
TMU-hardware board. At the startup of the Intelligent Peripheral, for each type of tone a tone
sender is started. Because the tone-senders can send a tone to many incoming channels, this is
more efficient than starting a tone-sender for each request. So, if a building block needs to send
a tone to a user, it just has to connect the user to the correct multiple point. Because the tone
senders are always sending the tones, no process is needed to control them.

Every resource process, except the mail_sender and the tone_sender can also be stopped by the
building blocks, by the sending of a stop message. An extra timer can be started to avoid
resources causing the system to go in a dead-lock situation.

The Resource Manager is implemented as a loop-function in the resource_manager module.
After startup it constantly waits for resources to register them, and for building blocks, seizing
and releasing resources. It keeps track of the available and occupied resources by putting all
resources in a list.

7.2.4 The Control Part
The processes in the Control Part take care of the execution of the services, and co-ordinate the
actions of the Intelligent Peripheral. The modules have been designed such, that the Script
Interpreter and Handler processes could been re-used from the SCF part of the RSP-tool. One
of the advantages of this approach is the possibility to use the existing Service Creation
Environment to create services, and to use the Network Management Function to trace scripts
in the Intelligent Peripheral. Also, to re-develop these parts is a big job, and a waste of time.

The dialogue_manager module is the implementation of the process Dialogue Manager in the
SOL-model. It is a simple loop, waiting for messages and spawning. If a dialogue crashes, the
dialogue manager will detect this, and it will release the resources.

The modules ccdialogue and nccdialogue implement the call-related and non-call-related
dialogues. The modules implement the state-models by a set of functions, corresponding to the
states in the SOL-model.
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The module srf45 implements the functionality needed for the communication of the Intelligent
Peripheral to the SCPo It uses the correlation_id to correlate the ISDN connection to the user
with the dialogue to the SCP. Also it provides some translation of messages to integrate the
Intelligent Peripheral in the existing RSP-tool, and to make re-use of existing code possible.

The handlerI0 module can be re-used from the SCF part of the RSP-tool. Some modifications
have been introduced, because the 'SCF handler' exits if no jobs have to be done and no call
related events are outstanding. To avoid this, a new SSF-state, 'no ssf is introduced in the
handlerl0 module.

The fspilO code can be re-used without modifications from the SCF-part of the RSP-tool, and
corresponds to the Script Interpreter process in the SDL-model.

7.2.5 Other software
The modules described above, provide the functionality of the Intelligent Peripheral as
described in section 3. To use the Intelligent Peripheral in the RSP-tool, it needs an interface to
the NMF of the RSP tool. The module responsible for this is the start module. This module
creates a node, starts the hardware and all processes needed in the Intelligent Peripheral, such
as the Resource Manager, the Dialogue Manager, and all the Resource processes.

Also, a stop function is present, which is needed to take the Intelligent Peripheral out of action.

The following subsections describe the scripts and building blocks, that can (and must) be used
to let the Intelligent Peripheral cany out any actions.

7.3 Scripts and building blocks in the SCP and IP
Section 2.2.1 already described the concepts of scripts in the Intelligent Network concept. For a
description of scripts and building blocks in the RSP-tool, check the SIB DESIGNERS GUIDE
FOR THE RSP [Velden].

This subsection describes an example of scripts and building blocks in the SCP and in the IP.
The next subsection describes the building blocks which can be used to build scripts.

This example describes the 'tell-time' service, and it serves to make the use of scripts and
building blocks in the SCP and IP clear. When a user calls a special number the 'tell-time'
service will send an announcement to the user which tells the correct time.
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Figure 7.11 shows the scf-script for this service.

start get-time connect IP play
announcement

disconnect IP

Figure 7.11 : The SCP Tell-Time script.

After the script has started by the start10 building block, the gtI 0 building block gets the
system time, and generates the text that has to be pronounced by the speech-synthesizer. The
ctrlO building block requests the SSF to connect the user to the Intelligent Peripheral. When
the IP sends an assiscrequescinstructions message, the script invokes the palO building block,
which sends a play_announcement message to the IP. After the playing of the text has fmished,
the palO building block receives a specialized_resource_report, and fmally the dfc building
block requests the SSF to disconnect the Intelligent Peripheral.

Figure 7.12 depicts the script that runs in the IP as a result of the play_announcement
message.

Figure 7.12 : The IP PLAY script.

The IP just starts the pa40 building block, and dependent on the outlet of that block, sends the
result (ok or nok) to the SCP. If the result is ok then the done40 building block causes the
script-interpreter to go in a 'waiting' state. It remain in this state untill the resource reports the
ending of the announcement. Then the pa40 building block selects the 'complete' outlet, and the
sendsrr building block sends a specializedJesourceJeport message to the SCPo Finally, the
disc40 building block checks if the SCP ordered the disconnection to the SSF (this is indicated
in one of the data-fields of the play_announcement message), and in the quit40 building block
the script ends.

Figure 7.13 clarifies the distributed execution of the service by means of a timing diagram.
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Figure 7.13 : Messages during execution ofTell-Time script.

This picture depicts the messages between the Intelligent Network nodes SCP, SSP, IP, the
user, and the resources in the IP. First, when the user calls the special number 0640, the SSP
requests the SCP to start the script 0640, described above. The CfRlO building block sends a
connect_toJesource (ctr) message to the SSP, and the SSP sets up a connection to the IP via
the ISDN link (setup). The IP sends an assist request instructions (ari) message to the SCPo- -
Note that the CTR building block in the SCP is re-entrant, so when it receives the
assistJequest_instructions message it selects the ari outlet (see Figure 7.11), and the SCP
starts executing the PAlO building block. It sends a play_announcement (play_anm) message
to the IP, which starts the PLAY script in the IP script interpreter. After the START40 building
block, the PA40 building block requests a resource, connects the resource to the incoming side,
starts the playing of the announcement, and selects the ok outlet. The SENDRESULT building
block sends the ok message to the SCP, which is received by the PAW building block. The SCP
now waits for a specializedJesourceJeport (srr) message, which will be sent by the
SENDSRR building block in the IP PLAY script. Finally, the dfclO message sends a
disconnectJorward_connection (dfc) to the SSP, and the connection to the IP will be released
(rel).
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7.4 The building blocks.

The example in the previous subsection described the tell-time script in the SCP and the Play
script in the IP. The building blocks appeared as atomic parts. This section will zoom in on the
internals of both the IP-related building blocks in the SCP and the building blocks in the IP.
The building blocks are implemented as Erlang modules. The code of these Erlang modules is
not listed here (the code of one of the building blocks is listed in Annex A). A description of the
development of building blocks can be found in [Velden]. The figures in this section use the
layout of Figure 7.14 to depict the building blocks.

service support data

outlets

call instance data result data

Figure 7.14 : Graphical representation ofbuilding blocks.

The function-name of the building block is placed inside the box, representing the building
block.

The initial call of the building block is represented by the straight arrow on the left side of the
block. If a building block is re-entrant, than the "flashed" arrow on the left side represents this
re-entrancy. The name besides the arrow indicates the event that causes the re-entry of the
building block. The outlets are represented by arrows on the right of the building block. The
arrow on top of the building block represents the service-support data, i.e. the data that has to
be defmed by the service designer. The arrow below the building block on the left represents
the call instance data, the data that can be different for each invocation of the service (i.e. the
calling number). Finally, the arrow below the building block on the right represents the result
data. This is the data that is produced by the execution of the building block, and that can be
used by the other building blocks in the service script.

7.4.1 The SCF building blocks

This subsection describes the SCP-building blocks that are related to the operation of the
prototype Intelligent Peripheral.

The ConnectToResource building block

Figure 7.15 depicts the ConnectToResource (CTRlO) building block.

ok
CTRIO nok

ari

Figure 7.15 : The Connect To Resource building block.
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The CfRlO building block takes the srf_address as a selVice parameter. The building block
generates a unique correlation_id. This correlation_id enables the IP to correlate the ISDN
setup message from the SSP to the dialogue between the IP and the SCPo Then it sends a
load_data operation to the SSP, containing the data needed to connect the IP to the user. This
load_data message is referred to as connecCto_resource. Then the building block selects the
'ok' or 'nok' outlet, dependent on the result of the load_data message to the SSP. The ari entry
activates when the SCP receives an assiscrequescinstructions message from the IP. The
building block will store the IP-node in its process-data, so that the script interpreter knows
where to send subsequent messages. Finally, the building block selects the ari outlet.

The DisconnectForward Connection building block

Figure 7.16 depicts the Disconnect Forward Connection (DFCIO) building block.

---1 DFCIO ~~nok

Figure 7.16: The Disconnect Forward Connection building block.

The DFCIO building block just sends a load_data message to the SSP, to disconnect the IP
from the user. This load_data message is referred to as the disconnectJorward_connection
message. Depending on the result of the load_data, the building block selects the 'ok' or 'nok'
outlet.

The PlayAnnouncement building block

Figure 7.17 depicts the Play Announcement (PAlO) building block.

infonnation_to_send,
disconnection_forbidden,
requesCsIT

ok
PAlO nok

SIT

Figure 7.17 : The Play Announcement building block.

The PAlO building block orders the IP to play an announcement to the user. The selVice
designer has to provide the building block with the following parameter values:

• information_to_send to indicate the type and the contents of the message to the user.

• disconnectionjorbidden to indicate whether the IP is allowed to release the connection
after the announcement has fmished.

• requescsrr to indicate whether the SCP wants to be informed about the end of the
announcement.

First, the PAlO building block sends a play_announcement message to the IP. Dependent on
the result of that message, it selects the 'ok' or 'nok' outlet. If the value of the requescsrr
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parameter is yes_SIT, the PAlO building block will be re-entered after the IP sent a
specialize<Cresource_report message to the SCP. Then the building block will then select the
'SIT' outlet.

The PromptAndCollect building block

Figure 7.18 depicts the Prompt And Collect (PNClO) building block.

infonnation_to_send,
infonnation_to_collect,
disconnection_forbidden,
where_to_pucresult

ok
PNCIO nok

result

Figure 7.18 : The Prompt And Collect building block.

The PNCI 0 building block orders the IP to play an announcement to the user, and to collect
information from the user. This collected information can be of several types. The service
designer has to provide the building block with the following parameter values:

• information_to_send to indicate the type and the contents of the message to the user.

• information_t030llect to indicate the type of the information to collect from the user.

• disconnectionjorbidden to indicate whether the IP is allowed to release the connection
after the collecting of information has fmished.

• where_to_puccollected_info to indicate what should happen to the collected information.

First, the PNCIO building block sends aprompt_and_collect message to the IP. Dependent on
the result of that message, it selects the 'ok' or 'nok' outlet. The PNCIO building block will be
re-entered after the IP sent a collected info message to the SCPo The building block will store
the collected information in the place indicated in the where_to_pucresult datafield, and it will
select the 'result' outlet.

The RunScript building block

Figure 7.19 depicts the Run Script (RS I0) building block.
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scripUd.
scripCdata,
where_to_pucresult

ok
ook
complete

Figure 7.19 : The RunScript building block.

For the RSIO building block the service designer should specify the following parameters:

• scripCid indicates the name of the script that the SCP wants the IP to execute.

• scripCdata optionally provides the IP with data needed for the execution of the script
indicated above.

• where_to_pucresult indicates where the building block should store the data that results
from the execution of the script in the IP.

The RS 10 building block sends a run_script message to the Intelligent Peripheral, containing
the scripCid and optionally the scripcdata. If it receives an ok message from the IP it selects
the 'ok' outlet. If the IP indicates that it does not know the script, by sending a load_script
message, the RS 10 building block will fetch the script logic from the SCP data-base, and it will
download it to the IP. The IP will send an ok message if the downloaded script starts running.
The RSIO building block then selects the 'ok' outlet. When the SCP receives a runJesult
message from the IP, the RS 10 building block is re-entered, it will store the result data in the
place indicated in the where_to_pucresult data field, and it will select the 'complete' outlet.

The next subsection describes the counterparts of the described SCF building blocks, the IP
building blocks, and the scripts in which they are running.

7.4.2 The IP building blocks and scripts

Section 7.3 already introduced one important IP script and building block, the PLAY script and
the PA40 building block (PA, PlayAnnouncement). This subsection describes this PLAY script
and PA40 building block, and the other IP scripts and building blocks needed for the operation
of the Intelligent Peripheral, more detailed. To clarify the implementation of the building
blocks, the Erlang code of one building block (PA40) is included in annex A.

The PLAY script and its building blocks

When the Service Control Point wants the Intelligent Peripheral to play an announcement, it
sends a play_announcement message. The reception of this message causes the IP to start the
PLAY script. Figure 7.20 depicts this PLAY script.
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Figure 7.20: The srfPLAY script.

After the script has started, the PA40 building block will identify which kind of announcement
has to be played. It seizes the required resources, and connects them to the incoming line (the
ISDN B-ehannel). Then it will start the playing of the announcement. The PA40 building block
will be described in detail below. Depending on the result of the actions, the PA40 building
block selects its 'ok'or 'nok' (not ok) outlet, and the SENDRESULT building block sends this
result to the Service Control Point. If the result is not ok, the script will terminate, but normally
(result is ok) the DONE40 building block causes the script interpreter to wait for an event (the
ready event, indicating the end of the announcement) from the resource. If this event is
received, the PA40 building block selects its 'complete' outlet, and the SENDSRR building block
will send a specializedJesourceJeport message to the SCP (if requested by the PAW building
block in the SCP). Then the DIsc40 building block will release the connection to the SSP
(again, if requested by the PAW building block in the SCP).

The building blocks of the PLAY script

On the outside, the IP building blocks resemble the SCP building blocks. Internally, the
building blocks are very different, however. Whilst the SCP building blocks communicate to
the Intelligent Peripheral, the IP building blocks communicate to the hardware in the Intelligent
Peripheral itself. The IP building blocks have to take care of the execution of the requested
services. All building blocks are designed to execute one or more atomic operations. These
operations are mostly of the form: action followed by result.

Figure 7.21 is a part of Figure 7.13. This picture shows the messages to and from the PA40
building block as in the example of section 7.3.

nect

pa40 selects complete outlet

pa40 selects ok outlet

PA40
want,

use
,

connect

ok
.....

play

ok
,

,
•• ••• a ..........

PA40 ~free,

disCOQl

" ...............

Figure 7.21 : Function ofPlayAnnouncement building block.
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When the building block is being started by the script interpreter, first it detennines which
resource is needed for the execution of the seIVice. Then it requests this resource to the
resource-manager in the IP. If the resource is available the resource manager will reply to this
request with the resource's multiple point in the LIM and the process-id, to which the building
block should send the play command. Then the building block sends a connect request to the
Switch Part, to create a speech connection between the resource and the incoming side. After
the connection has been successfully established, the building block sends the play command to
the resource's process-id, receives a (direct) result from the resource, and selects the 'ok'
outlet. The building block sets a monitor on the ready message from the resource. When this
message is received by the script interpreter, the PA40 building block will be entered in the
nccevent mode. It will release the resource by sending the free message to the
resource_manager, and disconnect the resource from the user. Then it selects the 'complete'
outlet

Figure 7.22 shows the PA40 building block.

ok
nok
complete

multiple_point

Figure 7.22 : The PlayAnnouncement building block.

The building block has three outlets :

The 'ok' outlet is selected directly after the successful starting of an announcement.

The 'nok' outlet is selected directly after the failing of the starting of an announcement.

The 'complete' outlet, selected when the playing of the announcement is ended.

The infonnation_to_send data field on top of the building block determines the type and
contents of the message to send. The multiple point detennines the incoming channel to which
the announcement should be played. Next to the use in the PLAY script, the PA40 building
block can be used in srf scripts that can be executed by using the RS 10 building block in the
SeIVice Control Point seIVice script. The building block is also used in the SRF PLAY script, as
described in section 7.3.

Annex A shows the Erlang code of the PA40 building block.

Next to the PA40 building block, the PLAY script uses the SENDRESULT, SENDSRR, and DIsc40
building block. These building blocks are very simple building blocks and are described below.

The SENDRESULT building block just sends a result message to the SCP. The script designer
has to indicate the contents of the result message. In the case of the play script this will be ok
or nok. The building block has just one outlet, 'ok'.

The SENDSRR building block has one data-field, where the seIVice designer has to indicate
wether the IP has to send a specializedJesourceJeport message to the SCP. Then it selects
its 'ok' outlet.
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The DIsc40 building block has one data-field, where the service designer has to indicate wether
the IP is alowed to initiate the release of the connection towards the SSP. Then it selects its ok
outlet.

The PROMPT script and its building blocks

When the Service Control Point wants the Intelligent Peripheral to collect info from the user, it
sends a prompt_and_collect message. The reception of this message causes the IP to start the
PROMPT script, depicted in Figure 7.23.

Figure 7.23 : The srfPROMPT script.

After the script has started, the PNc40 building block will identify which kind of announcement
has to be played to the user, and which kind of info has to be received from the user. It seizes
the required resources, and connects them to the incoming line (the ISDN B-channel). Then it
will start the playing of the announcement. The PNc40 building block will be described in detail
below. Depending on the result of the actions, the PNC40 building block selects its 'ok'or 'nok'
(not ok) outlet, and the SENDRESULT building block sends this result to the Service Control
Point. If the result is not ok, the script will terminate, but normally (result is ok) the DONE40
building block causes the script interpreter to wait for an event (the ready event, indicating the
end of the collecting of the information) from the resource. If this event is received, the PNc40
building block selects its 'complete' outlet, and the SENDRESULT building block will send a
collected_info message to the SCP, including the results of the collecting of information. Then
the disc40 building block will release the connection to the SSP (if requested by the PNCIO
building block in the SCP).

The building blocks of the PROMPT script

Figure 7.24 depicts the Prompt And Collect (PNC40) building block.

infonnation_to_send,
infonnation_to_collect

ok
nok
complete

Figure 7.24 : The Prompt And Collect building block.

Just like the PA40 building block, the PNc40 building block takes care of the seizure and release
of resources, the connection and disconnection of the resources to the incoming channel, and
the execution of actions in the resources, needed for the execution of the requested actions. The
information_to_send data-field of the building block determines the type and contents of the
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message to send to the user. The multiple_point determines the incoming channel to which the
announcements should be played, and from which the information should be collected. The
three outlets of the PNc40 building block are :

• The 'ok' outlet is selected after the playing of an announcement or the collecting of
information is started.

• The 'nok' outlet is selected when the requested actions can not be performed correctly.

• The 'complete' outlet is selected after the bb is re-entered by a result from the collecting
resources.

The PNc40 building block can be used in combination with the PA40 building block to create
srf scripts, that can be started by using the RSlO building block in the SCPo

The RUNSCRlPT script and its building blocks

The RUNSCRIPT script, depicted in Figure 7.25, is started in the Intelligent Peripheral when a
run_script operation is received from the Service Control Point.

Figure 7.25 : The srfRUNSCRIPT script.

First it starts the Rs40 building block, to load the script to run from the SCP ifnecessary. If the
script is present in the srf the sendresult building block sends a result operation to the SCPo
Then it uses the existing gosub building block to run the script as a subroutine (sub-script).
After the sub-script has fmished, the sendrunres building block sends the result of the sub
script to the SCP by the runJesult operation. Then the disconnect40 building block determines
whether the srf should release the connection to the SSF, and the script quits.

The building blocks of the RUNSCRIPT script

Figure 7.26 depicts the Run Script (Rs40) building block. In contrast to the PA40 and PNc40
building blocks, this building block can not be used in IP-scripts. It only serves as the
counterpart for the RSlO building block in the SCPo

scripUd,
scripCdata,

ok
RS40

nok

multiple_point

Figure 7.26 : The Run Script building block.

The two data fields, scripcid and scripCdata, are always substituted by the values indicated in
the run_script message, sent to the IP by the SCPo The Rs40 building block checks whether the
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requested script logic is present in the IP. If not, it sends a load_script message to the SCP,
which will reply with the downloading of the script. The Rs40 building block will save the
script in the SRF database, and selects the 'ok' outlet. If the script was allready present in the
SRF, the Rs40 building block directly selects the 'ok' outlet. After the script is executed, the
Rs40 building block will select the ok or nok outlet, dependent on the result of the execution.

The RUNSCF40 building block

The last building block described in this section is the RUNSCF40 building block. Figure 7.27
depicts this building block.

scripUd,
scripCdata,

ok
RUNSCF40

nok

Figure 7.27 : the RUNSCF40 building block.

The RUNSCF40 building block sends a run_scLscript operation to the SCPo On reception of
that operation, the SCP will start the execution of a script. The building block has two service
support data fields. These determine the scripUd of the script to run in the SCP, and the
scripCdata that the SCP has to use in the script. After the sending of the run_scLscript the
building block selects the ok outlet.

This subsection concludes the description of the implementation of the IP. The next subsection
describes a test-proposal, that describes the test procedures to cover the functionality provided
by the prototype IP.

7.5 Testing of the implementation of the IP.
The last phase in the development process of the prototype Intelligent Peripheral is the test
phase. The implementation has to be examined against the requirements stated in section 3. To
test the main functionality of the IP, section 3.2.1 presented a benchmark service, the P-mail
service. Because of time-restrictions, not all functionality for this service has been
implemented.

This section describes the service scripts, used to test the implemented capabilities.

The playing of announcements is tested by the script depicted in Figure 7.28.

Figure 7.28: The play-announcement test script.
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This script is used for the testing of three types of announcements. The information_to_send
data-field of the palO building block determined these three announcements. The types are
listed below.

• Playing of a recorded message in the VSU hardware board in the Intelligent Peripheral.

• Playing of an audio-me stored on the UNIX workstation in the Intelligent Peripheral.

• Synthesizing of a text string, sent to the Intelligent Peripheral by the SCPo

Although a complete implementation of the P-mail seIVice was impossible, most of its
functionality is tested by the scripts depicted in Figure 7.29.

I START H RUNSCF H QUIT

start createA

a. The SRF handle-,nail script

IPUTIO H CREAlEH OONE I
start createA

b. The SCP mail_script

c. The SCP mailA script

ISTARTIOH MESG H OONElO I
start

d. The SCP identity script

e. The SCP mailB script

Figure 7.29 : The P-mail scripts.

Figure 7.29 a depicts the script in the SRF, that gets the data from the mail-seIVer (via the
dialogue). This script links the receiver in the mail to a subscriber of the P-mail seIVice. Then it
starts the mail script in the SCP, and hands all mail-data to that script in the SCPo

Figure 7.29 b depicts this SCP mail script. It saves the received data from the IP in the
database and the CREATE building block (createA) creates a new call in the SSP, to make the
telephone of the subscriber ring, and then quits.

The creation of the call to the subscriber by the mail script causes the mailA script to start.
Figure 7.29 depicts this mailA script. After the script has started, a monitor is set on the
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answering of the call by the subscriber. If the subscriber answers the call, the CREA1E building
block creates a new call in the SSP for the connection to the Intelligent Peripheral. The monitor
building block monitors the P-mail subscriber to disconnect.

At the same time, the answering of; the call by the subscriber, will start the identity script,
depicted in Figure 7.29 d. This script will put the sender and the subject of the E-mail on the
display of the telephone.

The creation of the call by the mailA script (createB) causes the mailB script to start. Figure
7.29 depicts this script. This script takes care of the synthesizing of the contents of the E-mail.
The erR10 building block sets up the connection between the SSP and the Intelligent
Peripheral, and the IPCMON building block sets a monitor on the disconnection of the
subscriber. When the script receives an assiscrequescinstructions operation from the
Intelligent Peripheral it will request the IP to start the synthesizing of the text. When the
announcement is ready, it will wait for the subscriber to disconnect before releasing the
connection to the IP with the DFClO building block, and the service will quit. On the
disonnection of the subscriber the mailA script will also quit.

The prompt and collect capabilities can not be tested, because the PNC40 building block is not
yet completed at the moment of writing of this report. However, the resources used by the
building block are tested, by sending operations to them via the Erlang shell.

For the same reason, the distributed running of a script in the Intelligent Peripheral also can not
be tested.

7.6 Conclusions.
This section described the implementation of the prototype Intelligent Peripheral. It showed
how the research described in the previous sections resulted in a proposal for the
implementation of the prototype.

It described how the implementation covers the requirements, as they were defmed in section 3
of the report. Every capability of the prototype was mapped on a physical resource, and an
architecture was defmed to fit these resources together into a complete system.

It also described the integration of the SDL model (described in section 6) into the
implementation. The computer-language Erlang was used to implement the model, thereby
trying to make optimal use of the software modules that were developed in the RSP-tool project
before. For every process in the model, a description is provided in this section. For some of the
processes this means a short description of already existing code, and for others it is a
description of the modifications that were made on existing code. Especially for the processes
controlling the resources in the prototype, a complete description of the new developed
processes is provided.

An important subsection is the description of the use of building blocks and scripts. The
building blocks are the basic parts to build user-interaction scripts.Jn the Intelligent Peripheral
three building blocks are designed, that take care of the execution of the requested actions. To
enable the SCP to invoke the services in the Intelligent Peripheral, five SCP building blocks
were designed, and they are also described in this section.

Due to time restrictions, it was not possible to implement all capabilities as stated in the
requirements in section 3. Table 7.4 gives an overview of the requirements, and the
implemented capabilities of the prototype Intelligent Peripheral.
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Table 7.4 : Requirements and their implementation in the prototype.

Capability Implementation status
playing of speech implemented and tested ok
recording of speech implemented, not tested
synthesizing of text implemented and tested ok
sending and receiving of text not implemented
access to internet implemented and tested ok
storing fIles not implemented
receiving and sending tones implemented, not tested
playing of audio-fIles implemented and tested ok
executing scripts in the Intelligent Peripheral implemented, tested ok
starting scripts in Service Control Point implemented and tested ok
sending alarms / holding statistics not implemented
updating subscriber list not implemented
installing service scripts implemented and tested ok
execute operations pa, pnc, and rs 8 pa implemented and tested ok

pnc implemented, not tested completely
rs not implemented

handle 4 calls simultaneously implemented, not tested
dynamically connect resources implemented, tested ok

8 pa = play_announcement, pnc = prompcand_collect, rs = run_script
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8. Conclusions
This final chapter of this report summarises the results of the research described in the earlier
chapters. It describes the conclusions of the research to the most important items about the
Intelligent Peripheral. Where needed, it refers the reader to the appropriate sections in the report.
The following subsections each describe one aspect of the research to the Intelligent Peripheral.
Every subsection first discusses the results in relation to a generic Intelligent Peripheral, and then
focuses on the results in relation to the prototype Intelligent Peripheral.

This report describes the results of the research to an Intelligent Peripheral in the Intelligent
Network. This includes the identification of the functional requirements of an Intelligent
Peripheral, the research to the architecture of an Intelligent Peripheral, and the defmition of the
interfaces between the Intelligent Peripheral and the other nodes in an Intelligent Network.

The standardization documentation, and other literature covering the identified items has been
studied. This study identified the capabilities, the architecture and the interfaces described
below.

8.1 Capabilities of the Intelligent Peripheral
According to the standardization documents, an Intelligent Peripheral should provide the
capabilities to play announcements, to send tones, to collect DTMF (dual tone multi frequency)
digits, to send and receive speech messages, and to recognize speech.

The prototype Intelligent Peripheral should also be capable of synthesizing speech, and of
reception and sending of text and of E-mail. Next to these capabilities, the prototype should be
capable of executing a service script. This introduces the distribution of logic in the Intelligent
Network. The Service Control Point can order an Intelligent Peripheral to execute a part of an
Intelligent Network-service. This is especially interesting for very specialized services, and for
services which require extensive user-interaction.

A further extension of the distribution of logic in the Intelligent Network is the capability of the
Intelligent Peripheral to start a service in the Service Control Point, i.e. on reception of an E
mail message.

Towards the management entities, the Intelligent Peripheral should be capable of sending
alarms and holding statistics on the use of resources. For the Network Management entity it
should be possible to take the Intelligent Peripheral in and out of service, and to change its
configuration. The Service Management entity should be allowed to install new service scripts,
and to update conditions on which the Intelligent Peripheral should trigger services.

8.2 Architecture of the Intelligent Peripheral

The research to the architecture of an Intelligent Peripheral lead to the following results.

The resources in the Intelligent Peripheral should be used as efficient as possible. This can be
achieved by making sure that the resources can be dynamically connected to the incoming
channels.

The architecture should provide scalability in the Intelligent Peripheral. It must be possible to
start with a limited configuration, and to extend the system with more resources and incoming
lines, when the situation demands this.
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The architecture should be as modular as possible. It must be easy to add new kind of
resources when desired. Ifnew techniques are available, it must be possible to introduce them
into the Intelligent Peripheral with as few effort as possible.

The Intelligent Peripheral should be compliant to existing standards, with the possibility to
extend the functionality with proprietary solutions if required.

The described topics resulted in a proposal for the software and hardware architecture for the
prototype Intelligent Peripheral.

8.3 Interfaces of the Intelligent Peripheral
The research to the interfaces of an Intelligent Peripheral covered the interfaces towards the
Service Switching Point, the Service Control Point, the Intelligent Network management
entities, and the Internet. The results are listed below.

For the interface to the Service Switching Point two possible configurations are presented. The
Intelligent Peripheral can be integrated as a Signaling Point in the SS7 signaling network. This
requires the full implementation of the SS7 protocol stack in the Intelligent Peripheral. Another
possibility is to connect the Intelligent Peripheral to a Service Switching Point as the user-side
of an ISDN-PRA link (Primary Rate Access). This option is selected for the prototype
Intelligent Peripheral, because of the relatively simple implementation of such an interface, and
the possibility for the transfer of text messages on a user-to-user basis.

For the interface between the Service Control Point and the Intelligent Peripheral two
configurations are possible. The first is a direct connection between the Service Control Point
and the Intelligent Peripheral, and the second is a relay-connection via the Service Switching
Point. The higher layer protocol in both cases is the Intelligent Network Application Protocol
(INAP), enhanced with functionality of the Networked Intelligent Peripheral (NIP) protocol,
needed to support all capabilities described in section 8.1. For the prototype Intelligent
Peripheral, the interface will be a proprietary INAP-like protocol with a limited functionality,
over a direct connection between the Intelligent Peripheral and the Service Control Point.

At the moment, the interface to the management entities should be based on proprietary
messages, but in the future the interface should migrate to a TMN (Telecommunications
Management Network) Q3 interface. For the prototype, the management interface is based on
the proprietary messages in the existing Rapid Service Prototyping (RSP) tool.

For the reception and sending of E-mail messages an interface to the Internet is required. For
the E-mail capabilities.asingle Internet connection is sufficient.

8.4 Prototype implementation

The research described in this report concluded in the implementation of a prototype Intelligent
Peripheral. This prototype should demonstrate the results of the research, interworking in the
existing Rapid Service Prototyping environment. Due to time-restrictions, the implementation is
only partially fmished. The two main reasons for the lack of time are listed below.

First, before the implementation phase could be started, I had to describe the system and its
requirements in detail. This resulted in the model described in section 6. The model served as a
guideline for the implementation. The specification of the model took more time than I
expected.
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Second, to be able to re-use existing code, I had to understand that code completely. It took
more time to grasp the existing code than I had expected.

However, the resulted implementation is capable of executing most of the functions stated in
section 8.1, follows the recommendations according the architecture described in section 8.2,
and implements the interfaces to the Service Control Point and the Service Switching Point
described in section 8.3. Some of the parts that are not or not completely implemented, will be
mentioned in the next subsection.

8.5 Recommendations and future work

The following items are interesting for further study. The list contains items that are remaining
unfmished because my lack of time, and some considerations, related to the subject of the
project.

• Research to, and implementation of the sending of text messages on the ISDN-D channel.
At the moment, sending of text is possible from the Service Control Point to the Service
Switching Point via a proprietary protocol. Research to a user-to-user protocol on the
ISDN-D channel is needed to achieve the sending of text between the Intelligent Peripheral
and the Service Switching Point.

• Research to, and implementation of the ADSI (Analog Display Services Interface) protocol
in the prototype Intelligent Peripheral. This protocol makes it possible to transfer text
messages over an analog telephone line by the use of a modem, which sends bursts of data
during the moments that persons do not speak during a call.

• More extensive research to the management interfaces is needed. For a good operation of
the Intelligent Peripheral in the network, an extension has to be made to the management
interface of the prototype in the Rapid Service Prototyping tool.

• Research to a more extensive use of the link to the Internet. The Intelligent Peripheral could
be extended by a HTTP/Java server, via which users can start services in the Intelligent
Network. This can be used for customer control (changing of user-profJIes), and for call
control (Le. setting up calls). Maybe the Internet link can be used for integration of
Internet-telephony and PSTN-telephony on a small scale.

• Research to the use of speech recognition. The integration of the SUN workstation in the
Intelligent Peripheral, makes the use of a lot of speech-applications possible.

• The implementation of the prototype is not fmished completely. The system should be
extended by the capabilities listed in section 3, and the system should become more stable.
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Abbreviations
AD
ADSI
ANSI
B-ISDN
BCP
C7
cm
CCAF
CCF
CCITT
CS
DECT
DFP
DSS
ETSI
FSP
GFP
GSM
IN
INAL
INAP
INCM
IP
ISDN
ISO
ITU
LIM
MTP
MML
mup
N-ISDN
NIP
OSI
PABX
PhP
PLMN
POTS
PSPDN
PSTN
RSP
SA
SC
SCC
SCE
SCEF
SCEP
SCF
SCP
SDF

Adjunct
Analog Display Services Interface
American National Standards Institute
Broadband ISDN
Basic Call Process
ccrn Signalling System Number 7
Call Instance Data
Call Control Agent Function
Call Control Function
Comite Consultatif International Telegraphique et Telephonique
Capability Set
Digital Enhanced Cordless Telephony
Distributed Functional Plane
Digital Signalling System
European Telecommunications Standards Institute
Flexible Service Proftle
Global Functional Plane
Global System for Mobile communications / Groupe Special Mobile
Intelligent Network
Intelligent Network Applications Laboratory
Intelligent Network Application Protocol
Intelligent Network Conceptual Model
Intelligent Peripheral
Integrated Services Digital Network
International Standards Organisation
International Telecommunications Union
Line Interface Module
Message Transfer Protocol
Man Machine Language
Multiple Point
Narrowband ISDN
Networked IP Protocol
Open Systems Interconnections
Private Addressed Business eXchange
Physical Plane
Public Land Mobile Network
Plain Old Telephone Service
Packet Switched Public Data Network
Public Switched Telephony Network
Rapid Service Prototyping
Service Administrator
Service Creation xor Service Customer
Service Creation Consultancy
Service Creation Environment
Service Creation Environment Function
Service Creation Environment Point
Service Control Function
Service Control Point
Service Data Function
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SOL
SOP
SIB
SMAS
SMAF
SMAP
SMF
SMP
SN
SRF
SS7
SSCP
SSF
SSI
SSP
TCAP
TMN
UPT
VPN
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Specification and Desription Language
SeIVice Data Point
SeIVice Independent Building Block
SeIVice Management Application System
SeIVice Management Agent Function
SeIVice Management Agent Point
SeIVice Management Function
SeIVice Management Point
SeIVice Node
Special Resource Function
CCITT Signalling System Number 7
SeIVice Switching and Control Point
SeIVice Switching Function
SeIVice Script Interpreter
SeIVice Switching Point
Transaction Capabilities Application Part
Telecommunications Management Network
Universal Personal Telecommunications
Virtual Private Network
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Annex A : Code of PA40 building block

-module(pa40).
-export([initial/2,ncr_event/2,clean/2]).
, This block executes the playing of an anouncement in the srf.
, The info depends on the information_to_send parameter.
, If the user is connected to the resource, and the announcement
, has started, it selects the ok outlet. If something goes wrong,
, it selects the nok outlet.
, If requested, at the end of the announcement, the complete
, outlet is selected

initial (Logicdata, Runlist) ->
InformationToSend =

bbsupportlO:get_logic_param(information_to_send,Logicdatal,
(ISDNMup,_]=datamanlO:get_data([process,invoke_data,a_address]),
put (isdn_mup,ISDNMup),
case InformationToSend of

{speech, {ram,Nr}} when integer(Nr) ->
case vsu_play(Nr) of
ok ->

[ok, Templist] =
fspilO:handle_ncr_event_reporting({ready,speech_player},

Runlist) ,
fspilO:handle_ncr_event_reporting({stop,play},Templist);

nok ->
{nok,Runlist}

end;

{speech,{ram,Id}} when atom(Id) ->
case vsu_play(id_2_nr(Id» of
ok ->

{ok, Templist}=
fspilO:handle_ncr_event_reporting({ready,speech-player],

Runlist) ,
fspilO:handle_ncr_event_reporting({stop,play],Templist);

nok ->
{nok,Runlist}

end;

{speech, {audio,FileName}} ->
case audio_play(FileName) of
ok ->

{ok,Templist}=
fspilO:handle_ncr_event_reporting({ready,audio_player},

Runlist) ,
fspilO:handle_ncr_event_reporting({stop,play},Templist);

nok ->
{nok,Runlist]

end;
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{speech,{synth_string,String]] ->
case synth_string(String) of
ok ->

{ok, Templist]=
fspilO:handle_ncr_event_reporting({ready,speech_synthesizer],

Runlist) ,
fspilO:handle_ncr_event_reporting({stop,play],Templist);

nok ->
{nok,Runlist]

end;

{text,{string,String]} ->
{special,Runlist};

, text playing is not provided in srf yet, ssf takes care now

{text,{file,FileName}} ->
{special,Runlist];

, text playing is not provided in srf yet, ssf takes care now

{tone,DTMFString] when list(DTMFString) ->
case send_dtmf(DTMFString) of
ok ->

{ok, Runlist] ;
nok ->

{nok,Runlist]
end;

{tone,Tone) when atom(Tone)->
case send_tone(Tone) of
ok ->

fspilO:handle_ncr_event_reporting({stop,play],Runlist);
nok ->

{nok,Runlist]
end

end.

vsu_play(Nr)->
case srf_util:want_resource(speech_player) of,
{un_avail] ->

nok; , resource not available
{use,{Playld,PlayMup,PlayPid]] ->

datamanlO:put_data({bbprocess,play_type],speech_player),
datamanlO:put_data({bbprocess,play_id),Playld),
datamanlO:put_data({bbprocess,play_mup],PlayMup),
datamanlO:put_data({bbprocess,play_pid],PlayPid),
case srf_util:connect(PlayMup,get(isdn_mup» of
sorry ->

srf_util:free_resource(Playld),
nok; , connecting does not succeed

ok ->
case srf_util:resource_exec(PlayPid,play,Nr) of
{result,nok] ->

srf_util:free_resource(Playld),
srf_util:disconnect(PlayMup),
nok; , playing does not succeed

{result, ok) ->
put(play_status,active),
ok

end
end

end.
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audio_play (FileName) ->
case srf_util:want_resource(audio_player) of
{un_avail} ->

nok; , resource not available
(use, {PlayId,PlayMup,PlayPidll ->

datamanlO:put_data({bbprocess,play_type},audio_player),
datamanlO:put_data({bbprocess,play_id},Playld),
datamanlO:put_data({bbprocess,play_mup},PlayMup),
datamanlO:put_data({bbprocess,play_pid},PlayPid),
case srf_util:connect(PlayMup,get(isdn_mup» of
sorry ->

srf_util:free_resource(PlayId),
nok; , connecting does not succeed

ok ->
case srf_util:resource_exec(PlayPid/play,FileName) of
{result,nok} ->

srf_util:free_resource(PlayId),
srf_util:disconnect(playMup),
nok; , playing does not succeed

{result/ok} ->
put(play_status,active),
ok

end
end

end.

synth_string(String)->
case srf_util:want_resource(speech_synthesizer) of
{un_avail} ->

nok; , resource not available
{use,{PlayId/PlayMup,PlayPid}} ->

datamanlO:put_data({bbprocess,play_type}/speech_synthesizer),
datamanlO:put_data({bbprocess/play_id},PlayId),
datamanlO:put_data({bbprocess,play_mup},PlayMup),
datamanlO:put_data({bbprocess,play_pid}/PlayPid),
case srf_util:connect(PlayMup,get(isdn_mup» of
sorry ->

srf_util:free_resource(PlayId),
nok; , connecting does not succeed

ok ->
case srf_util:resource_exec(PlayPid,play,String) of
[result,nok} ->

srf_util:free_resource(Playld),
srf_util:disconnect(PlayMup),
nok; , playing does not succeed

(result, ok} ->
put(play_status,active) ,
ok

end
end

end.
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send_tone(Tone)->
Resource = pa40:tone_to_resource(Tone),
case srf_util:want_resource(Resource) of
[un_avail} ->

nok; % resource not available
{use,{Playld,PlayMup,PlayPid}} ->

datamanlO:put_data([bbprocess,play_type} ,tone_sender) ,
datamanlO:put_data({bbprocess,play_id},Playld),
datamanlO:put_data([bbprocess,play_mup},PlayMup),
datamanlO:put_data({bbprocess,play_pid},PlayPid),
case srf_util:connect(PlayMup,get(isdn_mup» of
sorry ->

srf_util:free_resource(Playld),
nok; % connecting does not succeed

ok ->
put(play_status,active),
ok

end
end.

tone_to_resource(dial) -> dial_tone_sender;
tone_to_resource(ring) -> ring_tone_sender;
tone_to_resource(busy) -> busy_tone_sender;
tone_to_resource(fault) -> fault_tone_sender;
tone_to_resource(_) -> undefined.

send_dtmf(String)->
case srf_util:want_resource(dtmf_sender) of
{un_avail} ->

nok; % resource not available
{use,{Playld,PlayMup,PlayPid}} ->

datamanlO:put_data([bbprocess,play_type},dtmf_sender),
datamanlO:put_data([bbprocess,play_id},Playld),
datamanlO:put_data([bbprocess,play_mup},PlayMup),
datamanlO:put_data([bbprocess,play_pid},PlayPid),
case srf_util:connect(PlayMup,get(isdn_mup» of
sorry ->

srf_util:free_resource(Playld),
nok; % connecting does not succeed

ok ->
case srf_util:resource_exec(PlayPid,send_dtmf,String) of
{result,nok} ->

srf_util:free_resource(Playld),
srf_util:disconnect(PlayMup),
nok; % playing does not succeed

[result, ok} ->
put(play_status,active) ,
ok

end
end

end.
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ncr_event (Logicdata , Runlist) ->
InformationToSend =

bbsupportlO:get_logic_param(information_to_send,Logicdatal,
Event = datamanlO:get_data({process,job),
EventData = datamanlO:get_data([process,Event),
case Event of
(ready, _) ->

put(play_status, idle) ,
r_disc(play_mup),
r_free(play_id),
(complete,fspilO:cleanup_ncr_event_list(Runlist»);

{stop,play}->
put (play_status, idle) ,
case InformationToSend of
(tone,Tone) when atom(Tone) ->

r_stop(play_pid);
->

true
end,
r_disc(play_mup),
r_free(play_id),

(complete,fspilO:cleanup_ncr_event_list(Runlist»);
Other ->

fspilO:bberror("unexpected event: -w in pa40 bblock-n", [Other]),
(error,fspilO:cleanup_ncr_event_list(Runlist»)

end.

clean([ready,_),Runlist) ->
% release,stop,disconnect resources

r_stop(play_pid),r_disc(play_mup),r_free(play_id),
fspilO:cleanup_ncr_event_list([stop,play} ,Runlist) ,

true;

clean({stop,_},Runlist) ->
% release,stop,disconnect resources

r_stop(play_pid) ,r_disc(play_mup) ,r_free(play_id),
event_type = datamanlO:get_data({bbprocess,play_type}),
fspilO:cleanup_ncr_event_list({ready,event_type},Runlist),

true.

id_2_nr(welcome)->1;
id_2_nr(_)-> undefined.

r_free(Tag)->
Id = datamanlO:get_data([bbprocess,Tag]),
srf_util:free_resource(Id).

r_disc(Tag)->
Mup = datamanlO:get_data({bbprocess,Tag}),
srf_util:disconnect(Mup).

r_stop (Tag) - >
Prld = datamanlO:get_data({bbprocess,Tag}),
srf_util:resource_exec(Prld,stop).
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